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Father Dion
Given Visa
By Russians
r WORCESTER. Mus _
Russia has grafted an entry
Ti*a to Rev. Louis A. Dion,
A.A., and the Assumptinnist
priest has said he will leave
lor Moscow on Jan. 2ft and ar-
rive five days later.
Father Dion will serve as chap-
lain to American Catholici in
Moscow He tg, succeeding Rev.
Ceorges Bissonnrtte, A.A., ex-
pelled in March, 1955 He will
have the title of Apostolic Admin
latrator of the U.S. S R and will
be directly responsible to the
Molv See.
Father Dion had filed a visa
application in T9M. It wras reject-
ed after the U.S. State Depart-
ment refused to grant a perma
Bent visa to Archbishop Boris,
who had been appointed Exarch
for North America
ANNOUNCEMENT of the visa
grant was made here by Rev.
Armand H Desautcls, A A., pres-
ident of Assumption College,
where Father Dion is registrar.
The 4S year-old priest is the
fifth American Assumptionist to
be named to the Moscow post
Since 19X1, when the right to send
a US clergyman to the Soviet
Union was established in the
Roosevelt-Litvinov pact recogniz-
ing the Soviet Union.
Father Dion is expected to live
In the apartment once occupied
by Father Bissonnette This is
equipped with an altar since the
Church of St. I-ouis of the French,
the only Catholic church in Mos-
cow. is closed to American
priests.
Enthronement Set
For Archbishops
WASHINGTON America's
two newest Archbishops will be
enthroned in their nrw Sees with-
in two days of each other.
Bishop John F. Dearden of
Pittsburgh will be enthroned as
Archbishop of Detroit on Jan. 29
by Cardinal O'Hara, C.S C.
Bishop William E. Cousins of
Peoria. 11l , will be enthronrd
as Archbishop of Milwaukee at
St John s Cathedral there on
Jan, 27 by Archbishop Meyer.
Sees Trashy Books
Brainwashing Kids
CLEVELAND (RNS) Trashy and obscene literature
among gome school children Is becoming such a problem
that is making education almost impossible, a school nurse
said here
Mrs. Margaret Rowland,
daily contact with youngster* 13
and under, charged that "our chil
dren are being brainwashed by
this trash literature and In the
fare of It, true education is out
of the question
"
The nurse said she was "con
vinccd this trash ta furnishing
our children with 'culture' and
achool work get* what time and
interest are left "
AMONG THE more objection
able literature, Mrs Rowland sin
gled out sordid romanre and de
tective magazine* and. pocket nov
els which are aimed directly at
the juvenile mind
This type of literature, she
•aid. "give* our children warped
Information, undermining their
whose work brings her into
security and hurrying them In-
to an amoral, mixed-up adult- j
hood."
A nurse for more than 20 years.
Mrs Rowland has talked to school
and health authorities, police and
clergymen on the subject of ob-
scene publications. An active
member of the Citizens for Decent
Literature here, she urged par
ents to support strong police ac-
tion against peddlers of legally
obscene material and to let prose
cutors and judges know they have
public barking in such cases.
She also called on parents to
supervise their children's reading
and do “everything to give them
positive values that will protect
them
"
Historians Elect,
Present Award
WASHINGTON (NO—Dr liar
ry M. Kirwin of Loyola College,
Baltimore, has been Installed as
president of the American Cath
oir Historical Association
Other officers Installed at the
S9th annual meeting here were:
Taul Horgan, Pulitzer Prizewin-
ning historian, first vice presi-
dent; Rev. Eric McDermott, S.J ,
Georgetown University, second
vice president; Msgr John K
Cartwright, rector of St Mat
thew s C athedral here, treasurer,
and Msgr. John Tracy Ellis, Cath-
olic University of America, sec
retary.
The association's IMS John Gil
mary Shea Prize for the best
book by a Catholic historian went
to Rev. John M Daley, S J , dean
of Georgetown University's grad-
uate school, for his volume
‘'Georgetown University; Origin
«nd Early Years.”
American Cardinals Express
Their Joy on Return Home
"It's great to be home.”
That sentiment was ex-
pressed by both Cardinal Cush-
ing and Cardinal O'Hara last
week as they arrived home
after ceremonies in Rome
where each received the red
hat.
A crowd of 2.500 roared a
hearty welcome at Boston's Lo-
gan Airport as Cardinal Cush-
ing debarked clad in the scar-
let garb of a Prince of the
Church.
DRAMA ABOUNDED In
Philadelphia when Cardinal
O'Hara ayrned. His plane came
in on three engines, the pilot
having cut off a fourth when
a spark plug shortcircuited on
the flight from New York.
Squads of policemen and
firrmen with equipment stood
by for the landing They had
been summoned for possible
emergency duty after the pilot
had informed the control tower
of his trouble.
CARDINAL CUSHING ar
rived in near-zero weather
Some people in the crowd
broke through police lines to
kiss his ring Others reached
out to touch him as he walked
by.
Before making his way to
Our I-ady of the Airways
Chapel to celebrate Mass, he
recalled his meetings with the
Pope and said that he is "a
very kindly and humble man of
the people . . who likes peo-
ple and likes to be of service
to people.”
Entering the chapel, the Car-
dinal passed a nun whom he
recognized and with a smile
said. “Do you recognize me in
this outfit?”
He said he w jr fatigued by
the many functions he had at-
tended while in Rome and re-
marked that he had tried to
sleep as much as he could dur-
ing the flight home. He re-
marked that he had fallen
asleep during the stopover at
Shannon Airport and then
quipped, "Imagine an Irishman
falling asleep over Ireland.*
The Cardinal related that he
had two private audiences with
the Pope and at one the Pope
himself arranged the chairs for
his visitors.
CARDINAL O'HARA wa*s
also greeted by a crowd in ex-
cess of 2.000, very few of whom
knew of the plane's difficulty,
although it had stretched their
wait by several hours.
The Cardinal, speaking from
tbe ramp of the plane, ex-
pressed hix pleasure at being
home and then left for the
Cathedral of SS. Peter and
Paul, after giving his benedic-
tion to the throng.
During the drive to the cathe-
drtkl, he waved and' gave his
blessings to the crowds who
lined the sidewalks.
The entourage stopped at In-
tervals along the way as faith-
ful offered flowers and bou-
quets. Many parochial school
youngsters broke into song as
the Cardinal's limousine halt-
ed briefly.
His arrival at the cathedral
was signaled by the tolling of
bells. Hundreds had gathered
there to await his return. The
Cardinal offered a low Mass at
the main altar, while seven
other priests who had made the
trip with him offered Masses
at side altars in thanksgiving
for the safe journey.
Pope Wearing
Ancient Cap
VATICAN CITY (NO _ pope
John XXIII has brought hack
the camauro, the tight-fitting
red velvet Papal cap trimmed
with white fur.
A non liturgical hat which cov-
er* the ears and the hack of
the head, the camauro came in-
to use in the late Middle Ages
It was commonly worn hy the
Popes until the last part of the
IRth century, and resumed tor a
time by Pius IX and Leo XIII,
Pope Pius XII was vested with
such a rap at Castrlgandnlfo aft-
er he died. Neither he nor his
predecessors of the past 50 years
wore it in life. His usual hat was
the while zucchelto, or skullcap.
Pope John wore the camauro
when he entered the audience
chamber to receive the pastori
of Rome in their pre-Christmas
visit.
UNITY POSTER: This poster, especially prepared to
publicize the Chair of Unity Octave observance, has
been issued by the Central Office at Graymoor, Garri-
son, N.Y. It lists the different intentions of prayer
for each day of the octave, Jan. 18-25.
On the
Inside...
ET TU, NOTRE DAME?
says Ed Grant, as he dis-
cusses the firing of foot-
-1»U coach Terry Bren-
nan on
~ Page 12
SHOULD THE HUSBAND
help around the house?
Father Thomas gives his
his answer on .. Page 7
POPE JOHN’S first Christ
mas message is printed
in full on Page 9
EPIPHANY and how it is
observed in countries
around the world is told
nn Page 14
New Type 'Class Struggle’
Yugoslav Communists Trying
To Pit Priests Against Bishops
By C. Strachwitz
VIENNA (NO Yugoslavia's
communist regime has shifted its
tactics in its war against the
Church Having abandoned open
ly use of terroristic methods, the
Reds are trying to destroy the
C-hurch. Having abandoned open-
clergy against the hierarchy.
Since no spectacular attacks on
the Church in Yugoslavia have
been reported for some time,
people here had come to the con
elusion that Catholicism had
withstood the original communist
onslaught and was enjoying a
measure of peace and freedom.
Nothing is further from the'
truth.
THE TERRORISTIC phase —I
marked by the assassination or
jailing of many priestj and Bish-i
Ops, the mock trial and imprison-
ment of Cardinal Stepinac, the
methodical intimidation of the
faithful, and varied efforts to pre-
vent the religious instruction of
the young was followed by
economic pressure. Threat of
starvation was used to force the
clergy into submission and make
laymen renounce religious obliga-
tions.
When these efforts produced
few results, the Reds in
trodured a third method, at-
tempting. as a member of the
Yugoslav Communist Party's
central committee put It. to fo-
ment a "class struggle" he-
[ tween the clergy and the Bish
!
I They hope in this way to create
j within the Church another
''church" which will b c - free
from interference by the Bishops
or the Vatican "
To achieve this end the com
mumsts have set up so-called
"priests' unions ' through which
they hope to compel the parish
rlrruy to recognize the itate a*
the supreme authonty in religious I
** well as political matter*. In
addition to priests, each •union”
includes a member of the schis
malic Orthodox clergy, a Moslem
representative and a 'political
adviser” appointed by the gov-
rrnmcnt.
Till-. ROLE OF thf.v “ad-
risers” is illustrated by the way
one of them acted at a me.eting
of the "priests' union" in Jajca,
Bosnia. There the government
representative, a Moslem named
Resad Salanovic. handed the
priests the teats at sermons they
l were to preach and the*, lufc
abusive remarks about the Holy
ISee.
One of his remarks was the
following: "The Holy Father
looks to heaven in despair, be-
cause where he expected to see
angels be could seen only a dog
I-aika traveling in the Sput-
nik." A month later this state-
ment was printed in the Zagreb
weekly, Vjrtaik.
Surveillance of the parish cler-
gy hy the "priests' unions" is so
strict that any pastoral activity
outside of church services is im-
possible Priests have to he care-
ful about what they say in ser-
mons snd even to people go-
ing to confession if they want
to avoid arrest.
Once arrested, it is often only
by declaring their willingness to
join the "unions" that priests
can obtain their release.
KXACT FIGURES are not
available, but it it believed that
a majority of Yugoslavia's parish
priests already belong to the
"unions." The proportion seems
to be lowest in Croatia and high-
est perhaps as high as 75%
in Slovenia.
The situation virln from
diocese to diocese. Somr
Bishops have issurd clear
warnings and directives against
the “anions." Others have
left It up to the priests to de-
cide whether or not to join the
local group.
Many priests have undoubfedly
been misled by periodicals which
were once Catholic but which
have gradually developed pro-
communist tendencies, such **
Dohri Pastir (The Good Shep-herd) of Serajevo, as well as by
the activitie* of the communist-
dominated SS. Cyril and-Met ho-
dius Society.
,
™** *AVE AMO ben ml*
led by the example of renegade
priest* who are teaching that
Catholicism and communism are
compatible.
These would include such men
a* the Revs. Stanlto Cajnkar.
a professor at the theological
school in Ljubljana; Svetozar Rit-
tig of the Zagreb metropolitan
chapter, and Jozo Markusic.
Franciscan provincial in Herze-
govena.
Dr. Rittig, along with a Fran-
ciscan, Rev, Roko Rogosic, is a
member of the 're
Hgious committee • attached as an
advisory board to the Creation
Communist Party's central com
mittee in Zagreb A Rev. Eduard
Zilic works in a similar capac
ity at the headquarters of the
Yugoslav Communist Party in
Belgrade.I
Pope’s Text Beamed
Behind Iron Curtain
NKW YORK (NC) _ The text
of Pope John’i first Christmas
mexsage wax broadcaat to Iron
Curtain countries by Radio Free
Europe.
Desegregation Easier If Adults
Don't Butt In, Report Shows
NOTRE DAME (RNS)—High;
school student* who are "inde
pendent of adult encouragement"
rarely show any overt resistance
to school desegregation, gome
200 Catholic sociologists were
told here.
Rev. James K. Muldowney,
S J, assistant professor of soci-
ology at Wheeling (W. Va.) Col-
lege, made this observation in a
report to the 20th annual convcn
tion of the American Catholic
Sociological Society. He recount
ed results of his study on deseg
regation in five unidentified
communities in five different
states which had compulsory ra-
cial segregation in their public
schools before the 1954 Supreme
Court decision.
AMONG HIS other findings.
Father Muldowney disclosed that
the size of a community and its
population distribution "do not
seem to be significant determi
nants" in bringing about peaceful
school desegregation. “Even the
actual proportion of Negroes to
whites iq the community seems
to be less important a factor lr
the change than is the definition
of the proportion in the minds of
white people," he said.
He noted that rural commu-
nities h*ve treater difficulty
making the transition than ur-
ban areas. He said that Just
about the worst climate for
school desegregation would ho
“» predominantly rural area
with few Negroes living la
segregated sections, and Which
had been farced to mix white
and colored rhildreo by locsl
court order."
Father Muldowney observed
that the best prospect for an
easy adjustment to school deseg
regation would be “a large city
with clear residential aegregation
and with more than a quarter of
the population Negro, which had
voluntarily accepted the Su-j
prrmc Court's decision to deseg-
regate."
At ADKMIC difference* be
tween white and colored atu
dent.*, he added, wa* not a signif-
icant factor in the ease or diffi-
culty of the transition in the com
munitie* studied. Nor did school
grades seem to make a difference
among the white and Negro stu-
dents themselves.
Father Muldowney reported
that when xrhool teachers and
administrators are desegregated
professionally, the chances are
better that the schools where
they work will be integrated
more easily.
“Familiarity of white teach
ers with Negroes gained from
hi racial professional meetings
creates an atmosphere favor-
able to (he acceptance of col-
ored students In white
schools." he said.
Bishop Leo A. Pursley of Fort
Wayne. Ind , greeted the aociol
ogists at the convention's open
ing session. “Both social science
and social action," he said, “must
be regarded, at least from a
Catholic point of view, as having
a common ultimate purpose* to
create, restore or Improve the
IChristian social order
"
Pray for Domestic Peace,
Cardinal Tells Servicemen
WIESBADEN, Germany—Pray
for peace at home as well as
abroad, Cardinal Spellman told |
U S servicemen stationed here ln|
a sermon at midnight Mass on
Christmas Eve.
Referring to recent American
labor difficulties, he said it is j
regrettable that they cannot be'
settled in order to pave the way
for the solution of the larger prob-|
lemt of international peace.
THB CARDINAL was on his
annual Christmas tour af Ameri-
can overseas bases in his capaci
ty as Military Vicar. He told the
1.000 servicemen and their faini
lies that he would continue the |
tours until world peace is achiev
ed and "the!servicemen can all
come home.”
■hiring the Mass the Cardl
nal used a chalice which had \
belonged to Pope Pius XII. It
was given to him in Rome by |
Pope John.
Cardinal Spellman, in four
day*, also visited base* at Ram-]
•tain. Frankfurt.and Heidelberg. I
Tears, Jokes, Laughs
Fill Pope’s Christmas
VATICAN CITY—"I was .
sirk and you visited me I was in
prison and you came to me
"
Pope John XXIII gave life to
those words as recorded hv SI
Matthew when, during the Christ
mas holidays, he visited the sick,
the orphaned and the impris
oned
But thrrr was time for merri
mrnt and business, too Two days
alter Christmas he consecrated
four Archbishops and four Bish
ops in St Peter s Basilica in the
first such ceremony since his
election to the Papacy two
months ago.
AND THEN a day later he
nervously held a playful lion ruh
named Doily on his lap at a
mass audience for the Orfei Or
cus
"Easy, easy," the Pontiff
laughed as the <5 day old rub
bounced around. "I'm nrrns-
tomed to the lions of Venie
which don't move.”
A winged lion is the symbol of.
Venice, where Pope John was
Patriareh before his election to
the Papacy. The Pope's own coat
Of VW ala* Includes •- lkm.
THE CHUB I MAR festivities
started on Christmas Eve when
the Holy Father received Vati-
can City’s workmen, shop clerks
and office workers and told them
they have a special responsibility
to lead full Christian lives.
It was the first time in history
that a Pope had granted a spe-
cial audience to the citizens of
Vatican City. Some 200 of the
tiny city state s residents crowd-
ed into the Clementine Hall to
wish their spiritual and temporal
sovereign a Merry Chistmas.
Later the Pontiff celebrated a
televised Mass in the Pauline
Chapel in the presence of Vatican
prelates and the diplomatic corps
The Pope's second Christmas
Mass was celebrated privately
immediately after and the third
at tl a m in St. Peter s Basilica
for the general puhlir After a
! light breakfast, he appeared at
the window of his study overlook
ing St. Peter * Square to give his
blessing to the faithful below
AS HE. SPOKE photographers
continually exploded flashbulbs
around him and he broke off to
»*>
"One should probably add a
lath work of iqcrry that of
enduring annoy -ng peoplr or o(
instructing the ignorant I am
very fond of photographers, but
by these words I want to ex-
plain that I want to be left in
peare a little."
He resumed his speech to the
patients, saymg that Santo Spin
to hospital coul.l he considered a
shrine to chanty and then termt
nated his remarks with charar-
tenstic good humor hy saying
But now I do not want lo he
the one forcing you to practice
the 15th work of merry hy mak
mg you listen to a long dts
course ''
CHRISTMAS CHEER: Pope John brought Christmas joy to three-year-old GiorgioMariani at the Infant Jesus Hospital for children, presenting the youngster with a
Vatican flag during a visit there.
As One Angola
To Anothor
SHORTLY AFTER noon he vis
ited the Children's Hospital of
C.esu Bambino (Infant Jesus I
Walking through all the wards
he paused at almost every bed
to give an affectionate pat to
each youngster. Over each small
head he raised his hand in bless
mg To all he spoke words of
comfort In each hand he placed
a religious medal.
One of the patients was a 12-
year old polio victim The Pope
asked him his name He said,
"Angelo.'' and the Pontiff, who
was Angelo Giuseppe Cardinal
Roncalll before his election,
chuckled and smiled
“Now, hear that!" he ex-
claimed. “You know, my name
used to tie Angelo, 100. but
then I've had to change it and
now my name it Giovanni."
He said to the little boy Now,
Angelo, you must recover real
fast, because who knows, some
day you may find yourself in the
position of having to change your
name for the same reason I had
to,"
Pope John went next to the
Rome Communal Hospital of the
Santo Splrito (Holy Ghost). The
tame scenes of affectionate greet-
ing and whispered words of con-
solation were repeated at the
Pope was escorted through both
the men's and women's wards.
Many of the patients were visi-
bly moved as the Vicar of Christ]
moved among them.
In a brief speech he said he'
had noticed that many peoplel
were surprised by what he has'
been doing in recent weeks and
the way he has been traveling out
side the Vatican. He said he had
not wantgd to do anything other
than aim ply to apply the teaching
of the Gospel and fulfill the 14
Iworks of mercy.
Whem a Man
Has to Cry
DETUNING TO the Vatican,
greeted 60 orphaned and 20
mppled children from the Father
Gnocehi bora* and VlUa Naia
reth.
I Team glistened in the rope'k!
ieye« when he saw them but
I when the children had finished
their presentations he smiled and
said man is certain to cry twice
during his lifetime once in early
childhood and again in old age
Then he said: -Tears. >or
row and the snffenng of men
must not be wasted, because
they base a function. Instead
they must be offered to the
' Urt with dedication and trust
laC resignation for the good of-
all
- ;
Umberto Ranien. a 13 year old
who lost his sight in a quicklime
accident, told the Pope of hn
hope to regain his sight by means
'Of a transplant if somrnne do |
nates a cornea to him The Pope
l tr plied -Men can be so very
bad. but they can also be very
good Me paused for a moment
and then added Sometimes all
of us are blind "
Standing in the Mall of ton
si-tones, where the Pontiff re
eeised the youngster*, was a crib
which the Holy Father had hart
in Yemcr when he was Patrlarrh
there and which he had ordered
i set up for his young visitors.
ON TH£ HAY after Christmas
so many people gravitated to St
I’eter * Square to applaud the in
creasingly popular Pontiff ansi
receive his blessing, that he
made an unschrdulrd appearance
at his window shortly after noon
to lead them in (he recitation of
the Angclus.
That was followed by a prayer
to the Guardian Angels and
; Prayer* for the poor souls. The
| throng* responded In chant and
1 dropped to their knee* when h*
began the Papal blessing.
VISITS PRISONERS: Kneeling outside cells, prison-
ers applaud Pope John in Rome's Regina Coeli Jail as
he personally brings the spirit of Christmas into
Rome's biggest prison By visiting the inmates, he re-
vived a custom of Pope Pius IX, who visited them every
Christmas during his pontificate, which ran from 1846
to 1873.
Pope Puts End-
To Cap Strap
f r
NATICAN CITY During
his visit to Roman hospitals.
Pope John XXIII indicated that
he would like to halt one tradi-
tional Papal practice the
swapping of skullcaps.
Offered a whit* skullcap In
exchange for hi* own. which
would then be kept by the
hospital as a souvenir, the Pope
plaeed the skullcap on his head
but then returned it saying:
"1 shall not give you mine
for tun reasons. I do not want
to be the cause of special hat-
makers Treating my skullcaps
and . . because the affair of
the skullcap could become a
superstition."
For Prisoners
,
A Promise
Karlier in the day a thou-
sand toughened prisoners stood
misty eyed as thr Pope visited
Rome's Regina Ooell prison to
spend Mimf limp with his "fpod
sons.”
Standing in the prison rotunda,
thr Popr raised his voica to b*
heard throughout thr four tier*
ot rrll blocks and said:
' Well. I have come. You hav«
seen me I have fixed my eye*
upon yours, I have Joined my
heart to your heart. Our visit to-
gclhrr will remain one of the
purest mrmoriea of the beginning
of my pontificate. Now' wrrite
home to your dear ones and tell
them that thr Pope came to sen
you and that he promises to re-
nte the Rosary and celebrate hi*
Mass for your special intentions.
Now I hlrss you
"
Prisonrrs and guards had
worked almost the entire night to
give the rotunda an atmosphere
of welcome They had erected an
altar in the center, with a Chrtit-
mas crih to one side. On the first
of the four galleries encircling
the rotunda had been erected a
statue of Our Lady and on the
opposite side a crucifix.
(Continued on Page J)
People in the Week’s News
Mttr. Ukm K. Cartwright, rec-
tor oT St. Matthew'! Cathedral.
Waihinfton, hai. been named a 1
ProtonoUry Apottolic.
R*». Bernard Drurtto. 0.F.M.,
ao!a Catholic miisionary on Quo- ;
moy, hat been decorated by the
Chinete Nationalist government
for his rescue work and assist- 1
ance given to sick and wounded
L«ais J. M. Beet, a member of
the Catholic Peoples' Party, has
been sworn in as Prime Minister
of the Netherlands.
Cardinal Bueno y Monreal has
received his red biretta- from
Generalissimo Francisco Franco
of Spain.
Jellas Duke Kalus of San Jose,
Calif., has been convicted in Fed-
eral Court on two counts of mail
fraud for soliciting funds for a
non-existent charitable organise-
tion he called the Handicapped
Brothers of St. Jude Thaddeus.
Rev. Edward A. Bradley. SJ„
of Xavier University. Cincinnati,
will return home from a year's
stay in Antarctica next month.
King Hnsseln has awarded Jor-
dan's Medal of the Star to. Car-
dinal Spellman for "his humani-
tarian activities"
Rev. Paul Duchesne. M.M.. has
been transferred from Hong Kong
to Saigon, South Vietnam, as di-
rector there of Catholic Relief
Sorvices-NCWC
Cardinal Doepfner of Berlin
celebrated his first Pontifical
B*s.i as a Cardinal on Christmas
in communist-dominated East
Berlin.
Cau*en
. . .
Ferferino Namnncua of Argen-
tina. Died In Rome'at the age of
19 in a Salexian novitiate. Beati-
fication cauxe opened in Rome
by Sacred Congregation of Rite*
Cardinal Andrea Ferrari of Mi-
lan Died in 1921 Beatification
cauxe opened by Sacred Congre
Cation.
Sixlera Maria de t.uadalupe
and Francixca del Addolorata of
Spain Ratification can set open
ed by Sacred Congregation
Hixhopx . . ,
Archpriest Rafael Bayao'a elec-
lion by Armenian Rite episcopate
as Coadjutor with right of sue
cession in Alexandria has been
confirmed by the Pope
Rev* Jose Pilar Queiada has
been named Bishop of Acapulco,
newly created Mexican diocese
by the Pope.
Rev. Fidel Cortes Perex has
been appointed Bishop of Chila-
pa. Mexico.
Msgr. Jose Gabriel Calderon
has been named Auxiliary Bish-
op of Bogota. Colombia.
Bishop Francisco Gallego Per
es of Barranquilla. Colombia,
has been named Bishop of Cali
in that country.
Died
. . .
Job* J. Krol Sr. of Cleveland.
7(1. father of Auxiliary Bishop.
John J. Krol of Cleveland.
World's Oldest
Jesuit Dies
ST LOUIS (NC) Rev. Lau-
rence J. Kenny. S. J , 94. history
professor emeritus at St. Louis
University, believed to have been
| the world's oldest Jesuit, died
| lec 28 at Mount St. Rose Hospi-
tal here
Father Kenny was in failing
health for several years and had
been a patient at the hospital for
more than a year. He observed
his 75th anniversary as a Jesuit
last* July and his 94th birthday
ir. October
Bom in Ohio in 1864 Father
Kenny went to St Stanislaus
Seminary in Florissant. Mo , in
1883 He was ordained in 1900 He
was a teacher for 57 years and
reUred in 1952 He rrmamod ar
live in academic affairs until his
illness.
Father Kenny studied under di
rection of one of the 12 Jesuits
who took over St Louis Universi-
ty in 1828 He was a member of
Ibe university (acuity from 1900
except for six years when he
taught history at the University of
Detroit
As historian of the university.
Father Kenny wrote a number of
articles and pamphlets He was
active in Sodality work and found
ed a number of Negro parishes
In St Louis.
Polish Catholics
Greet Primate
WARSAW i R \S' Hundrcda
of Catholics ignored the pre dawn
cold here to greet Cirdinil Wyv
On»ki. Pnmate of Poland, on
hli return from Rome
Chanting welcome, welcome
welcome." the crowd atormed
the station where the Primate
leaned out. imlling and waving,
from the window of hn tram
compartment
’ Were you afraid I wa» never
eominj home’" asked the Car
dinal, obviously touched by the
reception "No. no." came th"
miwering about, aa the Cardinal
raised his hand In blessing
The Primate laid It vit "won
derful to be home again" and
"I am very happy to be among
ill of you
"
MEMENTO: Cardinal Mon-
tini of Milan examines the
typewriter used by the late
Pope Pius XII. It was giv-
en to him by Pope John be-
cause of the Cardinal's
close collaboration with the
late Pontiff.
Hoover Sees Apathy
Aiding Communists
WASHINGTON (NT) Nurtured by apathy of the
American people, the communist threat of subversion in
this country continued to grow during 1958, FBI Director
■J Edgar Hoover declared in a report of FBI activities and
accomplishments during the year.
In the report submitted to At- 1
torney General William P Roe
ers he vani
' Semina a more favorahle at-
mosphere. the Communist Parly,
ISA, and its dupes and sympa-
thirers earned further courage
and became more vocal in their
attacks upon law enforcement
and other professions which are
Nfedicated to preserving our free
doms
Among the Communist Party's
most ambitious activities during
19SA was formulating of pos.tivc
programs to infiltrate mass or
ganuation and to establish a
new communist youth group.
Hoover declared in his report
"The Communist Party pro-
fesses to be a legitimate political
organization on the American
scene, however, its leadership
reins are firmly held hy rabidly
pro Soviet elements, and the par
ty's ultimate objective remains
the overthrow and destruction
of our government by force and
violence," Hoover said
"Throughout 195* the party
continued to function as an in
tcgral part of the international
communist conspiracy which now
controls more than one third of
the earth's people Since June
195*. several party leaders have
applied for passports and made
plans to travel to the Soviet
Union
"
New Delegate
Likes Fishing
WASHNC.TON (NO—"A keen
sense of humor, very active and
very sociable
••
That s how the new Apostolic
Delegate to the I'mted States,
Archbishop Egidio Vagn'-m. was
described by a nephew who is
studying here at the Catholic
University of America
Mario Jo »»a. 24, an archilrc
ture Student, recalled that three
years ago he had spent the sum-
mer at Ana to with Archbishop
Vifnom and sevecal relatives
** r
„
,n )°yed fishing a great
deal ' the aludent said, and he
is also very interested in art "
Asked what languages the
Apostolic Delegate speaks, Jossa
• aid he knows Spanish. Knglish.
Italian and French lie added
that the Archbishop is particu-
arty adept ■ y, French and Fng
lisa.
Expect Closing
Of Polish Exile
Vatican Embassy
VATICAN CITY Shuttering
Ihr embassy maintained here
fcT the Polish
go\eminent in exile
appeared nrar al hand this week
Ambassador fasimir Pjpee,
dran of the Vatican diplomatic
cocpi >ll conapicuoui by hla ab-
** diplomats made tradl-
t |ln^4l
v
<^ lrl ' lm * , Clll * on Pope
John XXIII presenting thetr ere
denials to him at the same time
ape* should has r led the list
ot callers Since Ihr presentation
of credentials seas required at
this time because af the new
pontificate, hu absence ssas all
the more significant
The ambassador * position has
been
uncertain during recent
months in which he has not per
formed the functions normally
earned out by the dean of the
corps Kirst official notice that
the embassy has been disr.-nlln
ued is expected to come around
Jan IB when the annual dlrec
lory of diplomats at the Holy
*** 1* published.
Places in the News
The St. Loaii Archdiocese will
observe a I-ourdes Centennial
Commemorative Week Feb. 1-#.
Six new Catholic churches are
being built in Singapore where
the Catholic population now totals
45,000.
Raimondi Collegr. l«-story
Catholic college in Hong Kong,
was formally 'opened by Cardinal
Agagianian during a visit to the
Far Fast
Authorities in Rutland, VI., are
clamping down on stores open
on Sundays to sell merchandise
not regarded as necessities
The International Committee of
the Blind will hold its second
world congress in Rome Sept
30-Oct. 2. 1959
A diocesan Sacred Art Commis-
sion has been established in Sal
, ford, F.ngland, to ensure that all
new works of Church art conform
to rubrical standards.
1 Presidents of the 3* Jesuit col
leges in the U.S. will meet at
Rockhurst College, Kansas City
Mo.. Jan. 4-5.
The Norbertine Fathers will set
up their first house in Australia
In Perth.
The Bishops of Germany have
asked Catholics there to make
1959 a year of prayer for world
peace |nd the well being of e u .
rope's refugees
Catholics in England have sp* n t
more than 527 million for 276
schools since 1945
Ground breaking ceremonies
have been held in Washington
for a 5500,000 Catholic school and
psycho-educational clinic for re-
tarded children, funds for which
were provided by the Joseph P
Kennedy Foundation
An Italian Catholic Center has
been opened in Melbourne for in-
tegration of migrants into the
Australian community
The annual Lenten sermons car
ried by the French Broadcasting
System will be given by four Car
dinals this year
The "La Fenlce" orchestra of
Venice gave a Christmas concert
for Pope John XXIII in the Vati-
can Apostolic Palace on Dec 28
The first native students have
graduated from Lovanium Uni-
versity, Catholic institution in the
Belgian Congo allied with Lou-
vain University, Belgium
SF.IJJNG SOMETHING? t, )c
Advocate goes Into more than
110.000 homes, reaches more than
*50.000 readers every week
Papal ‘ Bull'
ROMK (RN'Sl—Pope John
XXiM, son of an Italian farmer,
has been presented with 10
heifers and one bull for his
Papal farm as a gift from a
group of Catholic farmeri at
Dunlap. la
The animals arrived here on
a chartered flight from New
York They will be given later
to the Pope by the Italian Fed
eration of Farmers Coopers
live.
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The First Item On
'Every Family Budget?
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*
S«riin b a habit and there never was and never
will be a better one.
Often savin* it difficult w here there are to
many demands on the family income for the
necesaanee of life. But w,th many people the
demands keep growing at the income increases
and thus the saving habit is neter formed.
Get the saving habit even though you can ,
only put aside one dollar a week. Make it the
, item on your budget. It’, surprising how
regular deposits in your sawngs account accu-
mulate to a sizeable amount in a very short lime.
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Champion,of liberty
UNITED STATES POSTAGE
NEW ISSUES: The** two
commemorative stamps
have been issued by the
l Sand the Philippines
Upper photo shows Jose de
San Martin. Catholic Hern
o( the Andes,” on a U S
stamp which Is the fourth
in the "Champion of Lib
erty" series Stamp in low-
er photo commemorates
dedication of the Manila
cathedral.
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j THE POPE TOLD the prison-
ers how as a boy a deep imprcs
sion had been made on him when
one of his relatives "was sent up
for a month" for hunting without
a license He spoke of respect for
just laws and acceptance of their
sanctions
After imparting his blessing
he was presented with a mis-
| **• hound In the prison book
| bindery in white leather and
bearing the following inscrip-
tion in gold: "From the Prison-
ers of Regina Coell. to the
Good Pastor John XXin."
| He was also presented with an
oil painting of himself in pontifi-
cal robes ud tiara done by one
of the prisSMtrs.
THE 27TH WAS taken up with
the consecration ceremony which
lasted almost four hours Co-con
secrators were Bishop Girolamo
Bortignon. O E M Cap . of Pa
dua, and Bishop Gioacchino Muc-
cin of Feltre e Belluno. Fifteen
Cardinals and about 20 Bishops,
as well as civic dignitaries and
the diplomatic corps, attended
the ceremony.
Consecrated as Archbishops
were Cardinal Tardini, Vatican
Secretary df state; Archbishop
Carlo Grano, Apostolic Nuncio to
Italy, Archbishop Angelo Dell'-
Acqua. Substitute Vatican Secre
tary of State, and Archbishop
Giuseppe Ferretto, Assessor of
the Sacred Consistorial Congre
gallon.
Also consecrated were Bishop
'Albino Luciana, Vicar General of
the Belluno Diocese in Italy
Bishop Charles Msakila of Ka
rema, Tanganyika, Auxiliary
Bishop Mario Casariego of Gua
temala City, and Bishop Joseph
Flonbert Cornells. Apostolic Vic
ar of Katanga. Belgian Congo
l A moving picture of the uni-
versality of the Church was
seen when the right prelates—
Italian. Central American, Af-
rican Negro and Belgian
drink from the same challre
as the Pope at the Communion
of the Mass of Concelebration.
AT THE AUDIENCE with the
cirrus performers, one young art
Ist brought out two white doves
for the Pope to admire and then
■ put them through their paces.
Pope John applauded the per-
formance vigorously
The Pope took particular inter
rst in the youngsters with the
circus and picked one little girl
up and placed her in his lap. At
the conclusion of the half-hour
audience. th« Pope, recalling the
circuses he had visited in the
past. said. "Do come again be
cause, alas, we am always
here."
Scientist Thinks Man May
Discover Origin of Universe
London- cxci-a leading
tronomer Mid here that science
U oni the verge at discoveringnow the universe came into be-
ing. and that both present al
lemalives to the riddle imply
creation
Prof Alfred C. B Lovell, di-
rector of the largest radio tele-
■cope in the world, at Jodrell
Bank, near Manchester, forecast
in a national radio talk that man
•ill find the solution within a
few years.
Dr Lovell, a non-Catholic. mt
•and that science is spUt into two
schools of thought on the prob-
• Onr holds that all the ma-
terial of the universe and all of
time and space were originally
concentrated into , superdense
pnmeval atom” which disinte-
jpated very quickly 20 to 60 bil
Ikio year, ago _ », for
* l , cr ** tK>n in ti>e remote past
followed by a steady evolution
to the present conditions."
»The other holds that matter
* mg created continuously
from hydrogen atoms in space
—»>c steady state" theory.
DR. LOVELL noted that the
evolutionary theory places cre-
ation of matter "at a definite
moment in the remote past be-
yond human investigation. In
contrast, he said, if the steady-
state theory is correct, “then the
primeval gas is being created
now, at this moment, and hence
is open to human investigation."
Dr. Lovell declared, "It could
he said that the creation pro-
cess is a divine act which Is
proceeding continuously and
which it beyond the conception
of the human mind.”
However, he said, the belief
that it is beyond conception "msy
be a somewhat perilous attitude”
because "the tools of science can
probe the regions of space where
this creition is occurring" if the
steady-state theory is correct.
He said that "the most dis
tinguished living protagonist of
the evolutionary theory is him-
self in holy orders"—the Belgian
Catholic astrophysicist. Father
Georges Lemaitre.
"For him and for all who as-
sociate their universe with God,
creation of the primeval
«tom was a divine act outside
the limits of scientific knowledge
and of scientific investigation.
The probable condition of in-
tense radiation in the primeval
atom is entirely consistent with
the divine command: ‘Let there
be light."
DR. LOVELL i said that tradi-
tional optical telescopes having
nearly reached their ultimate
limit, only radio' telescopes
which pick up the radiations
from galaxies beyond human
sight—and in the future, obser-
vations from man-made earth
satellites or the moon, will be
able to penetrate sufficiently far
into outer space.
Fntnre research may Indi-
cate whether galaxies continue
on and on, spaced out as in the
universe as we now see It, and
thus supporting the steady-state
theory. But, he said, they may
Instead present an outer fringe
of tighter concentration, sag-
Jesting a uni vers* that had a
beginning in one colossal prim-
eval atom.
He also stated: "As individuals
we must face the possibility that
within the next few years as-
tronomers msy be ible to speak
with unanimity about the ulti-
mate cosmological problem. . a
settlement of this cosmological
issue might mean an affirmation
or rejection of deeply embedded
philosophical snd theological be-
liefs."
However, "it seems to me un-
likely that there can ever be a
scientific description whether in
terms of the evolutionary or
steady-state theories.” Even if a
device is perfected which could
record the appearance of a sin-
gle hydrogen atom —a fact de-
manded by the steady-state the.
ory the same bssic difficulty
would appear: "The nature of
the energy Input which gave rise
to the created stom."
Si. Benedict's Grads
Set Meeting Jan. 6
NEWARK A talk on the
manufacture of perfume will
highlight the Jan. 8 meeting of
St. Benedict's Prep Alumni.
Speaker will be alumnus George
F. Talarico of Nutley, a produc-
tion chemist with the Givaudin
Corp. of Clifton.
Plans for the annual Commun-
ion breakfast will be discussed
Reds Made Christmas
A Working Day
VIENNA Communirt offi-
cial* in Red controlled countrieij
again did their best to "take \
Chriat out of Christmas" They
made churfh-going during the
holiday aeason as difficult as pos-
sihl*.
In some areas they ruled that
since Christmas fell on a week-
day, workers who stayed away
from their jobs that day would
have to compensate by working
an extra day. Of aU the commu-
nist countries, Poland was the
only one in which Christmas car-
ols were broadcast.
INDIAN PROJECT: This Carmelite convent in Shem-
baganur, India, will be the focal point of a large colony
being founded by students at Sacred Heart College, a
Jesuit scholasticate there, through their social service
organization. Twenty-two homes have already been
built in the area.
One Declined
The Red lint
VATICAN CITY - Arch-
buhop Angelo Rotta. former
Apostolic Nuncio to Hungary,
wai among those whom Pop*
John XXIII wanted to name a
Cardinal but he declined the
honor.
That waa revealed here by
Cardinal Tardini, Vatican See-
°f State and himtelf one
of the new Cardinal! The Car-
dinal laid Archblahop Rotta had
been offered the red hat but
aiked to be allowed to refuse It
with humility and deep spir-
ituality "
Archbishop Rotta wai the
Pope a guest at Christmas din-
ner, the first time within living
memory that a Pope had a
Xuest join him at that meal.
40 New American
Priests Meet Pope
VATICAN CITY (NC) Forty
newly ordjined priests from the
North American College in Rome
and their families were received
in special audience by Pope John
XXIII on Dec 22, two days after
their ordination.
With the American students In
the audience were new priests of
the Salvalorian and Blessed Sac-
rament congregations, and others
newly ordained from the Urban
College for the Propagation of the
Faith and the Irish Colleges.
Christian Brothers
Reorganize Missions
ST LOUIS (N'C)—Foreign mil-
lions conducted by U S. Christian
Brothers in Africa, the Far Fast
and South America have been
redistributed among the commu-
nity’s U S. provinces
The New York province and
the Long Island New Kngland
province will be responsible for
Knawenja Teachers Training Cen-
ter In the Diocese of Nyeri. Ke
nya. They will also furnish Eng
lish teachers for a mission school
in Ethiopia
African Moslems Devout, Strong,
Work Hard to Win Converts
By Rev. Patrick O’Connor
SCW'C Seui Srrtice
A white-robed man spread a
straw mat on the river-bank,
kicked off his shoes and stepped
on the mat. He faced the setting
*un—there lay Mecca joined
his hands reverently and began
to pray. Then he went down on
his knees and touched the ground
with his forehead
He was one of Africa's 60-odd
millions of Moslems, fulfilling the
Moslem duty of prayer five times
a day.
One hot, danling noon in Khar
toum a courteous young man in
European clothes, driving a
smart new car, gave me a lift
He had studied in Scotland, visit-
ed Ireland, spoke English well. It
was early in Ramadan, the Mos-
lem month of strict fast. He had
not taken food or drink, not even
a drop of water, since sunrise,
he told me. He would keep the
fast until sundown. He was an-
other of Africa's Moslem millions.
Later, on the other side of Af
rica, in Accra, Ghana, 1 watched
thousands of Negro Moslems in
festive garb gathering to cele-
brate the end of Ramadan.
OF AI RICA'S Moslems
are of Arab or part-Arah stock.
Some are Negro Africans, these
are increasing in number In
western Nigeria I passed near a
town where most of the popula-
lion of 115,000 had become Mos-
lem in the past 25 years I The
Bishop simply had no priest to
put there.)
The Moslem religion is not
naUve to Africa It came from
Arabia, that Is. from Asia, with
the Arabs. The Arabs, who are
Semites, originally came to Af-
rica as Invaders and "colonial
lsts.” but that was 10 and 12
centuries ago.
The Moslems in Africa today
impress you with their religious
observance, their strength politi-
cally and numerically and their
expansion
ONE MIST STAND respectful
ly in the presence of any man
who prays to God as devoutly as
some Moslems I have seen
Reverence lor God's will is
constantly on Moslem lips. Their
religion is railed Islam, which
means submission to God's will
(Greatly though they revere Mo
hammed as their prophet, they
do not like to be called just Mo
hammedans ) Their creed, though
sadly Incomplete and erroneous.
recognies one God, the immor-
tality of the soul and mans sub-
jection to God
Their code of conduct Is a
mixture of Puritanism and lax-
ity. A man who observes the
rigorous fast all day during Ra
madan may spend the night in
licentiousness, strong drink it
forbidden but a man may have
four wises.
In five of the 10 self governing
countries in Africa, the ruling
Pow-er is in Moslem hands " in
Nigeria, to become independent
>n October, i960, the Northern
Region, where a strongly Moslem
Party predominates, will have a
majority in the federal legisla
ture Somaliland, also to become
independent in 1960, is mostly
Moslem
Dwelling mainly in the north
but numerous also in east and
west Africa, the Moslems make
up about 30% of Africa's popula-
tion They do not form a united
religious body, however, as they
are divided into sects.
Among the Moslem millions arc
xome African tribes who arc only
nominally Moslems, keeping fet-
ichism and other practices from
* pagan near past
IT HARDI.Y ever happens in
I Africa that anyone hung in a
• ioslem community openly gives
up the Moslem religion Where
Moslems are in (he majority,
their rrligion is usually inter-
locked wiih local political, social
and economic power
On the other hand, in western
Nigeria I met an African priest
whose parents were Moslem. In
t b*‘ region adult Moslems sel-
dom if ever become Christians,
but they will allow one or two
of their children to join the
Church.
Moslems seek converts The Ah-
madiyya Moslem seel, with head-
quarters in India, has maintained
foreign missions'' in west Afri-
ca since 1921
Most of the Moslem proselytiz-
ing is done by Africans There u
an active Moslem lay aposto-
late Moslems are said to be
strongly represented in radio and
on newspapers in Nigeria.
I MOSLEMS HELP Moslem! to
establish themselves as farmers
or traders in pagan district*.
With their earnings the newcom-
ers employ Moslem catechist*,
and in 10 years a whole village
may have become Moslem (
Moslem doctrines are easy to
learn but Moslems do not make
converts everywhere. Member*
ol the Ibo tribe (5.5 million),
for instance, in Nigeria, may
become Christians or re main
pagans, bat they won't become
Moslems.
In Africa's Moslem million*
there is a great fund of sincere
religious sentiment and of good
will toward non Moslems.
Vatican Helps Fight
Rome Polio Epidemic
ROME—Pope John has mad*
a considerable quantity of anti-
polio serum available to city of-
ficials here to help combat a se-
rious polio outbreak The city'*
mass vaccination program had
bogged down due to a scarcity of
scrum.
Pope’s Christmas...
(Continued from Page 1)
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PAtAMUI
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SHOP IN A STORE CLOSED SUNDAY
Win MW TO**
IMi ti. t
HACKINtACK
Mala lira.l
SPEECH CLINIC
ST. ANNE’S SCHOOL
FAIR LAWN, N. J.
St. Anna's Speech Clinic w,ll regl.t.r children b.twe.n four end fifte.n y.or,
offlifted With .'uttering, boby toll,, li.pmg, natality, foil ,peech. monoton,,,
low volume, h.gh pitch. Cl.ft palal, ond other difficult,., on Monday, January
12th between 1 ond 6 P.M. Th„ clinic and it, five affiliated Catholic Speech
Clinic, In Monholton. Brooklyn. Queen. and Na,»au have helped over 4,373
• tudent, ,ince 1928.
READ CAREFULLY:
nn ,*•- v.. k<~,v, ~.n, bi.,.,n # , ,0 ,i mK , ,wo r#or o , d f „ ;i ..
* **'* * •■*
» k*>r -•». n. .p-wti to., « .packing in
# “*
’* lk — Ilk,"* nhool mil. ad .t V.„„, „, W
-k «... b.d n ,,hlno„l. ta kmg long „ „
•Uo*. figV ting I—l.t-. r , in Vpa.., n. tend., .p.„.,
A l.lry I,oU -A* U.i V., ..l„
~n yto;1 t , „„„ obl . 1o tor wo, d , m
,K *- k
- --.....d .0 -non, tlud.nl. b.«ou.. dx poxnt, „o.n^
<A.kdt«n U t*i« MXMlIei dMll '•cording, ox mod. o, IV. bogrnn.ng and «nd »C In.lru.-
• •«*> ndl.iduol 1n..,u«,»a „.K on ovdi.nx ..Wxn
TV. -P-V
and. .« «0... ond Vo. been trom.d m . C0.K0.1, .4
KlgV Htvd. cat logo Ond un.
TUITION $42 00 per count of 12 ,e,tion,
Monholton clinic, where the tuition
for children; adult, mu»t attend the
I, $73.00 per courte of 15 temoni.
Tor further Information call the
Director, A. EDMUND TURNER at HOIIi* 4-0081
In New York City from 10 A M. to Noon
Television Film Ratings
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•aturdav, jam. j
il Im' nt! r*m 'Adulta. Adolaaranta)rj' .
n
5 * 0,
..
D
** M*thews (Family)
” 008 Shfrlock Holmes and Uw Secret Wunna
(Adulu. Adolescent.)
*••!»»
.' *“ '***•*»• family Robinson (Family)
taT a™
B ‘* Ck
,„
'Adulu. AdoUacanU)
* • i*o ,i,“
n
P „T *’ H «"*hbam of Notra Dama (Adulu.
I pm. (5) Rly Nolaa (Family)
mn.<!Jrl‘^.< !
J rI‘^nrU
,
P, t.'d Jnurn " ‘Adult.. Adol.ec.nu>?•£ <n ’ C * r *°? c “» Raldara (Family)
'Adulu. Adolescents)
a a!2' , son5on
0, . C 5Kl • Country (Family)5 p m. (ID Sap. at s»a (Family)
7JO A'o'J* F* s< l u*dron (AdulU. Adolescents)I J ° * * *•*£ '» Enchanted Cotta.. (Family)! « u J°hF® m« 213 (ObJactlonabla.
~,. °,r * tb * *4rrler 'ObJactlonabla)
JnaS ««»«“-• Re *-'<(« (Family)
II m ?S) rh t'*
o
.* , . ,Un * 'Objectionable'
l! P m‘ <fj) ir|„ Ml “,aB'* hOP ' AdulU ' AdolMcwU)it
_
,n Ilona (Adulu. Adolaaconta)
11 15 p m. (3) Bid Slaap (Objactionabl.lI*2o
a m. (4) Music for Madam. (Family)l 'T7 am. (X) Mala Animal (AdulU. AdoloacanU)
10-ut
,UNd *y. JAN. a
i,"-** • 'W' Johnny An..l (Adulu. Adolescent.)
, *“» Pnd ; °» 'ha Bowery (Family)
I o m ? £?!* 'AdulU. AdoUacanU)1 »m
n lh * A ™» N°- 'Family)
1 i". U, ' Clr ’d I'aartt and Coronata lOblactionabla)
i2 P ” ,7’7* rk "all 'Adulu. AdoloacanU)
3 o m Ta, m
1
w
C
,
orn,r ‘Adulu. AdolaacanU)
I l”• J £>*• 'AdutU. AdoloacanU)
IOJoVm u* ,Adu "* Adoleerenla)
10 4S S m
Spur * 'A *lulu. AdoloacanU)104S p tn. (13) Capture (Objactionabl.lII ls Pm. 3) Slnatns Kid (Family)
l? 54 ajn. (2) Lady of the Tropica CAdulU. Adolaaconta)
put c.n
m °NDAY. JAN. I
"“"ate of th. Redwooda (Family)
,?* E Her Apple. (Adulu. Adolaaranta)
i »»' ,1? .a
Inc 'ObJactlonabla)
»30
*' on ' ,Ad "l‘a. Adolaaconta)
»J 0 . ID. Don '« Cr » 'Eomlly)' AdoUorenljo
** SomawherP In the Nt.ht (Adulu.
!! IS pm '7. *!“"on ,Adu,t *- Ad oLar.,u>
11 1* 5 G .houl Objectionable11 IS pm. <11) Lady lron M««k <F.milr>
TUIIOAY, JAM. 4
"
W» p ■ (D Roma nap of tbp Redwooda (Family)
I* a m (S) Final Hour (Adulu. AdPlaocanta)
I pm (13) Small Rack Room (Objoctionabla)
]■*• a “ <*> Mon Are Sock FooU (Adulu. AdoleeeenU)
5 pm. (4) Adventure u Waatilnaton (Family)
S3P pm. (3) Daatlnation Moon .family)
II:1S pm (*) Now. Voyappr kdulu. Adelaarapta)
II 15 pm. (D Mad Gbopl 'objectionable)
ILIS p m. (lD SalnC. Ctrl Friday (ObJactlonabla)
Mldnlaht (U) Daaart Victory (Family)
134 a m (*> Earthworm Tractora (Family)
WIDNIIOAY. JAM. 7
*JP a m (T) Romance of the Redwooda (Family)
IP a m. (5) Crlmaon Kay (AdalU. AdoUacanU)
I P m (13) Youna and Wlllins (ObUctlamabla)
I 3P pm (5) Amazon Qua at (Adulu. Adolaaranta)
S pm (4) Faaaport Huaband (Adults. AdoloacanU)
530 pm (3) Conflict (Adulta. AdoUacanU)
7 *'
t , l|®^*[ ,
P |" 1111 “a an If leant Ambaraona (Adulu.
II 15 p m (T) Mad Ghoul (Objectionable)
II 15 Pm (II) Wicked CUy (Objoctionabla)
Mldnlyht (13) Houaa Arrow the Bay 'Objectionable)
13 44 a m (I) Objective Burma (Adulta. Adolaaranta)
TNURSOAY. JAM. I
•30 a m (T> Romance of the Redwooda (Family)
10 a m (5) Ladlea Courateoua (Adulu. Adolaaranta)
1 P aa. (13) Reekieaa Moment (Objoctionabla)
I 30 p m (S> New Orleana (Adulta. Adolaaranta)
5 am. (4) Mr. Moto Takaa a Vacation (Family)530 pm. (3) Man Who Talked Too Much (Adulta Ado )
11 am (S' Smaah L’p (AdulU. AdoUacanU)
*** J
IMS pm. (3) Pirate (Adulta. AdoloacanU)
II 15 p m (T> Fare Behind the Mask (ODJectionabU)
IMS ,m (II) Steep Trap (AdulU. Adol.ac.ntL
Mldnlaht (13) They Raid By NUht (Family)
1 13 a m. (*) NUht of Dm HunUr (ObJacUonabla)
FRIDAY. JAM. t
• m (T) Romance of the Redwooda (Family)10 a m. (5) Salome Where She Danced 'Objectionable)
! ■l.'" '•*’*•»•" *>aya u Noon (Adulta. Adolaaranta)
I 30 p m (5) SUaht Caw a4 Murder (Adulu. Adolearem
3 a m. (4) Outran (Adulta. AdoUereuta)
ouacanta)
»20 * ■ (3) ClrtU of Denser (Family)
11 pm (S> Harmon of MlchJaan (Family)
II 13 pm. (I) Canyon Paaaaaa (Adulu. AdoUacanU)
JP“ 7i r i" "• hlßd «*• Maak (ObJacUonabla)11 13 pm (11) Man From Planet X (Family)
1" * m RandlU of Coraira (Adulta. Adolaaranta)
Current Plays in Briel
By Joan Thellusson Nourse, Ph.D.
New Plays
The Quire Fellow—Engrossing
realistic mood piece about the
mounting tensions among Irish
prisoners during the hours before
an execution.
! Whoop-lip Big-noise, little-
fun mnsical about a love-loco
brave on a Montana reservation.
Some scenes heap suggestive
The Stilt Are OUtelne Into rnud-
*»• ibeot >1 Impulsive anrwar-aarvlra
llrl whs nmt bets maths riny her tit-
tau. Oat chtraj number rtthtr skimp-
ily rastumwd.
Mv PrtoAd lUtlleUM rovlral t(
delwhtful f.mllr-rtrl. ah.. .mitblr
•aUrtMaa tht musical teratdltt of tht
*10«.
CNll4*ON4lt DiNy Hodf tpodli
•f *n Irish comic faaUcy. vtnomoualr
antl-cltrtcal.
Th. reW Witte tae th. W.rm-A
rouns JtwLth composer's MUtr-nrttt
rtminlacttttta of tht family drcl. of hit
Mtuachutttu boyhood. For adults
The Crucible Powerful drama of
the Salem witchcraft trials. Aa tract
alliaat Intolerance, eatme aomewhat
av.r.axl.ue to euaitat modern ear-
a lit la.
T h. Dark at the Too of the Stair*—
Polraaat drama of aa Iraacthlo married
pair Mlafullr rroplna toward mutual
undarvtaudina lactudoa aomt quite
taadld dlacuaafoa of marital laUmarita
Tht Olatnchantod Wordr and
tolfiuat atudr of a once famoua novel-
let wheat creaUva roaourcta have been
m squandered that ha can nt lontar
handla
ana hack work.
Dlnniem Porlur. eranklah little
revue, modaratalr amuatos. with Ita
off beat. tmertaaionlatie acoro.
Ttow*r Drum Sent—Cay. •lotlrally
flavored naw Rodaera and Hammarataln
mualcal. aat tn San Franciaco’e China-
town. Valuta (antrallr food, daaptta
ona hrtaf auyfaatlve ramie arana
The Oaiabo—Amuelna. If mildly true
aoma. murder farce about a TV are
terr writer who take* strona measures
otlh a blackmaUar
Olrla In Set Waeky topteal aatiro
ebout two etaunrh Republican ladlaa.
Ihotal racluaaa alnea U. who balatadly
Bet wind of the GOP comaback.
Ooldllocki Handeome. htah-hrart
ed. quick witted musical ebout e 1013
•hoe-etrina movie tmpreeeario end hie
lame, eardontc blonde iter.
Helalaa Vivid, wall written Brltleh
drama baaed on the medieval romance
af Abelard and Heloiee Vlewe
arm I
pathetically Abelard's euarreta with
Church authorities
leaner Theatrically airltina Chek
hov’e play, racounttna the moral de
Cline of t eoir caettaatlne rad
J. S, Powerful yet unorthodov
modern!ration of tho Book of Job Ei
ottoman's nobility tn eubmlttlne to die
tatee of a cold, unreoponalvo. arbitrary
Power,
Jamaica Calypeo a plenty with oc
caalonel acant coetumae and a few rte
Qua Ilnca.
la Floras. da M. Tanto - Fa.t movlna
French ravua with a hlah proportion of
rloquo. aucaoitlvo numbora.
Lpek Homoword. Anesl _ g lron<
compassionate drama of a eenelltve
routh'a
predram teward maturity Ro-
coupta an unhappy tutetl lev. .ff.t,
rMr.v”.*L *°ndamnatlou oar
Make a Million Weak, ahabbr com
ody tn which • .men TV producer, to
eavo hil ahow. trial preaeurtnl a quit
wtnntna unwed mother Into o foolhardy
marrtapo
Th» Marrlapo-Oo Round Crudely |
•uggaativo scenes play havoc with what
might haw* been a ctvtlliod domaatlc '
romad y
The Mu.la Men-Freeh, eihllaratlnf
naw mualcal romance af 1(11 low. M|
to a .nipp, Soule march beet. Fin.
for tho family.
My Fair lady Brilliant melodic
adaptaUon of Shew, comedy about the
Cockney flower ylrl tranaformad by the
proud Profoaoor of apoach. Soma low.
r.7Afk fU a”Vr. “ '~ n " ,M,urt »' h *'
lat“ and -U.nrr V.“
Owed Mare With Paalln. _ Brtah.
d.ffr farce salirUmy tho ecr.ntrietOoe
of fanalfeal concert musicians Goae U
for raaual profanity and takaa a toler-
ant view of aatra marital lave
Th. Playboy of tho We.tern World -A cousin. revival by th. Irtah Play.,,
of Syytda ■ wild comedy of tho ehy
country ted booetod to popularity whan
The Ptamara of Ms Company
ZeetfuL, atvllmad ll—ty t> which a
wbrldtraretod caUbrtty rotonrind homo
to vldt hla roenirriod wife dlarupta
•heir deulhter'a woddtoy Without «.
Shrilly reademnlaa dlverce. potato op
Its Ul off acta
Tower and the Story—Ahaorbins Oca-
ham Croeno drama af a belatedly heroic
‘■peed price*, martyred durins tho Mai
lean poraocuttona.
Salad Daya—BerulBa* British moatcal
with a catchy acre sand and danced by
an efftrreecwnt raona cast.
Say Damn* Uneven, mederately
anudnf remedy about the prohtoma of
adoetlnj a homa spun navel to a Uriah
•roadway mualcal. Same farce, same
Mtlro- aoma dull weu and a few awed
senaa.
The IBedew of o dun men—OX'.eey'a
rueful study af Dublin alum dweller,
durtna the Trouble, ef ■*». Reuah ao
the CatheUca. but almost equally ao on
all others Involved.
Swnrlao ef CarwooUolto Strona. mac
Ina drama about F.D B.’a curate t.,
overcemlna the erippllaa handicap nf
Mile.
The Tima ef the Curkee Sentl !
mental leva drama rondonlna the raeu- |
al affair ef an American career-alrl
tourist and a married merchant of
Venire.
* ’«<h of fh. fHt—SuMrbty acted I
drama of a boastful Irish major
whoso upper class protantloaa aro blast
•and In tho trad* minded V. 8 of m 1
Tends to acropt armpathetlcallr omtra
marital affairs.
Two for the lee.aw _ clover, two
character ceaaedy rondonlna Illicit Uvo
tnd rvlylnf hotrily for humor epee
•uyieativ. llnoa and UtunUous.
Went two Story - Stock modem
Borneo tad Juliet*’ muuctl. set amid
Manhattan lavniany warfare Ac repo
unorthodox "private" marrtaaa and to
eludes much raw tonyuayo.
World of Svrie Won. Painfully
aontlraental hokum slamorialny a Hon.Kona harlot. Incidental humor mostly
laoriah.
Catholic Radio, Television
RADIO
• UNDAY. JAN 4
•IS am. WNCW—-aaer#d H.arL“
7 15 a m. WRCA—Hour of li rranrii
130 • m WIICA-Ava Marta Hour
•43 a m MITt-M.ur of BL rrancta
10 30 am ABC—Oirlatian In Action.
Rov Godfrey Klootill
H 30 am WOR _ Martan THoal.r
230 pm WRI A Catholic Hour
8 10 pm WVNJ - Tho Using Rotary
MONDAY. JAM I
Py'E. ™ ~ «*"•« Hv.ri
•W >. wsoi- tnav-r.miiy -n,,.
TUISOAY. JAN «
,
p^^.to SOU ' TMI ~ ‘• ,rr 'd ".an
WIONIJOAY. JAN J
,
mT.r,r.
W * OU - •*- -
7HUIIOAY, JAN t
'r’rJr.Z™ ~ *•«— »** rt
*H*
a;
“ WIOU <FM) - Av. mart.
PaiOAr. jan a
*° L 'r “' - »•"«' Heart
Vraucto mtfnj ~ m ~’ -»•
**.luT W,NI “ r *rwri“*‘ Help
ritfad W *° l r “ -■— *' “>•
UnjtOAT. JAN IP
°* 9 W °*—Family Thoalro.
TELEVISION
SUNDAY. JAN 4
a ’ - ‘hri.toph., P,..,. m
ijmS IJ or X””*1' " K,n
-Ad.JnTw 111 T> ’* Ihri.topti.ro.
m.a,.-
M ’h * T,n • ®mmand
J* *■ ‘UI B.ahap Vhavn
New Catholic
Book Releases
~lh§ follou sng list of neu Caih
olic books u at compiled by the
Catholic I'nit ersity of America
library, Washington.
Th# Infant •# *lory of (ha Holy
Imaga and tha hiatorr of tha Dar*
lion, by I.udnk Nrmac .(Ranugar
n 95>
Psychical Phinantm, by Reginald
Omai Vol 34 in 20th ( anlury lacy
rlopadU of Catholic-lam 'Hawthorn
12 95'
Tha Pariah, by Hugo Rahnar Tranala
Hon from tha German i.N««min
92 7Si
Biblical Criticism, by Jaan Rtalnmann
\ 01. S3 in 20th Century Encyclopedia
of Calhollrlacn (Hawthorn 92 95'
Tha Family Clinic, by Re* John !_
Thomas. MJ. Questions and i&rran
on various uyacU of faMiiy Ufa
LNawman 93 95*
Tha Man Wha Fought With tha Davll.
by Kva K Rets A U/a af tha Cura of
Art for children 9 14. (St. Anthony
Guild Praaa 92 25».
Tha talnta In Craaawarda. by Hoary
Mlrhaal <paeud> A reprint af punles
lhal first appeared la Tha C athe llr
Mandard. Washington. (Na«ma 90c
pa par).
Tha Thraa Daaraas. by Rav (on rad
Paplar. OP A study of Christian
mysticism supplementing hla previous
"Riches Despised
-
*B Hardar SI 50>
New Movies
New movies reviewed this
week by the Nstionsl Legion of
Decency are
Msrslly I'aobjpctionible for
Everyose
Embeiztcd Heaven; Lost Mis-
sile; Nine Lives
Morally lankiertiou.hie for
Ad#hs and Adolescents
Sheriff of Fractured Jaw
Spider
Morally IwobJecUouable for
Adalts
He Who Must Die
Morally Objectionable in Part
for All
Some Came Running* •
radii" ,A Uw m *r,] <"»• Per
. ,
4 **.*!,,loswwvnt of Urn thorn.
Furthormoro. I. treat
•••nt. thorn
are various offense, tnceMumin*. dlatoduy and attuatioaa
A complete listing of Legion
<" Decency ratings of current
motion pictures will appear in
The Advocate issue of Jan. 9.
Legmn of Decency ratings of
...
m * m,Jr 5,1 obtained by
falling MA 1-3700. Mondiythrough Saturday. 10 a m to* p m
73th Annual Ball Set
NEW YORK
_ The ?sth an-
nual ball of the County Cork
,
n s Association will be held
il. O 11 ,he Yorkv '"«‘ Casino, j
l,ln Carroll ts chairman
and the grand march will be led
T ennis Ford, vice president
There will be both Ir.sh and
American dancing
Movie Reviews
By William H. Mooring
The Innof the.
Sixth Happiness
Excellent (Family)
This lush production of Alan
Burgess' book. 'The Small
Woman," describes the experi-
ences in China of an English
domestic servant, Gladys Aly-
ward, portrayed by Ingrid
Bergman. When rejected by a
London missionary center be
cause of her poor education
Miss Alyward saved her mea
ger pay, made the hazardous
trip and joined an elderly mis
sionary (Athene Scylert at an
inn for mule drivers in a re-
mote Chinese mountain io» n
I have not read the Burges
biography but the film script
and Bergman's interpretation
present Miss Alyward as a so-
cial worker rather than a re
ligious teacher. During World
War 11, Miss Alyward saved
hundreds of Chinese orphans
by leading them to sanctuary-
through dangerous warpbeked
mountains.
There is humor and pathos,
suspense some horror and
much exciting action against a
variety of exotic and spectacu
lar backgrounds, beautifully
photographed in color The per
formanecs are notable The Na
tional Legion of Decency has
singled out this film for an tin
precedented. special recom-
mendation to "the entire Cath
olic family
"
It is a certain
Academy contender and falls
among the better film* of the
>e*r.
Lonely Heart»
Fair (Adult*)
Dore Schary's first independ-
ent production *ince he re-
signed as head man of MOM ia
down-beat and rather disap-
pointing A newspaper story, it
co stars Montgomery Clift (ai
a lonely hearts columnist) with
attractive Dolores Hart, one of
the better discoveries of '958.
He aggravates rancor betwtea
his publisher and his wife,
once unfaithful; solves a vi-
cious crime but looks bewil-
dered through most of the
film.
Czechs Organizing
To Teach Atheism
VIENNA (RNS)-A new or*
gamration called Jiskra (Spark)
has been formed in communist
Czechoslovakia to mold the
minds of children eight yeara
and older In "Marxist materialis-
tic. non religious dialectics,*
Prague Radio reported
It said need for the new or-
ganization arose from the short-
comings of other communist
youth groups which permitted
children's minds to be “affected
■by capitalist religious ideologies
and morals
"
IT PAYS to advertise in Th«
Advocate
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gives you
MORE
CHECK THESE PRE-INVENTORY VALUES:
4-90
REO. TO 10.98 WORUMBO, HOCKANUM, IMPORTED FABRIC
•SKIRTS
REO. 10.98 FULL-FASHIONED TYCORA pg
• SWEATERS 5"
REO. 3.95 and 4.95
•GIRDLES, SLIPS
PAJAMAS 2-oo
(oil. • •cop* i«rg*n Moll Shop)
REO. TO 14.98 ALL WOOL
•JUMPERS 7 90
ORLON PILE and QUILT-LINED g
• STORMCOATSIO*99
REO. TO 25.00
• DRESSES 8’90
REG. 10.98 QUILTED g AO
•ROBES 6"
FASHIONED ORLON
• CARDIGANS 3°°
(oil. o«<*p| Moll V>«|>
REO. 2.50 NEW PETER PAN and—-new rtitK rAN g
CARNIVAL BRAS I ”
REO. TO 7.98 ALL WOOL and NOVELTY AA
• SLACKS 3 90
• BERGEN MALL, PARAMUS
• 85 BROAD STREET, ELIZABETH
• 143 HALSEY STREET, NEWARK
2850 HUDSON BOULEVARD (Journal Square)
• 380 GEORGE STREET, NEW BRUNSWICK
JERSEY CITY
BARNEY'S DISCOUNT
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
Sells Out the Sample
1958 Model Home Outfits
at 60% OFF
to make room for the new
1959 MODEL OUTFITS
Model Home No. 102/58
3 Room* in Ranch Mouse,
Colonial Maple includes
Sofabed Suite, Bedroom,
and Captains Dinette PLUS
all needed accessories . . .
$196.
pay only $1.50 weekly
Model Home No. 203/58
Contemporary Gray Bedroom,
SIMMONS Hide-a-Bed Suite,
Chrome-Foam 5 Pc. Dinette
Plus Rugs, Lamps & Tables
$2BB.
pay only $2.50 weekly
Model Home No. 405/58
Curved Foam Living Room
with Rug, Lamps, Tables,
Danish Modern Bedroom Setj
King Size 7 Pc. Dinette &
Renewed Refrig, or TV Spf
$377.
pay only $3,50 weekly
Each room may be bought separately if desired.
Drive In and Park
BARNEY'S
SUPERMART DISCOUNT
FURNITURE WAREHOUSE
382 Frelinghuysen Ave., NEWARK
Open Mon., Weds. & Frl. Nights
In Northern New Jersey
67 River St., Paterson, N. J.
Open Thun. & Fri. Nights to 9
Never Open On Sundays
RUGS CLEANED
Am, i >.
our Shampoo makog
your rugs look liko now I
WALL to WALL
CARPET CLEANED
SERVING HUDSON * BERGEN
COUNTIES • LOwall 8-7900
CLEARANCE
Tremendous Savings
s(hup to r 0 OFF
ON WINTER WEAR IN ALL DEPARTMENTS
EAST PATERSON MORRISTOWN
Ctr. . . . In. 4 | p #f||
BERGEN MALL HACKENSACK WEST NEW YORK
HIAMUJ . . *OUT, 4 I UI 4.
SHOP IN A STORE CLOSED SUNDAY
It's Not Dangerous at All!
i •*
think they will die at toon at they make tbair willa. But
*• haaeo I been abU to (ind a tingle caaa of illneaa, 10 u j
noibiog of anything worar, raaulting from will making.
rr foika
consider tha making of a will a
10b foe tha elderly. It m true that you
•
rai.it be twenty-ooa but aaaay nf aa lie*
beyond that age, and remain of round and fitgriiag mi
Still morn
feel they ought to watt at leeee antil they an aack.
•o State require! a phyekal namiaaioe Not area a rold u
naceamry. You can do the thing bowerer healthy you may he!
Oufta ■ few
beliere willi are lor the wealthy. They aay they are eat
nrh enough. Willa are for people who Ilka to run their own
arfalra Da you know that If you die
inteitate that la. without making a
Will your family rannot dta.da your '
will atep in. take oaer. and diacribuia it la wayt you may net
like. Do you know what the law ptoaidaaf
Owe keek/rr tkohl uillt eaplerwi tie wSalt tmkht! fi k
ywwe, far Ihe emd yea wtff war hr "faUaeeed er
reflated farrkee. rf yew araff aawrk end aaeaii l
TM WAKYENOLL EATMEES, 111 Inal Mfh M, Now Tart Ik R T
Without obligation plaaa. mad me a eupy of yaur Wmkl*:
•• InnnWlii: maw To Keep WUe QOrtwg»
au WUle: -What Only Tea Can Be."
My N.
Nocturnal Adoration Men
To Mark 5th Anniversary
HAWORTH The fifth anni-l
veraary of the Sacred Heart Cen -
ter of the Nocturnal Adoration i
Society will be marked Jan. 4.
With a Holy Hour from 3:30 to
4:30 p m., at St. Joseph's Church,
Oradell.
Auxiliary Bishop Stanton will
preside. The sermon will be
preached by Rev Hector C Le
mieux. national director of the
I Nocturnal Adoration Society. The
Sacred Heart men’a choir king
under direction of Paul A. Roff.
St Joseph * Church wa» aclect-
ed for the holy hour because of
its large sire. The Center, com-
prised of men from 16 parishes
in the area, holds its monthly
First Friday adoration at Sacred
Heart Church here. Rev. Joseph
M Kinsella Is director.
WARM WELCOME: The first American couple to work as lay helpers in the Korean
mission, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kreiss of Oakland,Calif., receives a big welcome from
Columban Bishop Harold Henry when they arrived at their destination in Kwangju.
Kreiss, a veteran of 22 years in the U.S. Navy, won the Bronze Star in the Korean
war. He is a supply and logistical expert and has training in accountancy and archi-
tecture His wife is an experienced office manager and secretary.
Clean Out Mobsters,
ACTU Urges Labor
NEW YORK (NC) The New Y’ork chapter of the'
Association of Catholic Trade Unionists (ACTU) has warned;that unless labor eliminates racketeers from its ranks, the 1
job may be done by "unfriendly" government. jThe ACTU unit statement said that labor racketeers
arc traitors” to the movement.!To allow them to remain is to in-
vite a spreading cancer of corrup-
tion and betrayal ”
THE ACT\j
gave its warning to
the New York State AFUCIO
merger convention called on
pleaders of the merged union to
conduct "anew and militant ef
;fort to achieve the labor move-
ment goals.
T * lr A(Tl' statement also
said that "if labor Is a social
movement It must attack the
huge evil of unemployment”
and urged local unions to give
aid to the unemployed.
It also called on labor leaders
to seek solutions to such problems
jas exploitation of farm workers,
'‘inadequacies” of the state mini
mum wage act. "growing anti
labor tone of the press," job dls
crimination against minority
groups and the fact that the labor
movement has made little head-
way among white collar workers.
Will Discuss hurch
Role in America
WASHINGTON (NO—The char
acter and role of the Catholic
Church in American democratic
society will be discussed on the
Catholic Hour television pro
grami in Januiry
The series of three programs
on Jan 4. It and IS at 1 30 p m
1 presents John Cogley of the Fund
for the Repuhlic In an unre
hearsed interrogation of Rev
Waller Ong. SJ. of St lamis
l nlvrrsity one of the foremost
lecturers and writers on (he prob-
lems of contemporary clvillia
tion
K. of C.
( »rro|| Council, Colon CUjr—A
J’atl (.rand Knight and Old Tim
Night, Jan 10. at the Colum
hian ( luh win continue thla coun
ctl i golden anniversary cetehra
tton There are 1* living pant
grand knights and 3 honorary
member*
Panlui llnok Council. Jersey
CUy Two hundred children o f
memhera were gursts at a Christ-
m** party The program Includ-
* 'ariety show, refreshments
and dutribution of gifts
Sehnackrnberg wji chairman.
Hohokus Societies
To Present Musical
HOJIOKCS—"DisIe Doodles,"
a musical production, will be pre
aented Jan 21 and 23 In St
Luke s parish auditorium here
The show is sponsored by the
parish Athletic Association. Holy
Name Society, Parents Assorts
lion and Rosary Altar Society
Re» Andrew Kalafsky is general
chairman, assisted by Dr John
King and Hubert Braun.
Sees Public Key
In Fight on Smut
WASHINGTON (NC) An
aroused and informed public can
take substantial strides toward
stamping out obscenity if it makes
its will known to law enforcement
agencies and the courts.
This was the message given by
the head of one of the nation's
most successful anti-obscenity or-
ganizations to a meeting of the!
interdenominational Churchmen’s
Commission for Decent Publica-
tions here.
Charles H. Keating Jr., Cincin-,
nati attorney who is founder and'
director of the statewide Citizens
for Decent Literature (CDL)I
movement, urged delegates to at-
tack the obscenity problem
through a two-pronged program
of information and legal action.
SHOP THE ADS in The Advo-
cate before you make a purchase.
Holy Name Societies
St. Nicholas (Ukrainian), p at .
**lc—James O'Toole is new pres-
ident. He will be assisted by John
Suscrcba, Eugene Sagasi, Alex
Leciston, Michael Koimoski and
Michael Kotis. Rev. Walter Bilyn-
ski will install officers Jan. n at
the 8:30 a m. Mass. Afterward
the annual Communion breakfast
will be held.
St. Benedict's, Newark—Elect-
ed president of this society is
John V. Page. The other officers
are Edward Wachter, Andrew Ko-
neci, Michael Peiik and Thomas
McDonald.
St. Paul's, Prospect Park
The annual Father and Son
[Communion breakfast will be
held Jan. H after 8 a m. Mass.
Thomas M. Egan of Our Lady of
Holy Angels, LRtle Fall*, will
spoak on Our Lady of Fatima.
Now officers arc Samuel Petroc-
ca. president. Chris Liska. Mi-
chael Carroll, Lee Cooke, Thom-
as Tracy and Adolph Wojtack.
Morristown Parish
Plans Couples Night
MORRISTOWN A Mr and
Mrs. Night will be held at A»-
sumption parish Jan. 4 under di-
rection of Rev. Francis Dennehy.
The evening will feature danc-
ing and a panel discussion to in-
troduce the Cana movement to
the parish. Mr. and Mrs. Jerry
Ford are panel chairmen.
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SELLING SOMETHING? The
Advocite rocs into more than
1110,000 homes, reaches more than
1450,000 readers every week.
The Frank A. Mcßride Company
Mechanical Contractors
Plumbing, Heating, Sprinklers,
Air Conditioning
75 Spring Street
Paterson, New Jersey
Established 60 Years Telephone: ARmory 8-1234
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limited time only
CASTRO LIFETIME WARRANTY
When you choot* a Castro, It
is accompanied by our signed
Warranty of superb perform*
ance and enduring quality. It
is your guarantee of superior
Castro engineering.
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For healthful relaxation
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ment of your body.
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CASTRO CONVERTIBLE SOFA
LUXURIOUS MODERN STYLINQ,
APARTMENT SIZE
Straightforward lines. Converts to s com-
fortable bed sleeping two. Separate
Castrobilt innerspring mattress. now
LIMITED QUANTITY YOU SAVE $l4O ONLY $9.90 DOWN
Of course, not all pieces listed are at all showrooms, but you'll
find a wide selection. All subject to prior sale. All sales final!
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The Price of Peace
Amazing U th* variety of topic* in the 30
volume* which contain the 10 Chrlatmae messages
and the hundred* of other diacouraea and docu-
menu of Pope Piu* XII, of beloved and aacred
memory.
And yet, aa Hi* Holinei* Pop# John XXIII
pointed out in hi* Chri*tma* menage, the living
aubitance of hi* predecenor'i teaching can be
lummed up in two words—"unity and peace.”
That “unity and peace” were the central and
abiding theme of the spoken and written word
of Piu* XII, and that the new Holy Father made
that theme his own in hi* first Christmas mes-
sage to the world, should surprise no one who
believes that the Pope* are the Vicart of the
Prince of Peace.
,
As such, one of their major concerns has al-
ways been and will always be to fbster true
peace on earth. If, as the current Christmas
message declare*, “there is nothing martial or
violent in the attitudes of men of faith." how
much the more true must this be of those who
are the Vicar* of the Prince of Peace. As with
Pius XII, their tireless teaching “is always pe*ce,
considered from different points of view.”
Peace, and the means to obtain it. For, since
a mere academic approval of peace would con-
tribute littl#, Christ's Vicars, warning against
shallow solutions and futile human expedient*,
point out th# only possible way to the desired
goal.
What la this on* road to peace? Pope John
XXIII recapitulates and reiterates the age-old
doctrine of his predecessors when, in hi* Christ-
mas message,, he tells u* that th* price of
peace is unity among men. And that the price
of unity among men is union with the mind and
will of the Prince of Peace. And that th* price
of that is good will, the response of man to the
call of divine grace. “The lack of this response
of human freedom to God's call to the service
of Hi* merciful designs constitute* the moat ter-
rible problem of human history and of th* live*
of individual men and peoples.”
Briefly, the price of peace is good will. And
that, after all, is exactly what the angel* pro-
claimed over the plains near Bethlehem: "Glory
to God in the highest, and on earth peace among
men of good will." Unless and until mankind
hearkens to that angelic promise and warning,
so often repeated by the Vicars of the Prince of
Peace, the world will continue to writhe in its
present agony. The price of peace is submission
to the Prince of Peace.
A Farewell Letter
Goodbye to Christmas: Goodbye to the spirit
of Christmas! Goodbye to Christ in Christmas.
There is an ominous portent, O Child of Light,
that threatens to cast You and all Your meaning
into permanent darkness. There is an undercur-
rent rtf opposition to You and to Your manger
that promises to cast the earth into that dark
hopelessness so characteristic of humanity be-
fore Your birth.
Will you allow this to happen. Who are Mas-
ter of men and of all creation? Will You allow
merchanU who have grown fat exploiting Your
birthday now turn to a "Universal Christmas”
or a "U.N. Christmas" or a "Winter Festival”
as an even more effective merchandising tech-
nique’
You know that these plans are afoot and,
maybe, knowing the hearts of men, and seeing
the absence of Christianity in many of them,
You might incline to accept this new thinking.
Honestly, O Child born of a Virgin, men
have not forgotten You. They may be full of
worldlincss and secularism: they may be self-
seeking; they may be cold and indifferent to
You most of the' year: But you can still melt
their hearts; You can still incline men to kind-
ness and charity; You can still kindle a glow in
their souls that no one els* can inspire. Hearts
still throb to the eternal message of peace on
earth and good will to men that You alone have
continued to bring through the centuries. Do not
turn Your Face from us. Do not let men turn
our faces from You.
This week, dear Jesus, we shall dismantle
our Christmas trees and put the tinsel and orna-
ments away. The wreath* will be discarded
and the greeting cards filed away. Last of all,
we shall take the figures from about the Crib
and wrap them tenderly and with regret . . .
Your infant image last of all. May it not be
forever'
Once when men ignored You and Herod
moved to slay You, in the arms of Your Mother
You fled to safety against the day of Your re-
turn.
Today, when new Herods theaten to de-
stroy Your memory annd obliterate Your birth
day . . the Herods wtm are substituting the
flags of all nations for the emblem of the Star
and the Manger . . the Herods who are sup-
planting the brotherhood of God with the infinite-
ly poorer brotherhood of man
...
the Herods
who would substitute the Winter Festival for the
feast of Eternal Spring, trust Yourself to us.
Seek safety and security in our hearts and souls
as once You did in the arm* of Mary.
We pledge ourselves to restore You, to with-
stand the forces who would banish You, to keep
You alive in our hearts and souls until Christ-
mas, Your feast, returns once more.
The State andHigherEducation
In the prevlou* issue of The Advocate one of
our reader* asked that an editorial which ap
peared in The Trenton Sunday Times -Advertiser
be published. Perhaps nowhere ha* the problem
of state education been more auccinctly and
clearly presented.
The editorial pointed up Che growing de-
mands upon the state for more money to be
used for free publicly maintained college educa-
tion.
The New Jersey Stata Federation of Teach
ers, it wai shown, has called for an expenditure
of $33 million a year for the next 10 years for
new college facilities and higher salaries for
teachers. Our state university has asked for an
increase of $6 million, which brings their total
request to $22 million. Of that amount, $7 million
is allocated for new construction
The editorial also Indicates that two ques
tions must-be asked:
First, are there any limits to the financial
ability of the state to support higher education’
Second, is the state under any obligation,
moral or legal, to assume the entire responsibill
ty for higher education when there are private
colleges and universities of the highest standards
whose facilities are not being fully utilized?
Again we appeal to our legislature for recog-
nition of the private colleges and universities of
our state In the next session Senate Bill 258,
sponsored in a bipartisan effort, is being intro-
duced.
Seemingly there is no opposition to the
bill. All of our legislators agree that needy and
qualified students should be able to receive a
scholarship fund of $4OO a year, and should be
allowed to select a college of their own choos-
ing.
This bill Is in the interests of all the citizens
of the State of New Jersey. Inasmuch as the
candidates for scholarship* will be able U> use
existing facilities, the state can avoid capital
construction costs
If the Governor and legislators are sincere in
their effort to hold down the cost of government,
which has become the problem of the day. then
this bill, Senate Bill 258, should receive their
wholehearted support
New Jersey has many private colleges and
universities with facilities to absorb the increas
Ing enrollment of the state. Why not continue
the heritage of our edicational system, recognize
the role played by th* private college and uni-
versity in the life of the state, and help both the
candidate and the private schools to add lustre
to our educational system?
A Rat-Hole Plugged
A few month* ago lha polica of the City of
Newark arreated a purveyor of Indecent recorda.
At an appeal from thla arreat, the presiding
judge ruled that (he existing city ordinancea,
while adequate In the area of Indecent books,
play*, pamphlet*, ballad* and printed paper*,
did not cover the aala of obacena and porno-
graphic record*.
Newark official*, who wera concerned about
the Increaae of pornographic material within the
border* of it* city, a few year* ago aet out to
draft atatutea that would atand up In court and
thereby atrengthen their hand in the fight againat
indecency.
Having won thia hard-fought victory, they
lost no time in devising means of blocking thL
latest channel of corruption.
On Dec. 17, the Municipal Council of Newark
voted unanimously to pass an ordinance "prohib
iting possession, sale and distribution of obscene,
indecent or impure phonographic record* and re-
cordings."
The ordinance was then approved the next
day by Mayor Carlin and become* effective this
month.
We commend the Council, not only on adopt-
lng the ordinance, but on the speed with which
it wa* adopted. We recommend that other munic
ipalinos review their ordinances on indecency
Pornography peddlers are in a very lucra-
tive. if dirty, business If there's a loophole in
the law. they'll find it and crawl in. Even if only
one escapes before the courts point out the de
flciency in the law. that one goes free to aow his
seed* of indecency elsewhere Plugging the hole
is easier than catching the rat that entered
through it.
Peter Speaks
Contraception
No reason, however grave, may be put for-
ward by which anything intrinsically against
nature may become conformable to nature and
morally good. Since, therefore, the conjugal act
is destined primarily by nature for the begetting
of children, those who in exercising it deliber-
ately frustrate its natural power and purpose ain
againat nature and commit a deed which is shame-
ful and intrinsically vicious. Small wonder, there-
fore, if Holy Writ bear* witnesa that the Divine
Majesty regard* with greatest detestation this
horrible crime and at time* has punished it with
death (see Genesis 38, 8-10) . . . Since, therefore,
openly departing from the uninterrupted Chris-
tian tradition some recently have judged It pos-
sible solemnly to declare another doctrine con-
cerning this question, the Catholic Church, to
whom God has entrusted the defence of the lp
tegrlty and purity of morals, . . . proclaims anew:
any use whatsoever of matrimony exercised in
such a way that the act is deliberately frustrated
In its natural power to generate life is an offense
against the law of God and of nature, and those
who indulge in such are branded with the guilt
of grave ain —Pop* Pi D s XI, Encyclical on Christ
lan Marriage, Dec. 11, 1810.
Tradition Speaks
Formula for Peace
Those vuho are at peace with themselves,
with their passions in order, subject to reason,
mind, spirit, and their carnal concupiscence put
into harness, make up the Kingdom of God. This
Reign of God means that all things are in order,
that what in man la highest la given control, and
whatever we have in common with beasts is made
to obey; while at the same lime, man's most
human excellence, his mind and reason, la subject
to a more powerful away, lo the very Truth In-
carnate, to the Only-begotten Son ot God. For
man will not control what la below him unless he
obeys what la above him. And this la the peace
which is possible on earth for men of good-will;
this la the life of the man of supreme and porfect
wisdom—SC Augustine (died Ut A.D.).
Still There
Mikoyan’s True Face
By Louis Francis Budenz
Why Soviet Russia go precipi-,
tously foisted A. I. Mikoyan’s vis-1
it on Washington can be readily
understood Thereby the Ameri-
can people were robbed of the
chance to express their indigna-
tion against this
master of ter-
rorism, that
same indigna-
on which halt-
ed Tito at our
gates.
Asa conse-
quence, this po-
litical trickster
who helped to
build up the
Stalin and Khrushchev dictator-
ships, will be permitted to hold
the lure of ••trade" before husi
nessmen and "peace" before gov-
ernment officials
THAT ANY promises made will
be fraudulent can be forecast
from the position Mikoyan holds
in the Kremlin and from his own
record as a communist Because
in 19M he took the lead in "down-;
grading" Stalin In order to build
up Khrushchev's Iron rule, it is
almost universally forgotten that
h# was author of the Stalin cult. 1
that it was Mikoysn who in 1939
proclaimed Stalin to be "infalli
ble "
TV eecaslon wn Stalin'! With
birthday. To celebrate (hat
• vent, the members of (hr Po-
litbnro Issued a book entitled
‘•Stalin" and published It In
various languages.
Of all the ‘'tribute.!" paid to
Stalin in these pages, the climax
piece was Mikoyan's "Stalin—the
Vnin of Our Day." In the vrry
beginning he lays "Today, our
country and toiling humanity all
over the world are doing honor
to their leader, father, and friend.
Comrade Stalin . . . Comrade
Stalin la the worthy successor to
Lenin’s cause, the leader of our
party, the leader of the people!
of the Soviet Union and of op
prened humanity the world
over
"
THIS MAN WENT even further
In letting up the Stalin cult On
page 60 he wrote "In the party,
and among the people, unprece
dented confidence in Stalin pre
vaili, an unshakable belief in the
Infallibility of the general line of
the party, and in the success of
every turn in the party'! policy
for everybody knows that mice
Stalin la at the helm, there n no
cause for disquietude, victory is
certain whatever happens
"
This profuse claim of "Infal-
libility" for Stalin went around
the world on the beela of the
terrorist trials of till and 1938
against alleged opponents of
the dictator. These people,
whom Mikoysn and Khrushchev
were later to indicate had been
helpless victims of Stalinite cru
elty. were denounced in 1939
as ‘‘monsters” by this syco-
phant.
It is regrettable that this self
serving article of flattery cannot
he photostated and distributed
throughout America
That the same double-dealing!
spirit will mark the Mikoyan vis-
it is indicated by the November 1
issue of International Affairs, is-!
sued from Moscow under Miko-
yan's directions. It is replete with
attacks on the U S. as "the main
force of present day imperialism"
and of "aggression.” We read;'
That it is the II S. which is
serving as "an international gen-
darme" and "trampling on the
whole basis of national sovereign-'
ty" of European countries, that
the US. is guilty of "aggression
against I-ebanon and Jordan";
that the U S is guilty of "adven-
turism" and "aggression" in the
Ear East; that the US is "pn>
voking a war against Peoples
China and endangering peace in
the Ear-East."
And so it goes, in one hymn j
of hate against our nation !
throughout the entire issue.
We hope that some of our dis-
tinguished citiiens. who have
been speaking so loosely in un-
controlled praise of Soviet Rus-
sia, will pause and consider what
these Red words entail All other
Americans can draw the proper
conclusions from them about Ml
koyan's siren song
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The Faith in Focus
After Confirmation
By Msgr. George W. Shea, S.T.D.
Too many Catholics think of a
Sacrament as over and done with
the Instant it is administered, as
though its action were limited to
the time and place of Its recep-
tion
But the truth is that the re-
ception of a Sacrament marks a
beginning, not an end No Sacra
ment attains its particular goal
completely at the moment it Is
conferred That goal is reached
only afterwards and in the meas
ure that the recipient cooperates
with the powers and graces pecul
lar to the Sacrament in question
These facts should be kept in
mind especially with regard to
Confirmation The traditional de
scriptlons of this sacred rite as
the Sacrament of spiritual matu
rtly. of spiritual perfection, are
mistaken by many to mean that
Confirmation automatically and
at once makes the recipient a
finished product, the complete
Christian
As an example of this confused
thinking, we may mention those
parents who argue that after
their children have been con
firmed, they need no longer at
tend religious instructions And
yet the very opposite is true. Be
cause Confirmation has enrolled
the confirmed in the lay aposto-
late, has made them soldiers in
Christ's army, there is obligation
of studying their religion even
more earnestly than before, so
that they may be able to explain
and defend the Faith, and thus
cooperate with the grace of Con
flrmation
Certainly, Confirmation is the
Sacrament of spiritual maturity
But. Just as. after one has reach-
ed adulthood in the natural or
der. there is room for and need
for further progress in maturity,
and for playing an adult's role
in life, so too Is It when, with
Confirmation, one reaches spir !
Ilual adulthood. The Sacrament
delivers a sustained and sustain
ing power for constant progress
In spiritual maturity, and for
playing an adult role in the
Church.
That Confirmation marks a be
ginning rather than an end comes!
home to ua when wa think of the
! Sacrament in terms of another
j traditional description the Sac-
rament which makes us soldiers
of Christ Induction into an army
means that there is combat
ahead, and also training and
preparation for that combat And
that, by the way, is the reason
why the Church requires that the
candidate for Confirmation should
have a sponsor, a baptized and
confirmed C atholic who knows
and loyally practices his religion |
Just as the raw recruit is en-
trusted to a seasoned veteran for
training, so the newly confirmed
Is placed under the special care
of the sponsor until be is able to
fend for himself in battle
So, then, far from exempting
us from struggle, Confirmation
dedicates us to it. and makes us
able to face It The confirmed
has the solemn duty of striving
to consecrate the world to God,
of restoring all things to Christ.
Wherever the confirmed Catholic
goes, there Christ must go. When-
ever he speaks or acts, then
Christ must speak and act
Christ's soldiers. His lay apostles,
have the tremendous responsibili -
ty of making their Savior live in'
the world again They, and they
alone, can and must bring Him
into family life, recreation, educa
lion, labor, business, the profes
•ion, economic and political af
fairs, and every human activity
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THE QUESTIONBOX
Moil Rev. Weller IT. Ctertit. lmmsculefe Conception Sene-
men, Derlrngton. Rem.ey P. 0.. it editor of Tb, Quest,on Box.
Quettton, mey be nbmitlecl to him lor entuer in tbit column.
Q. Whit are Gregorian Mas*- i
M?
A. Because we hive answered
thii question teveril timei in the
past, may I inswer thii briefly.
Gregorian Misses ire i leriei
of 30 Mmei did on coniecutive
diyi for a deceased person.
Based upon the pious interces-
a'lon of St. Gregory the Great
from whom the series takes its
name, it is piously believed tb%t
at the end of the 30 days the soul
for whom the Masses are offered
will certainly be released from
Purgatory if it is there. The
Church, since she allows the
practice, may be said to tacitly
approve it.
The Masses must be said for
30 days without any interruption.
For this reason moit parish
churches are not in a position to
accept such a series: but many
religious communities do accept
them for fulfillment by their
members, perhaps on the mis-
sions.
It is customary to offer a larg
er stipend for these 30 Masses
than for 30 Masses said sepa-
rately and at the convenience of
the priest.
Q. Is there any Biblical proof
that St. John the Baptist was
cleansed of original tin when
Mary visited Elisabeth?
A It is considered a common
opinion among doctors of theolo-
gy that John the Baptist was
sanctified'in his mother’s womb.
Sanctification meana the giving
or restoration of sanctifying
grace and therefore In the cue
of John the Baptist the removal
of original sin.
Two verses of the Scripture are
cited aa support for the view
In Luke 1.13 the angel says of
John the Baptist: "(He) Shall be
-filled with the Holy Spirit even
from his mother’s womb " Eccle-
siastical tradition has commonly
understood this to mean a proph-
ecy that John would be sancti-
fied before birth.
On the occasion of the Blessed
Mother s visit to her cousin Eliz-
abeth (John’s mother) Elizabeth
declared ’ For behold, the mo-
ment that the sound of thy greet-
ing came to my ears, the habe in
my womb leapt for Joy " Many
see in this event the moment
when John's sanctification took
place.
It is not certain that this leap-
ing for joy represents the mo-
ment of sanctification; but St
Thomas quinas, adding the text
of this occasion to the words of
the angel’s prophecy, declares
that we must assert thst John
waa sanctified In his mother’s
womb (Part 3. Question Z7, arti-
cle «)
You will understand that the
claim made for John the Baptist
(and St Thomas makes the same
claim for the prophet Jeremias)
does not touch upon Mary’s Im
maculate Conception. The Bless
ed Mother was conceived free of
original sin, John the Baptist was
conceived in original sin but was
freed from it some time before
birth.
Q 1* It a .In for i fathotlr
to leave the Church and Jotn
another?
A On* easy md general in
iwrr can b* given Sine* th*
Catholic Church li th* on* tru*
Church ritahlishrd by Jesus
Chrut and aince lie demandi that
all belong to that Church, a Cath
olic who knows the truth of the
Church and yet glvei It up la
guilty of a aerloua am On this
general .tatement there can b*
no question And once you admit
th* truth of th* Catholic Church
you ae* no other poailble answer
Yet w* may make the question
more difficult by asking if there
Is ever an exception to this rule
Can a Catholic get to th* point
that in all good faith and with no
fault on his own part he believes
that the Catholic Church ia not
true and that therefore he must
leave It’
Father Connell. C SS R . In hi*
fine "Outlines of Moral Theolo-
gy” (Bruce, 1953). page 74. give*
a good discussion of this question.
Father Connell considers it pos-
sible that such a case can arise,
especially if the person in ques-
tion is not well instructed in th*
faith and finds himself in circum-
stances in which he cannot easily
get the answers to his difficul-
ties. Thus it has happened that
young children who are Catholic*
are brought up in a familv that
is Protestant and in which th*
children are taught that the Cath-
olic Church is false In such a
case a young child might be con-
vinced that the Catholic Church
is false and that he must giv*
it up.
However, in the case of most
adults and even in the case of a
well instructed child, the aban-
donment of the Catholic Faith
would involve some sin on his
part.
Notice that we say some sin,
namely a sin of some kind It
may have taken place some tims
before the actual departure from
the Faith for the giving up of the
l atholic religion bv anvone is
usually the result of a senrs of
graces refused. Thus the girl who
marries outside the Faith has not
made a spot decision but has had
many graces that she has re-
fused to accept. She marries this
way not really because she no
longer believes in the Catholic
Faith (although sometimes per-
«ons offer this as a justification
for their action) but because she
refuses to give up this particular
man, or ia afraid to face the risk
that marriage will pass her by.
In other words, the guilt may
he in some moral failing rather
than in a lark of faith, and the
failing may trace itself bark for
some time Shall we say that such
* person is without sin in even-
tually giving up the faith’
These cases are difficult to
judge since we do not know the
full story of grace and its refusal
in ea .h person Did we know that
full story we might find it very
clear that it was not a loss of
faith, but the vice of pride or of
impurity that led the way to th*
giving up of the faith
We may conclude then that
rarely if ever does a Catholic
who has received proper Catho-
lic instruction leave th# Catholic
Church without formal sin. name-
ly, without guilt on his part.
In Your Prayers
remember these your deceased
priests:
Archdiocese of \eunrk
Rev James W McDowell, Jan.
1, 1911
Rev J Manueh Banrgaman,
Jan. 4. 1922
Moat Rev Winand M Wigger,
Jan 5, 1901
R»v <. era r and Funcke Jan S,
190(1
Rt Rev Msgr Joseph \t.
Flynn, Jan. J, 1910
Rev Umberto Donati. Jan TANARUS,
1943
Rev Joseph Zablorhi, Jan 8,
1922
Rt Rev Msgr George H.
Doane. Jan. 9. 190*
Rev John A Banks. Jan 9,
■ 1951
Rev William F Burke, Jan 9,
1954
Diocese of Paterson
Rev Joseph J Splelman, Jan.
9. 1943
Rt Rev Msgr John J Daueo*
hauer, Jan 9, 1954
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Vocation of the
Layman in the World
Edward J. Sullivan,
Jerary City
Editor
The letter in your Nov. 30 issue prompts me to suggest
that something be said about the vocation of the laity. The
writer held that Catholic preoccupation with spiritual goals
necessarily militates against achievement in secular
endeavor.
Spiritual values ire.of course
prior to the temporal. However,
eound spiritual formation can
only contribute to competency in
any pursuit where objective real-
istic valuations are the measure
of solid achievement. The pri-
macy of the spirit is not a priori-
ty in the tense of excluding or
w-cakenmg any other positive val-
ue, but rather it is a primacy
of the integer, of the aynthesis.
"Without Me, you can do noth-
ing."
To aay otherwise is to tinker
With some old and familiar errors.
We might compromise, as do
the secularists, by confining our
piety to the quiet preserves of
Sunday, and wear a different hat
the rest of the week. Or we can go
back to a more ancient hersey,
manicheclsm; here we could say
that spirit is good and matter is
evil, and thereby exempt our-
erlvcs from our engagement in
the world.
Catholics who waver it the
edge of their secular responsibili-
ties through any scruple have
missed altogether the meaning of
the 19 blessed years of the ponti-
ficate of Pius XII The late Pope
was continually directing laymen
of every field toward their special
roles in the continuing incama-
tional work of the Mystical Body
of Christ. He strove to deepen
family spirituality. He pressed for
a new articulation of the Sacred
Liturgy, in which mans work
finds constant rededication, "and
eo grow up in all things in Him
who is the head "
Msgr Romano Guardini, in
"The Lord,” writes deploringly
of "an unconscious strategy of
human nature which attempts to
place Christianity in the absolute
in order to distance it from the
world, that the world be freer for
wordlincss." It was Eternal Wis-
dom who said: "My delights were
to he with the children of men
"
Jacques Maritain, in "True Hu-
manism." fears for a Christiani-
ty which would "abandon the
matters of social, political and
economic life to their own secular
law, depriving them of the light
of Christ.”
Catholicism connotes a harmony
of all human elements, not their
separation. It is a reconciliation
of all the faculties within a man,
and of men to each other in their
common Paternity. It is fitting
that men be distinct, but not
divided. Diviaion and contra
diction violate integrity, but di-
versity and contrast lend beauty
to the whole.
The Catholic layman who feels
himself constrained, who ia ask-
ing himself, “Can anything that i
is good come from Nazareth?” is j
headed toward unhappiness and
tragedy. He will ricochet between i
singularity and sloth until he rolls!
to an inert despair. On the other |
hand, those lay people- who attain
their spiritual goals will do so, |
not in spite of their temporal ob-
ligations, but because of them,
and through them.
Witness to Christ is communi-
cated principally through the
Christian's*response to the par-
ticular graces God gives him.
and through a competency which
his fellow men have a right to
demand from him. To say that
a lawyer who follows Christ is
necessarily a second-rate lawyer,
or that a scholar who followa
Christ is necessarily a second-
rate scholar, would be about as
absurd as saying that Joseph was
necessarily a second-rate carpen-
ter, and that Mary was necessarily
a second-rate mother.
The mystery of it all Is that
the dedicated layman tends to
project sound values without a
single word of preachment Count
Michael de la Bedoyere, in "The
Cayman in the Church,” urges
that "there is today a special call
to Catholics who have learnt the
meaning of the Mystical Body of
Christ, and their incorporation in
it at all times and in all their
life, to choose the hard and dan-
gerous vocations at the heart of
the secularist world where their
sacrifices and witness to Christ
can be most effective.
‘ Even if they teem themselves
to be failures because the visible
achievement is small, or because
the conditions in which they live
make a consoling practice of
their religion and a nice sense of
spiritual balance in themselves
impossible to achieve, in God's
eyes they may have lived fuller
Christian lives. Their spiritual
sacrifices may have brought
them closer to Christ the Priest,
while their example — where ex-
ample is most needed — may
,have made them better followers
of Christ the Teacher and Christ
the King who also apparently
failed with the world of His day,
and yet triumphed in that fail-
ure."
From whatever corner of cir-
cumstances, the Catholic’s an-
swer to the universal call of
Christ — who is the Supreme Af-
firmation — should always be a
great big, generous “Yes."
But laymen who would excuse
themselves from their'temporal
commitment by tome spiritual
license are glutting themselves
from the tree of good and evil,
that "they may be as gods.”
And consequently, God stalks the
earth, saying "Adam, where art
thou’”
This is not the all-knowing
God curious as to whereabouts of
Adam's hiding place; it is a
divine cry of exasperation a man
has forsaken his destiny.
God Love You
How to Make
A Sacrifice
By Bishop Fulton J. Sheen
The following Is a letter re-
ceived at our office—it speaks
for itself.
"Most Rev. Bishop:
“I am sending you $lO for the
Society for the Propagation of the
Faith. ' I lost
my boy Ray-
mond, Monday
in a school fire
at Our Lady of
the Angels
School. He had
a birthday com-
ing. Dec. 24
his 13th. He was
going to gradu-
ate this coming
June, and I did have all kinds of
plans for him, but God deemed
it otherwise. Since I esn’t get him
anything for his birthday and also
for Christmas, I know how proud
he would be if I used the money
for others.
"My husband has been out of
work for six months—plant closed
after he had worked there for 30
years. At the moment it is whst
I can afford.
"He was an altar boy. Boy
Scout and a very good one. But it
seemed God took him when he
was at his best.
"So much good has come of
the deaths of these innocent chil-
dren—no one will ever realize.
People who never darkened the
doors of s church, are coming to
understand God's way. 1 know it
is so hard to understand, but God
in His Wisdom did what He knew
best.
"My eyes are lifted up to heav-
en, knowing that Raymond is
with Him.
“God bless you. Bishop!”
And this was our reply:
"My dear Friends:
"Your letter was like the Book
ot Job in the 20th century Job.
you remember, lost all of his
possessions, as well as his fam-
ily and his health. His answer
was: 'The Lord gives and the
Lord takes away; praise be the
Lord '
I “Not only ia your resignation
beautiful, but you add sacrifice
to sorrow The $lO offered for
the Society for the Propagation
of the Faith, given at a time
when your eyes are dimmed with
tears and your husband's hands
are unavoidably idle, is almost
like saying to God
“ ‘Yon have taken what I
thought wai all; now I give
You more.’ As it is only when
there la sunshine that a rain-
how can be seen In the rain, so
U la only through Faith in the
Son of God that bright hopes
can glisten through tears.
"You and other parents sent
your children to a school to save
their souls; Heaven called them
to the Patroness of the School,
Our Lady of the Angels Would
to God that all on whom the
scarred hand of Christ hjs laid
the imprint of the nail would, in
their grief and sorrow, think of
bringing Faith to the pagans of
thr world as you have done. Oth-
er Raymonds will arise to take
his place in Asia and Africa
through your charity.
"In tha name of the Holy Fa-
ther’s Pontifical Society for the
i Propagation of the Faith, I beg
God's consoling blessing upon
you.
Bishop Sheen."
Cut oat thli colamn, pin your
sacrifice to it and address it to
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen, Na-
tional Director. Society for the
Propagation of the Faith, 36«
Fifth Ave., New York 1, or to
your diocesan director: Bishop
Martin W. Stanton, 31 Mulberry
St., Newark 2; Bt. Rev. Msgr.
William F. Louis, 24 DeGrasse
St. Paterson.
Saints of the Week
Sunday, Jan. 4—Holy Ninir of
Jftua. Although honored since
the Church'* earliest days, the
modern devotion did not arise
until the Middle Ages. Domini-
cans preached the devotion in the
13th century and in the 15th cen-
tury two Franciscans, SS. Bernar-
dino of Siena and John Capistran,
were leading promoters. The
Franciscans observed a feast in
honor of the Holy Name for years
before Pope Innocent XIII ex-
tended it to the universal Church
in 1721. It occurs on the first Sun-
day after Jan 1. Generally this
is the feast of SS. Priacus, Pris-
rillian and Benedicts, Martyrs.
St. Priscus was a priest, St. Pris-
cilltan a cleric, and St. Benedic-
ts a religious woman who under-
went martyrdom for the Faith
Monday. Jan. S—St. Telespho-
rns, Pope-Martyr. A native of
Greece, who succeeded St. Six-
tus I as Pope in 12S. He was not-
ed for his accomplishments in the
discipline of the Church and is
said to have made Lent obliga-
tory on all Christians; introduced
the chanting of the Gloria in the
Mass, and Instituted the privilege
of a priest offering three Masses
on Christmas. He was martyred
in 136.
Tuesday. Jan. t—Feast of the
Epiphany of Our Lord. This feast
is observed in honor of Christ's
manifestation to the Gentiles, rep-
resented by the three Kings of
the East; His Baptism In the
River Jordan by St. John the
Baptist and His power shown at
the marriage feast of Cana. In
aome places, it also is called
Twelfth Night, since It comes 12
'days after Christmas.
Wednesday, Jan. 7—St. I.urlan
of Antioch, Priest-Martyr. He was
a native of Edcssa, where he dis
tinguished himself as a Scriptural
scholar. He traveled to Antioch
and later to Nlcomcdia, where he
was martyred about 312 after
nine years in prison. He was
praised highly by SS. John Chrys
ostom and Jerome.
Thursday, Jan. B—SS. Lucian.
Maximilian, and Julian. Martyrs.
They are said to have been mis
sionaries from Rome who were
martyred at Beauvais about 290
Some claim they were compan-
ions of St. Denis of Pans and
some hold that St. Lucian was
the first Bishop of Beauvais
Friday, Jan. *—SS. Julian, Ba
silissa and Companions, Martyrs.
SS. Julian and Rasilissa were
married and lived by mutual con
sent in chastity. After his wife a
death, St. Julian made his home
a refuge for Christians, torment
ed by severe persecution. At the
order of the governor, Mercian,
he was tortured in many ways
before being executed With him
died £t. Anthony, a priest; St
Anastasius, a convert; St. Celus,
a boy; St. Marcionilla. his moth
er, and seven other of her chil
dren, and many other Christians
Saturday, Jan. 18—St. Nlcanor,
Deacon. He was a Jew by birth
and one of the seven deacons
chosen by the Apostles, as re
counted in Acts VI, 5. The tradi
tion is that he eventually went to
Cyprus where, years afterwards,
he was martyred during the reign
of Vespaalan.
STRANGE BUT TRUELittlo-Koown Facts for Catholics
By M.J. MURRAY VJVJ
Quiz on Faith
By Brian Cronin
1 To what was Christ referring when He said: "Do this in
remembrance of Me"? (a) The Lord's Prayer’ <b) The
Mass’ (c) The Stations of the Cross’ td) Fasting?
Which one of the Four Evangelists was a physician? (a)
Matthew? (b) Mark? (cl Luke’ (and) John’
Who conveyed to Mary the message that her Son be called
Jesus’ (a) Zachary? (b) St John the Baptist? (e)
Mary and Joseph? (and) The Angel Gabriel’
A Pontius Pilate offered the Jews the choice of freeing either
Jesus or a criminal prisoner named (a) Dismas’ (bl Bar-
abbas? (c' Gestas’ (di Caiphas’
C The Mass of the Presanctified, in which there is no conse-
cration, is celebrated on (ai All Souls Day’ (bl Holy
Thursday’ (c) Ash Wednesday? (d> Good Friday?
Where is the North American College’ In: (a) Vatican City?
(b) Boston’ (c) Montreal’ id i Washington’
"7 Who was the Pope who devised our calendar’: (a) Pope
Pius X’ (b) Pope Gregory XIII? (n St Peter? (and)
Pope Adrian IV?
g What feast is celebrated on Dec R each year’ (a) The
Assumption of Our Lady’ (hi The Annunciation’ (c)
The Immaculate Conception’ (and) The Epiphany?
Gut yourirlf 10 marki for raih torrecl tniutr hclntv .
Rtltng: 80-Excellenl; 70-Vtry Good- 60 -Good; 50 -Ftir
(3) 8 f( q) L ; (») 9 -(p) S -(ql 1- -<P) £ 1(3) Z -(q) I SHIttSKV
A Look at the Record
UAW Review Board
Not a Rubber Stamp
By Msgr. George G. Higgins
Director. Social Action Department. SCVC
On Apr. 8. 1957. the United Au- adopted by the union itself
tomobile Workers International
Union amended its constitution in
order to establish a public review
board of seven "impartial per
.sons of good public repute, not
working under
the jurisdiction
of the UAW or
employed by
the Internation-
al Union or any
of its subordi-
nate bodies."
The board
was to make
the final and
binding deci-
sions on all cases appealed to it
in accordance with Article 32 of
the constitution, and to deal with
alleged violations of any AKL-
|CIO ethical codes and any codes
THE REACTION of the press
was generally favorable. Howev-
er. a minority of influential edi-
tors and columnists summarily
dismissed the creation of the Pub-
lic Review Board as a public re-
lations coup. I said then that noth-
ing could be more futile than to
engage in controversy with these
critics and added that, as one
member of the board, I would be
willing to let Uie record speak
for itself.
Now tbe board has had time
to build an extensive record,
which is summarised in its first
annual report. Copies can be
obtained free by writing to Ex-
ecutive Director, Public Re-
view Board, 140* David Stott
Bldg.. Detroit 2S. Mich.
The report demonstrates that
the criticism which greeted es
tablishmcnl of the board was un-
warranted Implicit in some of
this criticism was the unstated
assumption that the UAW is cor
rupt and was trying to gain
enough respectability to get the
McClellan Commitee off its back.
TIIE RECORD shows that the
board has called the shota as it
saw them and that the UAW re-
spected the board's independent
status and has never in any way
attempted to influence its deci-
sions.
Tlic record also shows—as the
chairman. Rabbi Morris Adler,
puts it In his preface to the
report—that “the UAW is free
from corruption and gross per-
version of the democratic proce-
dures
"
None of the cases which
the beard lias dealt with, he con-
cludes, "reflect evils in the basic
structure of the union or the con-
duct of its affairs."
Tbe record shows too that
bolb the leaders and individual
members of the UAW who were
Involved in rases decided by
the board conducted themselves
with dignity and restraint and
that their cooperation with the
board left nothing to he de-
sired.
What the record will show In
the future no one can predict.
Today, however. I can associate
myself with the chairman when
he says that "the creation of the
Public Review Board reveals the
high degree of stability, respon-
sibility and moral health which
American labor possesses and in-
dicates that it has the capacity
for self-discipline to enable it in-
creasingly to remove the deficien-
cies and inequities from which no
large organization la entirely
free."
'I Earn the Living, ’ Says Ed;
'Housework Is Wife’s Job’
By Rev. John L. Thomas, S.J.
Assistant Protestor of Sociology, Si, Louis Vtsisersily
How can 1 get my wife to tee that marriage is a 50-50
proposition? Our marriage is in danger of breaking up be-
cause she nags me constantly about not helping her out
around the house. I realize she has her hands full with the
three youngsters, but I work hard too. I maintain house-
keeping is her job; I’ll earn the living. Isn’t that fair
enough?
You know, Ed. thif problem of
division of labor between the sex
es has been troubling mankind
for many centuries. About the
time people get things figured out
fairly well, conditions change,
and the prob-
lem has to he
settled all over
again. Further-
more. what does
work well for
some couples,
may prove dis-
astrous for oth-
ers.
LET’S analyze
the family situ-
ation before attempting a solution
ol your problem. First, when men
and women enter marriage, they
agree to work for their mutual
sanctification by dedicating them
Selves to the service of new life
Hence marriage involves two
related purposes: husband and
wife vow to assist each other to
advance in God's service; and
they promise to accomplish this
by cooperating in establishing a
bttle society in which children
can be generated arid reared in a
manner befitting Christians
This latter purpose Implies a
general division of family func-
tions based on sexual differ-
ences. The woman bears the
children and plays the major
role In the Immediate nurture
and care. This confines her pri
mary contribution to the house-
hold. The husband provides the
economic support required by
the family.
This broad division of functions,
based on the nature of sex, gives
us only limited information on the
division of labor in the family
Obviously, only the wife ran bear
and nurse children, and she needs
the husband's economic support
during this period
Beyond this, the division of la
bor between the sexes depends on
social conditions, and, above all.
upon the way people arbitrarily
|define it.
rr FOLLOWS that there arc no
absolute, unchanging norms by
which we can define division of
labor iiTthe family. We can't say,
this is woman's work, and she's
wrong if she expects me to do It;
or. this is man's work, and I've
fulfilled my obligations if I'\c
done it.
When couples quarrel over
| the division of labor, they are
generally basing their views on
the way things were done in
! their parental homes. They en-
ter marriage with this defini-
tion of what husband and wife
should do, and blindly insist
that this is the only right way.
Now, Ed. if you have followed
my analysis, I think you will rec
ognize that division of labor in
j>our family cannot be based on
parental patterns or abstract
principles. It must be defined in
terms of your unique family's
needs.
LET’S LOOK at your family
situation. If your wife has to care
for three small children, she may
well have her hands full, as you
admit. A great deal depends upon
her strength, household facilities,
and so on, but sbe clearly has a
fulltime job on her hands.
Of course, you also have your
job, but under conditions of a
40-hour week, I think you must
confess, If you are normal, you
have sufficient leisure and en-
ergy to lend a helping band
around the home.
There's more to the problem
How are you and your wife going
to realize your unity as a couple
If you don’t cooperate around the
home? At marriage you entered
a common enterprise; keep it
that way by working together.
FURTHER, THE CHILDREN
are yours as much as hers. How
are you going to train and guide
them, become acquainted with
their distinctive personalities, ful-
fill your very serious obligations
of fatherhood, if you never help
your wife with their care or spend
time with them at home?
Finally, this view of marriage
as a SO-SO proposition can be In-
terpreted in many waya. Who is
to define the 50-50, you or your
wife?
In the Christian view of mar-
riage. husband and wife are to
give their all—the best that
they have. Each tupplles what
the other lacks, and thus they
become true helpmates as God
planned It.
Ed, on your wedding day you
both accepted one serious obliga-
tion: to strive to make your mar-
riage a success. Don’t let lazi-
ness, indifference, or precon-
ceived notions keep you from liv-
ing up to this vow. What Is your
alternative’ A broken home, ru-
ined lives, and only a small, out-
side chance of saving your own
i soul.
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There Is a Place for You
In the Missionary Picture
Only it i priest can the mis-
sionary priest bring to the pagan
world the blessings which it may
truly expect from Christianity.
It is in the priesthood that can
be found the soul, strength and
also the result of missionary
activity. These ministers of God
form the shock troops of the great
Catholic missionary army.
In the missionary Brother ts
found labor cooperating with the
mission. Such a missionary is a
valuable cooperator in the great-
est and most divine of all tasks
the sanctification o t mankind.,
He is what might be called the
unknown and unsung apostle of
Catholic missionary activity.
The missionary Sister has been
called the "helping love” in mis-
sion service. As an angel of
mercy she carries help and conso-
lation to the wretched world that
knows not God. She transforms
the female pagan world into a
garden of lilies by her many-
sided and varied activities.
Our Lord is also depending
upon us, for God and man are
partners In the mission cause.
The world apostolate is supported
by our prayers and our alms add-
ed to the personal consecration of
the missionaries.
Remember the Holy Father s
own organization for the support
of the missionaries everywhere.
There is no better way of keep-
ing yourself close to God than bv i
your sacrifices for the salvation
of souls.
Bishop Stanton
At Garfield
Bishop Stanton will make an
appeal on behalf of the Society
for the Propagation of the Faith
on Jan. 4 at Our Lady of Mt.
Virgin Church. Garfield. Rev.
Charles P. Casserly. pastor.
Bishop Stanton is deeply
grateful to Father Casserly and
the other pastors of the Arch-
diocese for their cooperation in
making these appeals possible.
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton. S.TJ), PhD., 1.1: n
31 Mulberry SL, Newark 2. N. J.
Phone: MArket 2-2803
Honrs: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 ajn. to 1*
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis, J.C.D.
24 De Grasse SL. Paterson 1. N. J.
Phone: ARmory 4-0100
Hours: Dally. 9 a.m to 5 p.m.; Saturday. 9 a.m. to 12.
Describes Unique
Building Method
Sister Mary Felica, a Marist
missionary, describes how the
work on the new dormitory and
children's refectory goes on at
Mua in the Tonga Islands midst
"much commotion":
“The work has to be portion-
ed out aong the villages and
the main parish. The whole
group is divided into IS groups
called the 'Mysteries' (because
one of their spiritual duties Is
to recite a Mystery of the Ro-
sary each evening in their
homes).
I "The villages provided the
timber; the Mu'a people provid-
ed the money for the cement and
roofing iron: now each village
and Mystery' provides laborers
and food for the workers. Some
days the work goes with a bang,
as on the occasion when two rival
Mysteries' did the two cement
floors in one day.
It would have made a good
film Father contrived an excel-
lent measuring box for the sand
and stones with only four sides to
it Fill it up, then lift it up, out ;
comes the sand from the bottom! i
Apart from this their tools were
almost nil, but they managed to
mix the cement with boards and
hoes and plenty of elbow grease
and noisy rhythm
"
Obituary
It Is a holy and wholesome
thought to pray for the dead
that they may be loosed from
their sins. We recommend to
the prayers of oar readers the
repose of the sonl of the fol-
lowing who has recently de-
parted this life.
Helen T. Kelly
The Best Charity
When Making Will
What is the best charity when
you make will?
It is not oftwry that such a defi-
nite answer ran as here,
for we have the wohis of the
Holy Father to guide us "Cnar-
itv to the Society for the Propa-
Cation of the Faith exceeds all]
other charities as heaven exceeds
earth and eternity exceeds time "
To this we can only add that
if you are interested in the best
chanty, remember the Society
for the Propagation of the Faith
in your will.
MEDICAL RELIGIOUS: The second doctor to enter
the novitiate of the Sons of Mary, Health of the Sick,
Framingham, Mass., deceives his habit from Rev. Ed-
ward F. Garesche, S.J., founder and superior general.
Brother Rudolfo de los Reyes, M.D., in center, served
his internship at St. Francis Hospital, Jersey City,
after completingmedical studies at San Tomas, Manila.
Catholics Unaffected
By Crises in Iraq
t.NCIT'C Newt Service
Father Huney ~ former Jeiuil lufierior in Iraq, from where
e recently returned. During bn irrtice in that country, which
began 21 year, ago, he ha, been rector of Al-Hikma l n„ erntyand Baghdad College.
By Rev. Thomas F. Hussey, S J.
The drastic changes which have taken place in Iraq
jduring the past half year have not noticeably affected the
life of that nation's more than 200,000 Catholics
|
_
Since the July revolution, which saw the execution of
King Faisal II and establishment of a republican regime in
the Middle East's newest hot
spot, anew constitution has guar-
anteed religious freedom and
Premier Ahdul Karim Qassim
has assured the country's Bish-
ops that his Government will up-
hold that Guarantee.
AlthouGh there have been re
ports that the new Government
is under stronG influence by com-
munists or aGonts of Egypt’s
President Gamal Abdel Nasser,
the most accurate way to de-
scribe the reGime is to say that
it is still consolidating its posi-
tion.
THE CHANGE in the Govern-
ment was very deep. Not only
was the monarchy swept away,
but alonG with it went most of the
people who formerly held high
positions. The result is that new
groups of various political color
lngs have been moving in to fill
the gap. It is the general opinion
In Baghdad, the capital, that at
least two more months will be
needed to discover the ultimate
direction of the new government
It would thus be a great mis-
take to judge the new regime
•r to label it pro-thls or anti-
that before this period is up.
Iraq, a former Turkish prov-
ince that gained independence
following British control after
World War I, is a predominate
Moslem country of 52,000,000
people
Slightly larger than California,
it contains the valleys of the
Tigris and Euphrates rivers
where an advanced civilitation
existed as early as 4,000 B C. It
became the center of the ancient
Babylonian and Assyrian em-
pires The Garden of Eden and
the Tower of Babel have their
traditional sites here
Of Iraq's Catholic minority of
203,915, about 120,000 belong to
the Chaldean Bite Members of
this Bite, which uses Syrian as its
liturgical language, arc descen-
dants of Nestorian heretics
who have returned to the Church
ALTHOUGH LESS than 5G- of
the popula'ion of oil rich Iraq is
Catholic, the nation has seven
archdioceses, three dioceses and
two independent missions. Bagh-
dad alone is the headquarters for
archdioceses of the Armenian,
Chaldean. Latin and Syrian Bites
The capital is also the site
of Al-Hikma University and
Baghdad College, both con-
ducted by American Jesuits. In
neither of these has the govern-
ment made any regulations dif-
ferent from those In Its own
secondary schools and colleges.
We have not been discriminated
against in any way.
The government has offered
every facility to our program of
constructing now buildings for
Al-Hikma University on a 16R
acre site given to us by the pre-
vious government three years
ago.
Cape Town Prelate Raps Move
To Deny Coloreds Voting Right
CAPE TOWN, South Africa
Archbishop Owen McCann of
Cape Town has attacked a pro
posal which would remove Col-
ored people (those of mixed race)
from the electoral rolls in his See
city.
The Archbishop also spoke out
against government laws which
keep Africans from worshiping in
particular areas and which make
it unlawful for different racial
groups to associate. He spoke at
a meeting of Brothers of the So-
ciety of St. Vincent de Paul.
THE PROPOSAL to eliminate
the Colored from electoral rolls
in Cape Town will be introduced
at the next session of the Provin-
cial Council, governing body for
the entire Cape Province
Archbishop McCann said that
the move involves the essential
| dignity of the human person and
that it would endanger equality
of opportunity. He pointed out
| that Coloreds have enjoyed the
■ right to vote in Cape Town for a
long time "and no claim has
been made that they have abused
it."
“The proposal that they
should be removed from the
roll Is based solely on color,"
be asserted.
He also said: "As they contrib-
ute to the common good they
have a right to share in the dr
termination of the common good
The implication that they are not
fit to live with
... is lacking in
justice and charity."
REFUSAL TO allow Africans
(Negroes) to worship in a partic
ular building was characterized
by the Archbishop as "an inva
sion of the rights of the Church."
“The state." he said, “has no
right to regulate the worship
of God . . . Each* person has
the right to worship God and
go to the place of his own.
rhonslnJt. providing he does not
behave in disorderly fashion."
He was commenting on th*
government refusal of a permit
to allow Negroes to attend Meth-
odist services for them in a whit#
area of Johannesburg
Turning to the denial of a per-
mit for mutual association to th#
International Club in Durban, th#
Archbishop declared "peopl#
have a right to associate for their
mutual advantage "
Aliena Are Reminded
They Must Register
WASHINGTON (NC)—lmmi
gration Commissioner J. M
Swing issued a reminder here
that all aliens must register next
month under terms of the 1952
Immigration and Nationality Act
Aliens may registsr at the
nearest postoffice or Immigra-
tion Service field office.
[?]ay for Them
Helen T. Kelly
BELLEVILLE A Bequiem
Mass for the repose of the soul
of Helen T Kelly was offered
Dec. 27 in St Peter s Church
here She died Dec. 23.
Miss Kelly was the sister of
Msgr Joseph M Kelly, pastor of
St. Peter’s, her only Survivor.
African Bishops
Defend Workers
LUANDA. Angola (NC)—Work-
ers should bo allowed to choose
•heir own jobs and the rich should
help them find employment, a
pastoral letter issued by Angola's
Bishops declared.
Dealing with workers' rights
and working conditions in this
Portuguese West African prov-
ince, the pastoral stressed the du-
ties of the wealthy and told them
they must not try to avoid their
obligation to aid others The
Bishops urged the rich to start
projects to help provide emplov
ment.
The pastoral also stressed the
worker s right to remain with his
family and retain possession of
what he owns. It also denounced
child labor and pointed out th*
child's right to education
Fr. Field Preacher for
South Orange Novena
SOUTH ORANGE _ Rev Wil-
liam N Field of Seton Hall Uni-
versity will preach at n.ne con-
secutive services of the Novena
of the Miraculous Medal at Our
Lady of Sorrows here
The perpetual novena Is held
on Mondays and Father Field
will start his series on .Ian 5
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75th ANNUAL BALL
of the
CO. CORK MEN'S ASSOCIATION
to be hold at the
YORKVILLE CASINO
210 EAST 86th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
Saturday Evening, Jan. 10, 1959
Continuous Irish and American Music
Two Bands Directed by Murt Collins
Chairman President Secretory
WIUIAM CARROLL MAURICI CRIMMINt MICHAEL IARRY
ADMISSION $2 (including tax)
ROUND AIR CONDI I 'o\
Member NATIONAL SELECTED MORTICIANS Serving the I'nited
States. Canada. Mexico and moat foreign countries Only Funeral
Director! In North Hudson providing this service.
In Your Hour of Bereavement
Leber Service it well known for perfection of
detail, smooth reverent direction with unerring
good taste, beauty and refinement.
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
CORNER 20th ST. and BOULEVARD, UNION CITY
TELEPHONES: UNion 3-1100-1101
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Rtgnrdlen ot Finnnc tal Condition
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• MAKE MONEY •
*♦*» ••»»—ih#w Catholic motion olcturo
Our olon ouarantaos results
An Ideal way of raisin* funds and dolno
,w obostellc workl Lot's not only com
olaln about the bad films—lot's help out
an tho oood onosl Writ* or call today
for details Kaop this ad
CATHOLIC FILM LIBRARY fIRVICI
•• non-oroflt organisation)
1M North Oth Stroot
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
WEND A WEEKEND WITH GOD
For: MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Cotoolortod by Hit monlii o 4
Eaiol Roofi Abbo,
Eboio moU rooorvatiom omrly.
Writ* for Information tor
DIRECTOR OR RETREAT!
00000 of Rooco Rotrool Houlo
*•. Roof t Akboy. Nowton. N j
FREE PARKING
All CONDITIONED
fparlalti.ng la HOMI MADE
Ravioli Cavatolli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET ROOMS
Under Personal Supervision
PtTI« ILVINTO
925-31 Wett Side Avo.
J*r*ey City. HE 3-8945
4
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Ay-
HITCHIN' POST INN ou ' ‘" c,Al "
WEDDINGS
. .
UNION, N. J.
... BANQUETS
iouti n. n Dancing Nightly
MUrdock 6-4666 • Luncheons and Dinners
All CONDITIONED EOI YOUI COMEOIT
"TRADITIONALLY YOURS FOR 34 YEARS"
LUNCHEON A DINNEIt
SPECIAL OCCASIONS
PIERMONT ROAD
RED COACH INN
CUiH. S-0404(lout. SOI)
CLOSTER, N j.
THREE CROWNS RESTAURANT
i SMORGASBORD
LUNCHEONS . . . DINNERS
MONTCLAIR, NEW JERSEY
As You'll like
It for
Your Pleasure J
JOHN J. MUIPMY, Hail
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available for
All Occasions e Open Daily
Ck.,ry 4 W Or.n4 Stm. Eliiab.tK. N J.
AULISE'S
ONI OE NIWASH'S lESTAUIANTS
SIIVINO THE ULTIMATE In Italian
Em*,. All 1..*, cook a* pa, order.
e also pizzeria #
located on cor. Bloomfield and Clifton Avis., Newark
c, On, Hock Irom Socrad Haart Calhadrol
THI OIIGINAI • IST 1Via a OPEN DAILY
THI oitoiNAL e (ST ieie a open daily
SWISS CHALET Banquet and
iestaurant ..... „ „ Wedding
RAMSEY, N. J. TraHk Clrtta fQQf||f
DAvta 7-OtOO COCKTAIL LOUNOI
GRUETER'S Wkan Motoring VlaJt the "st. Monti. ' Sporto. N. J.
/«
*
JJ FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
ocefvl Country Dining of Moderate Prices
> ** ON TMI PLAZA
FULL COURSE
LAKE MOHAWK
SPARTA, N. J.
DINNERS
COCKTAIL LOUNGE
LUNCHEON
American • Oerman • Swiss Cuisine
Opt" 7 Day, July and Aug. treat 12 aeon till elating
CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
' Food Industry Guild
Gave $2,150 in 1958
! NEW YORK - The Catholic
Institute of the Food Industry
made gifts totaling $2,150 to char-
itable and educational institutions
during 1958
Among the recipients, announc-
ed Fasquale D'Agostino, presi
dent, was the Seton Hall Divinity
School which received $l5O
?
Start from the bottom
op . . . with now car*
pots from BREHM'S.
Broadlooms with last-
ing beauty
Honest value prices
Visit our NEW RUG
SELECTOR ROOM
Show room open Tues
and Thurs. till 0.
Plenty of parking
333 North Broad Street
Elizabeth, N. J.
Flanders I*lloo
Expert Cleaning sad
Repairing tee.
Donahue's Florist
170 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
HUmboldt 3-2224
NEWARK NEW JERSEY
WASHINGTON FLORIST
Incorporated
Since 1906
WfDDINO and FUNERAL DESIGNS
Flowers Telegraphed Anywhere
5*5 IROAD STREET NfWARK. N J.
Mitchell J-0411
YOU SAW THIS
MONUMINT FEATURED
IN \POgt
AFFOR
NOW BBS IT
AT YOUR
AUTHORIZED
DEALER
Kenngott-Terwilliger
MONUMENT COMPANY
• -*v#r 73
year*
410 S. Orange Ave., Newark J. NJ.
In Time of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
It hose careful and understanding service is in accord with the
traditions of Holy Mother Church
ESSEX COUNTY
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE. N. J.
| ORanga 3-6348
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3 2601
BERNARD A. KANW
FUNERAL HOME
39 HUMBOLDT STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-0733
GEORGE AHRI SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N, J.
ES»ex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESiex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NUtley 2-3131
JOSEPH P. MURPHY
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N J.
ESiex 3-6053
ROBERT LEE FUNERAL HOME
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
2000 HUDSON BOULEVARD
UNION CITY. N J.
UNIon 3-1100
EARL F. BOSWORTH
31 1 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
HOboken 3-1455
HOboken 3-1456
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 - 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNion 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
LAWRENCE G FALLON
157 BOWERS STREET
JERSEY CITY. N J.
Oldfield 9-0579
UNION COUNTY
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
JOSEPH I. FINNERAN
102 SO. CLINTON STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J,
ORange 3-0022
l- V. MULLIN ft SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK. N J.
MArket 3-0660
GORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
GORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD. N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400 i
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE. N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE. N. J.
ORange 4-7554
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR. N. J.
MOntdalr 2-0005
DE CAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-3333
For listing In th!
394 PARK AVE cor High St.
ORANGE. N J.
ORange 3-0935
BERGEN COUNTY
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N J.
ATIos 8-1362
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD - BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbfcard 7-3050
JOHN J. FEENEY ft SONS
232 FRANKLIN- AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gl Ibert 4 7650
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbiter 2-0098
HUDSON COUNTY
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY. N J
JOurnol Square 2-2266
Howard J. Brennan
6414 B r 3GENLINE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNion 7 0373
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N j.
UNion 7-6767
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, Inc.
JERSEY CITY UNION CITY
UNion 7-1000
Mctinn call The Advocate, Mi
MILLER FUNERAL HOME
Leo F. Bannworth, Director
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH. N. J.
Elizabeth 2-6664
WERSON FUNERAL HOME
635 NORTH WOOD AVE.
LINDEN, N J
HUnler 6-41 19
GORNY ft GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1415
GROWNEY FUNERAL HOME
1070 NORTH BROAD STREET
HILLSIDE, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-1663
DANIEL J LEONARD ft SONS
MORTUARY
242 WEST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, N. J.
Elizabeth 2-5331
PASSAIC COUNTY
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOMt
27 29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRe.cott 9-3183
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC. N. J.
PRejcoff 7-0141
OORNY ft OORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-3400
kef 4-0700
Christmas Message Asks for Peace and Unity
NCWC News Service
Following it the text of an English trensUiion of the Christ-
mes messege of Pope John XXIII given on Dec. 23, ** which be
deplored communist persecution of religion, appealed for a return
to the Church of separated Christians and pleaded for peace and
unity in a strife-torn world.
Joy of the Christian People
In the New Pope
I. My Lord Cardinal, We thank you for the gracious words
of affection which you have addressed to Us in the name of the
entire Sacred College, the sight of whose renewed youth today
gives Us great pleasure. We are grateful also for the happy
reference you have been pleased to mike to the Joy and ex-
pectation of the whole world, of the distin-
tinguished representatives of the various nations
and of the Roman prelates for the beginning
of this new pontificate.
Nevertheless, from the knowledge, however
imperfect, which We have of Ourselves and in
submission of spirit. We feel the need to declare
that it is not simply owing to the human and
cordial behavior of Our lowly self that there has
suddenly come to be given us —as you so kindly
said the sympathy of peoples and govern-
ments, particularly marked in the outbursts of
joy and respect from the people of Rome close around Us.
It Is rather to a renewed outpouring of the grace of the
Holy Spirit which was promised to the Church of Jesus Christ,
and which continues to call forth the varied manifestations of a
medley of tongues that the many wonderful displays of devotion
around Us evoke.
We take pleasure in recalling. My Lord Cardinal, the journey
back from the Lateran to the Vatican, accompanied by yourself
and (Cardinal Pizzardo on Nov 23. exactly a month ago, after
We had taken possession of Our Cathedral of St. John, along the
streets of the city: that throng, assembled in such numbers, and
their behavior and greetings, at once joyful, respectful and devout.
And on Dec. 8 at the Piazza di Spagna, and afterwards at
St. Mary Major Ah! what triumphal jubilation of voice and
heart as at the linking of the two names so dear to the Romans,
Mary Immaculate and the Pope!
Similar demonstrations of popular affection are renewed as
often as people have occasion to wait for Us or come into Our
presence in the great halls of the Apostolic Palace
And it is a special consolation not only to have proof of how
the great throng which seeks Us, calls upon Us and keeps up
its applause, is made up principally of the youth of every class,
throbbing with devout veneration and a lively and untarnished en-
thusiasm, hut to be assured that these young people arc ready
ajid energetic, to a greater rxtenl than the old and the middle
aged, in the defense of, and in doing honor to, the legacy of
Christ, the glorious and everlasting King of Peoples of all time.
Tribute of Respect to Revered
Memory of the k Pastor Angelicas’
II These firit rerpeclful expressions of homage for the new
Pope in no way detract from the continuation of the universal
grief which accompanied to the threshold of heaven, the pure and
blessed soul of Our immediate predecessor, Pius XII On the con
ti«ry, it is to him that they are in greav part due It was especially
to Pius XII and to the unfathomable grace of which he availed
himself in the course of a great pontificate of nearly 20 years that
belongs the merit of having poured out upon the flock of Christ
the enlightening tieasures of heavenly wisdom and the burning
fervor of pastoral zeal
The lowly son of the people who, in the turn of event! not
only human but also divine, has been called by Divine Provi-
dence to take his place — "I have lifted up one chosen from my
people” (Psalms 88, 20)—has no other aim save to urge Christians
along that saving path of goodness and mercy, which both
uplifts and encourages him.
Everything then contributes to a mitigation of the sorrow
felt for the death of our father and Pontiff, whom We already
like to regard as Joined Irii heaven with God’s saints, and from
there also, to be dispensing renewed strength to those Chris-
tians who survive him, and who will continue to venerate for
generations his beloved and sacred memory.
19 Christmas Messages Monument
To His Wisdom and Apostolie Zeal
III On the occasion of the annual celebrations for the holy
feast of Christmas, it was the practice-of His Holiness Pope Pius
XII to transform the simple and long customary exchange of
friendly greetings into a timely discourse filled with rich signifi-
cance. In it he would explain, with a depth and breadth of
theological and mystical insight skilfully directed at practice, his
deepest thoughts as Supreme Pontiff regarding the changing
circumstances of discipline and often of the lack of it, in the
personal, domestic, civic and social spheres. Modern Inventions
for the communication of thought and speech brought the teaching
and the appeal of the Pope directly to every part of the earth. By
those means he invited the submission of many thoughtful men
of upright conscience by proposing recourse to serious meditation
and to a keen and exact appreciation of, and distinction between,
truth and error, between what is most attractive and what Is a
fallacious and dangerous temptation bringing about disorder and
ruin. ,
While preparing Ourselves for this personal meeting In prepa-
ration for Christmas, it seemed to Us impossible to do anything
better than to listen to the echoes of those discourses or radio
messages to the entire world of our late Holy Father, Pius XII.
Even the mere fact of recalling them seemed to Us a tribute
worthy of him and of the occasion, since in the house deprived of
the presence of its former father now gone to eternity, it bnngsi
comfort to the devoted children gathered around the apparently
extinguished hearth, to recall his beloved voice, his treasured
sayings, his salutary warnings.
What light, and how soothing to the spirit merely to listen,
even from afar, to his utterance! From 1939 to 1957 there are 1*
radio messages, each one a masterpiece of theological, Juridical,
ascetical, political and social learning. Each and every discourse
was set In the splendor of thaf doctrine which has for Its central
theme Jesus of Bethlehem; for Its Inspiration, the great fire of
pastoral teal for souls and nations; for its chief point of guid-
ance, the mysterious star which proclaims the eternal truth of
the spiritual and every form of life, and of the history of
persons and nations.
The series begins-at Christmas of 1939—with the description
of the fundamental points for the peaceful coexistence of nations.
It proceeds in 1940 with the prerequisites for a new order in
Europe; In 1941, those for the new international order. In 1942
the internal order of stales and nations la dealt with. In 1943 the
speech is about the light from the Star of Bethlehem for the disil-
lusioned, the hopeless and the faithful, along with the principles
for a program of peace.
In 1944, in the sixth year of the war, there was set forth the
problem of democracy and light is cast upon it. In the years
which follow, peace is abundantly given a place of honor. In 1945.
1948, 1947 and 1948 it is always peace, considered from different
points of view.
In 1949 the proclamation of the Holy Year was explained, a
year which he wished to be one of the Great Return and the Great
Forgiveness. Then in 1950 was resumed the theme of the peace
of nations, internal and external, and in 1951. the Church and
peace. In 1952 there follows a moving account of mankind in
misery and the strengthening of Christ In 1953 we have an ac-
curate and revealing document on mechanical progress in the
world and peace. In 1954 there was explained the coexistence of
men in fear, in error and in truth. In 1955 arc described the atti-
tudes of modern man when confronted with the feast of Christmas
and Christ in the historical and social life of mankind. In 1958 we
have the dignity and the limitations of human nature: a reasoned
argument replete with pure doctrine and with applications to
actual conditions in the life ol individuals Finally, in 1957. the
subject is Christ, source and guarantee of harmony in the world-
wonderful and consoling pages which sum up the whole thought
of Pope Pius XII.
His glorious and noble tomb in the Vatican basilica,
near that of St. Peter, cannot receive a more splendid and more
fitting adornment than the titles of these Christmas radio mes-
sages of the years of his pontificate.
The spirit, also, is repeatedly moved whenever the thought
occurs that these are only 19 examples of a teaching which is with
difficulty contained within a set of 20 volumes truly, a marvelous
doctrinal and pastoral activity, that gives to Pius Xll's name an
assured place with posterity. Moreover, quite apart from any official
declaration which would be premature, the threefold title of Em
lnent Teacher, Light of Holy Church, Lover of the Divine Law well
befits the blessed memory* of him, the Pontiff of our favored age.
Great Commandment and Teaching
Of Our Lord for His Church in Lach
Recurring Year: l Tnitv and Peace
IV. For one wishing to sum up In two comprehensive
words the living substance of this teaching contained in the U
Christmas message and ’0 volumes of the rich collection of
written and spoken words of Pius XII. it is enough to utter
these words: unity and peace.
These words support the entire world from its creation to the
consummation of its history in this there is unity. They ex-
press the beneficent and fruitful light of the grace of Christ, Son
of (,od and Redeemer and Glorifier of mankind in this there is I
peace. The only condition required on the part of man is good
will, which is also a grace of God. but which must be freely
conditioned upon man's response The lack of this response of
human freedom to God s call to the service of His merciful de-
signs constitutes the most terrible problem of human history
and of the lives of individual men and peoples
T,IE COMMEMORATION OF THE birth of Jesus never ceases
to renew each year the announcement of the same doctrine, and
on the same theme: unijy and peace Unfortunately human history
records at the beginnings a bloody episode brother killed brother
The law of love, which the Creator had imprinted on the heart
of man. was torn by an evil will which suddenly led humanity
onto the paths of injustice and disorder. Unity was broken and it
took nothing less than the intervention of the Son of God Himself,
who accepted through obedience to reconstruct the holy bonds of
the human family, so soon compromised, and the price of Its
reconstitution was His own blood
This reconstitution still goes on Jesus founded a Church
impressing upon It the character of unity, achieved by gathering
to itself all human nations under its immense shelter which
I extends from sea to sea. O, why could not this unity of the
Catholic ( hurch, heeded directly and through the divine call
to the interests of social peace, why could It not be applied also
to the recomposition of racial differences and the 'differences
between nations mutually attentive to the purposes of living to-
gether in society, confirmed by laws of justice and by fraternity?
Here enters the principle, familiar to believers, that the
good service of God and of llis justice is also favorable to the
advantage of the civil community of peoples and of nations.
The recollection of some 10 years or so ago is still alive in
Our spirit, when certain representatives of the Orthodox Church—-
as they call themselves—of the Near East proposed, with the
practical cooperation of certain governments, to provide for great
er national unity, undertaking it with the agreement between
various Christian confessions of diverse rite and diverse history.
Unfortunately the current of overriding concrete interests and
nationalistic preoccupations rendered fruitless those intentions
! which were in themselves good and worthy of respect. And the
t vexing problem of the broken unity of the heritage of Christ still
remains and obstacles still hinder Its solution. It will be a long
road of burdening difficulties and uncertainties The sadness ol
this sorrowful observation does not arrest, nor will it arrest, we
hope to God, the effort of Our soul to continue the loving invita-
tion to Our dear separated brothers, who also carry on their
forehead the name of Christ and who read His holy and blessed
Gospel, and who arc not insensible to the inspirations of religious
piety, of beneficent and blessed charity.
RECALLING-THE WORDS of Our prtdKttwn from Leo
XIII to Piui XII, through St. Pius X. Benedict XV and Pius Xl—-
who extended from the Apostolic Chair the invitation to unity,
permit Ua—by which We mean to say, will you permit Us?—
to aay that We intend to puraue humbly, but fervently Our duty
urged upon Ua by the words and example of Jesus, the Divine
Good Shepherd, which He continues to speak to Us in the vlsloa
of the harvests which whiten the vast missionary field: "Them
also I must bring. . . and there shall be one fold and one
shepherd” (John 10, 16); and which He speaks to Us In the
prayer raised to His Father in the last hours, in the Imminence
of the supreme sacrifice: "That all may be one, even as thou.
Father, in me and 1 in thee; that they also may be one in Us
that the world may believe that thou hast sent me" (John 17, 21).
It Is these calls, so profound and to sublime, upon which
peace turns, the peace of Christmas, the peace ef Christ; the
desire of souls and of peoples, the complement of every grace
of Heaven and of earth; the peace which, wherever and at long
as it Is missing, leaves the world in agouy; and wherever It Is
present, at the Angels of Bethlehem announced, fills the spirit
and the heart with exultation.
My Lord Cardinal, ygur so noble and loving greeting, offered
to Us in the name of all the most eminent Cardinals, both the
elders and the newly created, and in the name of all the
Roman prelates. We take pleasure in repeating, touches Us
strongly from the first word to the last and again We thank
you for it.
THE BIRTH OF THE LORD is an announcement of unity
and of peace in all the world. It is a renewed pledge of good
will put to the service of order, of justice and of fraternity
toward all Christian nations, come together in a common desire
for understanding, of great resject for the holy liberty of collective
life in the threefold religious, civil and social order.
There has been referred to Us the gracious and genial project
of the Italian radio-television (network) to make resound in sweet
unison at the first stroke of the Christmas festival the sound
of the humble parish bells where thij new Servant of the Ser-
vants of the Lord who speaks was born and baptized, with the
bell of Venice, whence this person departed to undertake the
unexpected duty which Providence entrusted to Him, and with the
most solemn bells of St. Peter’s in the Vatican. They are to be
joined in festive harmony with all the harmonious voice of the
world to make one single universal announcement, for one single
invitation to unity and peace.
May the Lord grant that this important invitation may be
listened to everywhere. In some parts of the world no ear is
given to this invitation. Where the notions most sacred to Chris-
tian civilisation are smothered and extinguished, where the spir-
itual and divine order is weakened and where people sneered in
weakening the concept of supernatural life, it is a very sad
duty to recognize evil Intent, the proofs of which are now com-
mon knowledge.
THOUGH WISHING TO BE courteous in judging, in excusing
and in assessing the seriousness of the atheistic and materialistic
conditions to which several nations have been and are sub-
jected. and which groan under their weight, yet one cannot deny
the slavery of individuals and masses, the slavery of thought and
the slavery of labor. The Holy Book tells us of the Tower of Babel
which was built in the first centuries of history on the plain of
Sennaar and which ended in confusion. Other such towers are
being built even now in several regions of the earth and they
will certainly end as the first. But the illusion for many is great
and ruin is threatening. Only unity and a strengthening of the
apostolatc of truth and true human and Christian fraternity
will be able to halt the impending grave dangers.
We have already had occasion in recent days to single out the
gravest facts about the liberty of the Church in several parts
of the world for example that immense land of China. What
has happened for years in the vast territories behind the Iron
Curtain is almost 100 well known to need further illustration.
There la nothing martial or violent In the altitudes of men
°( faith. It la necessary, however, to be watchful In the night
that gathera: to take account of the deceits and to number,
flrat, the enemtea o( God and then to number ouraelvea and
to take part In every defense of Christian principles, which an
now and always the breastplate of true Justice.
CHRISTMAS TIME: IT IS a time of good works and of
warm chanty. The exercise of the.se, which givea substance and
meaning to civlliiation, which takes its norm from Christ, has
ahe 14 works of mercy for its object. Christmas must mark the
maximum of religious and peaceful fervor for this overflowing
of unity and charity toward one's brothers, the needy and the
sick, toward the little ones, and toward suffering of every kind
and every name
May this be a constructive Christmas. May aa many as hear
this voice over the airwaves, rising above the harmony of the
bells to invite all to union and to prayer In homage to the humble
person of the new Pope, may they wish to reenforce their good
intentions for the sanctification of the New Year ao that It maybecome for all the world a year of Justice, of blessings, of good-
ness and of peace.
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CLASSIFIED
D«adlin« fw Classified Ads — Monday 12 Noon.
APPLIANCES
REPAIRS
RADIOS HI-FI
TOASTERS IRONS
BROILERS
And AU Household Electrical
Appliance* at Low Prices
AMHERST
APPLIANCE St SUPPLY CO
Ul CENTRAL AVENUE
ORanga 3 7Kl* EAST ORANGE
FLORISTS
MAYFAIR FLORISTS
•THE HOUSE OF QUALITY FLOWERS*
Joe Core. Prop
1030 So. Orange Are.. Newark, N. J
ESaea 10433
HELP WANTED FEMALE
WOMAN. SINGLE. BOOKKEEPING EX
PERIENCE. GENERAL OFETCE. TYP
INC. FOR CATHOLIC AGENCY IN
DOWNTOWN NEWARK SEND RESUME
TO BOX 1(1. THE ADVOCATE. 31
CLINTON ST . NEWARK J. N. J.
Ganaral housework and cooking Tutaday
and Thuraday Family of fly* Modern
home. Hackanaark Boa No. 184. Tha
Advorate. 31 Clinton St . Newark 1. N J
GIRLS
Permanent positions for
Jan. 1959
Graduates
• Pages
• Typists
• Stenographers
• Junior Clerks
• Machine Operators
Good storting salaries for
young women who qualify.
INTERVIEWS
Monday thru Friday
9 A M. to 4 P.M.
THE MARINE MIDLAND
TRUST COMPANY
OF NEW YORK
Personnel' Dept.—6th Floor j
120 Broadway, N.Y.C. I
PAINTING i DECORATING
ONLY THE HIGHEST QUALITY Ua
tertala. applied by expert craftamen
at low competitive prices, estimates and
advice on your requirements cheerfully
submitted at no cost or obligation 4
large staff assure you excellent service
and speedy results.
FOR YOUR PROTECTION
, ACRES OF NEW DROP CLOTHS
Complete Insurance Coverage
HORSEFIELD BROS., Inc
14 Pins St . Morristown, N. J.
JE 8-2100
Established I*9o
"M Years Ago**
PIANO SERVICES
D’AMORE PIANO SERVTCS
Pianos tuned and serviced Guaranteed
work, prompt service. EL 1-1231
RELIGIOUS GOODS
RELIGIOUS ARTICLE*
THE MIRACLE SHOP
114 Ridge Road. I.rndhurst
fopp Rita Theatre)
Daily 1 to S— • to i
WEbster 3 4345
MADONNA GIFT SHOP
114 Broadway. Paterson. N. J.
MUlberry 4-0914
Domestic Imported
Rooks of AU Catholic Publisher*
0 Hummel Orlflnale
# Greeting Cards
# Marie Cleary £ Robert Cleary
The Religious Shop,Inc.
STATUES PICTURES
PRAYER BOOKS
RELIGIOUS GREETING CARDS
BIBLES MEDALS and CHAINS
ROSAIHES - MISSALS
HUbbord 7-8051
881 MAIN *T. HACKINBACK. N. 8.
SAKS
ALL TYPI
NEW AND USED SAFES
Vault* Bought. Sold »nd R.p.lrad
Safe Interiors made to speciftcationa
AU kinds of Fireproof equipment lot
institutions. Industry. Residence
MAFFEY'S key SHOP test. ieio>
11T3 E. Grand St.. Elizabeth. N. J.
EL 2 1902
FOR
INFORMATION
REGARDING
RATES IN
THE CLASSIFIED
SECTION
CALL
MA 4-0700
REALTORS
Buy a home first
phoo«
WILLIAM BAUER
Malt* Cos.
MU 6-2400
REAL ESTATE A INSURANCE
1387 Stuyve.ant Are.. Union. N J.
RIDGEWOOD & VIC.
WE SPECIALIZE IN FINDING HOMES
FOR OCT -OF-TOWN BUYERS
HERMAN GUNSTER, Realtor
<O3 E RIDGEWOOD AVE. Gl <OOB4
COMPLETE MULTIPLE LISTING
■ VINCENT X. MILLER CO
REALTOR INSUROR MORTGAGES
Member Union Count* multiple Usttni
**rvlc«.
'when buying or selling, serv
I ICE TO YOU IS OUR SPECIALTY.
21 E W«stfl«ld Art.
Roiell* P*rk. N. J. OUttnut 5-03pn
TOR riNI HOMES IN
CRANFORD AREA
SEE
McPherson realty co
1» ALDEN STREET
CRANFORD. N. J.
BRidge 6-0400
If you are thinking of buying 01 ••Hint
call
HOWELL S. COGAN
Rcaltor-lnsuror
303 Broad St.. Bloomfield. N. J. i
PU*rlm 8 2734
BUY NOW
SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR TRADE-IN PLAN ,
We will list your house for tale, or
ronaider buying it. If you purchase
another house through our office
LET US KNOW YOUR REQUIREMENTS
STANLEY JOHNSON I
REALTOR
23 High Street NT lley 2 8000
RIDGEWOOD A VICINITY
CALL MURRAY
OLIVER 2 2181
for
Homamkeri Personalized
Service
43 N Broad Kt . Ridgewood. N J.
(2nd floor u«e elevator)
Residential Sales Specialists
McCANN - WEBBE
In The Pink Brick Ranch
006 E Ridgewood Ave . Ridgewood, N J
OLiver 2-0883
OPEN WEEKENDS
WESTFIELD
SCOTCH PLAINS MOUNTAINSIDE
For picture book of homes for sale
write
Mrs. Edna Mlnogue. Representative
Barrett & Crain
REALTORS
lei ELM STREET. WESTFIELD. N J
AD 2 1800 I
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
GARWOOD
O WHAT A BEAUTIFUL (
BARGAIN!
OWNER LN FLORIDA wants a quick sale
of this J bedroom home near the park
Convenient to grade school, new oil
steam furnace, large kitchen. TV room,
garage, new low price of 813.000
G E. HOWLAND BR 6-5900
13 EASTMAN STREET. CRANFORD
RIDGEWOOD
RIDGEWOOD
WE CODDLE OUT -OF TOWNERS
COMPLETE MULTIPLE LISTINGS
i NEW COLONIAL SPLIT LEVELS
From 823.000 Custom Built
2 to • Bedrms 21* to 3V* Baths
OPEN W EEK ENDS A EVENINGS
HOW ARD A. DAY INC. Gilbert 3-2377
81 N Maple Ave. Ridgewood. N. J
SUMMIT
SUMMIT
White marble facade preatlge office
building PreaUge location. 3000 Sq Ft.
2 Year lease Will divide
RICHARD A MICONE
AGENCY
360 Springfield Ave. Summit. N. J
CRestvlew 3 MOO Anytime
Call MRS CONLEY for Realtor
services lor the SUMMIT area
CRestvlew 3 3132
MONT SHARPE. REALTOR
Lackawanna Station. Summit. N. J.
'folk With Toylor"
First
for
MORTGAGES
Rotidontial, Conitructional
Pormanont
APPROVED f. H. A.
LENDERS
to $30,000
MORTGAGES AVAILABLE
FRANK H. TAYLOR 8 Son
(Not* First Ns ms)
Call MR. HYNES
ORango 3-8100
APARTMENT WANTED
Vouch couolo, two children with <
rooau Mor Bioomllold Contox,
(toor. Nttk. unit, n MOM.
or s
Uni
r
CUSTOM-WILT KITCHENS
» ramroM 1
OVINS
LOMBARDI CABINET CO.
Itim.IIVIU.IAVI. MU.IYIUI. N. J. ]
Hggjjfc MW
fid.ni A dirln
FREE ESTIMATES
ROOFING & SIDING
Oufftrs l«4(Jer» 4 W-pj.r* Aujm
Storm Windows Ooo'v A Jjiov.n-.
C<*ll
Hackensack Roofing Cos
•ll va.s sr mXi ' tut
LOSQUADRO
KOPPERS
KOKE
ICE CUBES
FOR YOUR
PARTY NEEDS
•
CORP.
FUEL
OIL
OIL
BURNERS
INSTALLED
ICE CUBES l BLOCK ICE
CHARCOAL and BRICQUiTTiS
1955 Park Av#., W««hawk«n UN 4-4848
Dyk»'« lu«W A Uncctn Tunntl)
CA LOWIU, NEW JBUIY
CALDWELL COLLEGE fOR WOMEN
CONDUCTiD BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degreee
HIGHEST DIVIDENDS
ON YOUR SAVINGS
Starting January 1,1959
v
ACCOUNTS OPINED BY
JANUARY 12th EARN
PROM JANUARY lt».
ANTICIPATED ANNUAL
DIVIDEND RATE
SAVINGS INSURED
UP TO $lO,OOO
Your Neighborhood Savingt Institution
©M&mm
T JA
Clip Thi» Coupon, Enclose Remittance, mall todayl
MONARCH FEDERAL SAVINGS
255 Kearny Ave. (Near Bergen) Kearny, N. J.
Please open a savingt account at
Monarch Federal Savings In the name ofi
maw
255 KEARNY AVE. KEARNY, N.J.
Name
Address Phone_
Amount $_
(Send check or money order)
J
Junior Young Advocates Start OffNew Year With Contest Success
By June Dwyer
Hippy’New Year! What good
newi we have to start off 1959!
We are announcing the junior di-
vision winners of the Young Ad-
vocate club for the Christmas
contest.
It's always nice to start some-
thing new with success. And that
Is just what the boys and girls
from the first to fourth grades
have given us. They sent in al-
most 600 drawings of the Christ-
mas scene. They didn't trace
them or take someone else’s
They used their own beautiful
thoughts of the Christ Child and
Jfery and Joseph and tried to
pui them on paper.
Some of the boys and girls
showed scenes of the shepherds
coming. Others just showed the
Babe in the stable. But each one
pictured the true Christmas idea.
Here they are now. the boy
and girls who were judged the
winners. We are happy to an-
nounce them just in time for Lit-
tle Christmas.
JOHN JANELLI, of 155 Leonia 1
Ave., Leonia, will receive a check
for $5 as his first prize. John, a
student at St. John's, is taught by
Sister Mary Davidica. He showed
the wise men coming to adore
the Infant King.
ANNETTE CASTRO of 328
Olympia Dr., River Edge, used
real sparkle for the halos of the
Holy Family and for the Christ-
mas star. Annette, who is taught
by Mrs. Thorsen at St. Peter the
Apostle. River Edge, will receive
a $3 check as the second prize.
PAMELA HARVEY of 204
Cherry Lane. River Edge, won
the third prize of $2. Pamela,
who is also taught by Mrs. D
Thorsen at St. Peter's, did her
work in water colors.
Thank you one and all for your
work in honoring Little Jesus.
And thank you for giving us one
of the largest contests in our his-
tory with almost 1.800 entries.
We will try to keep you happy
with new games and contests dur-
ing 1959—and with new thoughts
on keeping close to God.
HONORABLE MENTION ccr-I
tificates arc awarded to the fol-1
lowing Young Advocates in the
junior division (names are listed,
| in alphabetical order):
i MICHAEL BOHENEK, St. Jo-
: seph's, Lincoln Park. Sister M.
i Edward.
JOHN BONO, Our Lady of
Mercy, F'ark Ridge. Sister Mary
Theresa, M.P.F.
MARIE KATHLEEN CARR,
Our Lady of Mercy, Park Ridge.
Sister Mary Theresa, M.P.F.
KATHLEEN FASTER, St. Alo-
ysius, Jersey City. Sister Mary
' Eucharia.
BARBARA GILLIKLN, St. Bar-
tholomew's, Scotch Plains. Mrs.
Norloff.
JOSEPH HIETMAN, St. Phil-
ip's Clifton. Mrs. Donovan Jo-
cey.
CHRISTINE IHERER, St Jo-
seph's, Lincoln Park. Sister M.
Edward.
DENNIS INGOGLIA, St. Bar
tholomcw'a, Scotch Plains. Mrs.
Norloff
LEONARD IPPOLITO, St.
John's, Leonia. Sister Mary Da-
vidica.
CAROLYN JERIE, St John's,
Leonia Mrs. E. Theisz.
CHERYL LONG, Our Lady of
Mercy. Park Ridge. Sister Mary,
Theresa. M.P.F.
TERENCE McKENNA. St!
Philip’s, Clifton. Mrs. Werling
MARION MILLER, Our Lady
of Victories. Jersey City. Sister!
Alousious.
PIERRETTE J. MONTROY. I
/Our Lady of Mercy, Park Ridge.
Sister Mary Theresa. M.P.F.
CHARLES MOONEY. St. Jo
seph’a, Lincoln Park. Sister Ed-
ward
j BERNARD NOWICKI. Epipha-
ny, Cliffside Park. Siater Mary
!Michele.
STEVEN ORSON, St. Philip s,
Clifton. Mrs. Werling.
WALTER PIDGEON, St Alo
ysius. Jersey City. Sister Mary
Eucharia.
BETTE JANE PRYGA, St Ma
ry's, Rahway Sister Mary
Charles
VIRGINIA REID, St Philips.
Clifton. Mrs Werling
MADELEINE ROBINSON. St
Philip's, Clifton. Mrs. Werling
STEPHEN ROGERS, St Pe
ter the Apostle, River Edge. Mrs
Thorsen
JANET SIIE RI'FFO, St. Mi
Ichad's, Jersey City Sister naive'
Mary.
MARGARET RI SSEIV. St
Philip's, Clifton Mrs Werling
WILLIAM SCHMIDT. St Jo
Lincoln Park. Sister M
I Edward •
j MICHELE BHOLTLS, st Jo
seph's, Lincoln Tark Sister M
| Edward.
JOANNE SIERENS, Our Udy
of Mercy, Park Ridge. Sister
Mary Theresa. M P K
ANDREA STEETS. OurJ.ady
of Mercy, Park Ridge. Sister
Mary Theresa. M P.F
PHYLLIS STEPHEN. St Rar-
tholomew's. Scotch Plains Mr*.
Ryan
PAUL VAN DAN HOLDER, SL
Joseph's. Lincoln Park Sister M.
Edward
DENISE VERONES, St Phil-
ir s. Clifton Mrs Wcrling
JOHN WILLI MAS. St Joseph's,
Lincoln Park Sister M Edward.
JOSEPH WROCLAWSKL St.
Michael's. Jersey City Sister Da-
s id
MARIE ZALORSKI. Si Phil-
ips. Clifton Mrs Donovan Jo-
cey
Little Christmas Puzzle
ACROSS
1 Shelter Joseph found in Beth-
lehem
7 Seventh note of musical scale
8 Cook before fire or in oven
9 Who sang, "Glory to God in
the highest"’
10 Letters of alphabet before and
after S
11 Place on which sacrifice is
offered
13 Year of Our Lord (Abbr )
14 Before
15 Sphere
'0 Opposite of off
18 Second note of diatonic scale
19 Myself
DOWN ]
1 The Wise Men followed this
2 Hue of color
3 "Give us this day our daily
4 Lounge at ease
3 Feast of the Resurrection
I 6 Shop
I12 Shaded nook or wald
17 Not at any time
ADDIE SAYS: Be sure to be
with us next week to hear the
rules for the new Young Advo
cate Club contest We won t tell
you what it is but it's the same
as last year's January contest and
it has always bought us the most
entries
Word Square
1 Labor with pain or fatigue
2 Imaginary, man-eating giant
3 Smooth out wrinkles
4 Gue for temporary use
ANSWERS
ACROSSIBRr
1StablrIVMr
7TlDOWN
8RoutIStar
9Angela2Ttnt
10RTJbrrad
11AltAT4Loll
13AD5ta.tr
r
14Err0Storr
13Orb12Arbor
10On17Nr.rr
WORDSQUARI
TOIL
OGRE
IRON
LENl>
WORDLADDIR
TVR.NBIRN
_BARNBARE-
BALEBALL
Addie Scramble
HEADQUARTERS Addle has a special New Year'i
message for all Young Advocates who are quick and clever,
can you find out what Addie is saying’
Here is the clue: Change "T" to “O"; "E" to "T", "R to "E";
and "O” to "R
"
If you are correct you will be able to read the
story of Little Robert and the evil man
Otbroe’s Nrw Yrao
TNCR UPTN a Nrw Yraos day whm ehr wlold was scill
and quire, a lieelr bty abtue ehr siir tf a nrw bicyclr, was play-
ing in his htmr. Ehr bty's namr was Otbroe Hr was playing
wieh a ety gun ehae hr had gteem fto Choisemas
All ae tner a laogr cltud tf smtkr appraoord in fotne tf
Otbroe Hr jumprd back. Tue tf ehr cltud tf smtkr camr a
call, ehin man wieh a einy museachr
"Wht aor ytu," said Otbroe? "I am rvil,” ehr man an-
awrord. "Ytu had breero gre tue tf my htusr,” said Otbroe aa
hr aimrd his ety gun ae him
“Ehac's silly," said ehr eall, ehin man wieh ehr einy
museachr. “Ytu can'e kill rvil wieh ytuo ety gun."
"EHRN I’LL gre my lieelr cannon," said Otbroe. "11l aetp
rvil fotm ctming inet ehr wtold.”
Ehr eall, ehin man wieh ehr einy museachr laughrd rvm
Itudro
Ehm Otbroe lttkrd dtwn undro ehr eon and hr saw
ehr seablr whror ehr Baby Jesus was sln-ping in ehr man-
gro. Hr knrle down and poayrd. In an inseane ehr eall, ehin
man wieh ehr einy museachr—rivl—disappraord.
Ehac's Addir's Nrw Yrao s mrssagr et ytu, Advtcaera. Usr
ehr nghe wraptns et fighe rvil
Lives of the Saints
How Is It Done?
MANY YOUNG ADVOCATES have written
to us regarding the Laves of the Saints series.
How do wc pick our saints and how do we pick
the children who arc used in the pictures’ What
docs a school have to do to be Included in the
series’ Where do the children get the costumes’
To start off the New Year right, we are go-
ing to use our Lives of the Saints space to an-
swer all of those questions.
The Lives of the Saints series has run 52
saints or holy people. The first saint we ran
was St. Joseph in December, 1957, at the start of
the new Church year Before starting we sat
down and tried to make a list which would in-
clude schools in each county, both dioceses, and
which were run by each order in the area. We
then had to get as many schools in the same
area as possible so we could get to several
schools in the same day
When we had our list, the next job was to
[pick tlie saints. We went through the calendar
from January to June and took the saints that
we felt would be most inspiring for children.
We matched the school with the
ing to get saints pertaining to the order or to
the school whenever possible. We celled the
principal and Explained what we were trying to
do. When a school accepted our invitation to
dress two eighth graders as saints, they bcftan
their part of the work. We arranged a time and
a day and we waited
WHEN TIIE ' - SAINT’' DAY came, we went
out and visited the school with our camera man
There, all dressed and ready to pose, were the
boys and girls who were representing the saints
We took our pictures—sometimes 18 in one day,
and returned to develop them and to write the
story that went with each picture.
We often asked the Sisters how they chose
the "little saints." Some picked names out of a
hat, others picked the top students in-the class;
while still others picked the boy and girl who
had done most for the school One class voted
for the children, while in another class the cos-
tumes were found first and the boy and girl
picked who would fit into them.
WE HAVE VISITED 24 schools In our trav
els and have had 24 wonderful experiences with
the school children of our area. We hope we will
be visiting with you during the new year.
May we lake this opportunity to thank the
Sisters, children and parents for giving us a
modem touch to the lives of the saints? Without
you the U stories would have been Impossible.
A Column for Growing-ups
Pony Round-Up
By Norah Smaridge
AMERICAN \ ISITORS to the south of England don't
expect to see a rodeo. But that's what they will find, in
miniature, if they are lucky enough to attend one of the
autumn pony sales. They will witness the rounding up of
the Exmoor ponies, an event which has been going on.
virtually unchanged. for 700
years.
The ponies, which run wild on
the moor, are owned by various
moorland farmers, who each year
gather them in for marking and
perhaps selling.
Then the ponies
have one glo-
rious year of
galloping free
on the moor,
most of them
have only seen
human beings
from a dis-
tance
Early on Sat
urday morning, the farmers and
their helpers start the round up
Each district has its own round-
up, so there may be
several oper
ations in progress at the same
lime.
THOSE WHO TAKE part have
been keeping their eyes open for
weeks, watching the spots where
the wild ponies are likely to be
found With this knowledge in
mind, they spread out in a wide
circle over their part of the moor
Each man is well mounted on a
sure footed hunter, which seems
to know its duty and to he scorn-
ful of the antics of its wild broth-
ers There is much whooping and
yelling, waving of caps and
cracking of whips
The faster mounts do most of
the chasing, while the others
head off the ponies. The men
know all the lanes, openings
and break away sprits, and one
goes ahead to take up his sta-
tion and head off the groups of
i wild ponies that dash up a lane,
seeking freedom. Many of the
ponies have lovely young ones
with them, and how they keep
up the pace Is a mystery.
About midday, the pomes find
themselves in a corral or a farm-
yard, and then the work of cutting
out begins. All the mares and
[older ponies are marked with a
I symbol or initials on their backs
Whrn thr mark is a year old it
is difficult to pick it out. but the
"Gatherers" have sharp eyes
and seem to know by instinct to
whom each pony belongs
THE WORK CONTINTKS till
late afternoon, and each drove is
taken to the paddocks pf the
various owners No one who loves
pomes would miss such a sight.
i' is magnificent to watch thr
string of ponies galloping across
the moor with tails and manes
flying
The Exmoor Pony —one of
nine distinct breeds of native
ponies to tie found in the British
Isles has a long history, for he
is the descendant of the native
British wild horse, and is an
indigenous animal that is be-
licved to have been preserved in
its aboriginal state from the earli-
est times to the present. It can
easily be recognized by the mealy
muzzle, the same color showing
round the eyes and inside the
thighs (in (art. it looks as iTlt
had just been dipped in meal!).
When the ponies are sold at
the fair which takes place after
the round up, a good many go
to riding schools all over the
country. But an ever-increasing
number go to Canada. Den-
mark. Holland and Germany.
Academy of St. Elizabeth
Convent Station. Now Jertev
Secondary School for girls. 94th year.
Resident and Day. Exceptional record
for college preparation. Vocational
couriei, Muiic. Art. Dancing. Dromatiflk
Sportt and Activity program.
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Pure Vegetable Shortening
Enjoy the wonderful flavor, nutrition and quality of fine
BUTTERCUP BREAD every day — in every way. Perfect
for toasting, sandwiches, recipes or just ploin good
eating.
MYSTERIOUS MEN FROM THE EAST
appeared to worahlp the Infant Saviour and with their arrival lha
"public life'’ of Christ began. The Feast of Epiphany (January 6)
In a real sense is the feast of the Near East Missions. On this day
the Church commemorates the revelation of the Redeemer to the
peoples of the earth. And it la of particular tignificance to us that
this revelation was made first to the hints of the Orient: It is
your privilege and ours to continue this work of revelation to
help your missionaries to preach and baptize in the name of Christ
through the lands of the Near East. May we auggest that on this
great feast of January 6tb you dedicate yourselves again to the
service of Christ in lha suffering, the poor, the abandoned of tba
mission countries Of the land which saw the birth, life and death
•f the Son of God. Do you feel you could poaaibly fill in the blank
at the end of this column and send It to Cardinal Spellman?
ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP PERPETUAL MEMBERSHIP
INDIVIDUAL J 1 INDIVIDUAL f ;g
FAMILY 5 FAMILY 100
YOUR LAST WILL MAY BE YOUR BEST WHEN YOU MENTION
THE NEAR EAST MISSIONS!
SAMUEL AND DAVID ARE VERY PATIENT YOUNG MEN! They
have been waiting quite some months now—although we hava dona
our best far them. They are ready to enter
the Seminary in Iraq to prepare for the priest-
hood and all that is necessary Is a benefactor
for each who will be willing to pay the neces-
sary expenses of 1100 a year for the six year
course. In the spirit of Epiphany will you
adopt one of these young apostles and so help
to reveal Christ to the present day "Kings of
Orient?" You may pay tha money In any manner convenient.
JOIN A MISSION CLUB OF YOUR CHOICE
...
A PRAYER A
DAY
... A DOLLAR A MONTH . . . AND YOU HELP THE HOLY
FATHER AND YOURSELF.
r i
ON THE FEAST OF LIGHT . . . THE FEAST
OF EPIPHANY WILL YOU SAY A PRAYER
FOR SISTER INNOCENT MARY AND SISTER
MARIA THERESA? So far we have not been
able to find a benefactor for each Sister to
pay tha necessary expenses of 1150 a year for
the two year period of novitiate training. They
wish to ba Clarista Sisters in South India. If
you pray for us we will surely find a benefactor
for each and thus be able to reveal Christ to
Him not.
those who know
FREE LAND . . . FREE LABOR . . . FREE MATERIALS . . . have
brought down the cost of the new chapel In the village of Mupllam
l -(Trlchur, S. India). The desire of the new con-
verts here for a Church of their own has made
it possible to proceed with the work of building
until it is now almost finished They lark but
$1,500 to kave a Church of their own. Will you
ba the answer to their "Epiphany Prayer?"
WHAT YOU GIVE TO HOLY FATHER YOU PLACE IN THE
HANDS OF CHRIST!
Dear Cardinal Spellman:
In tha spirit of Epiphany 1 wish to make Christ better known in
the Near East and at the same time I would like to gain many
spiritual benefits for myself and my family. Please enroll me land
my family) In the Catholic Near East Welfare Association so that
our souls may profit and ws may help the Holy Father.
a
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
(Dissionsj^
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPILLMAN, President
Msqr. Peter P. Tuohy, Not’l Sec'y
CATHOLIC NEAR °EAiT"wtLFARE'ASSOCIATION
480 Lexington Avo. at 46th St. Now York 17, N. Y.
Word Ladder
Climb the word ladder from
TURN to BALL. Change only
one letter at each step. Form a
real word with each change.
TURN
BALL
Acceptable
Comic Books
A Data With Judy
Adventures Into
the Unknown
Adventures in
Wonderland
Adventures of
Mlihty Mouse
All Star Western
Andy Panda
Arrhle
Baby Huey
Beetle Bailey
Ben Bowie and Ills
Mountain Men
Billy Bunny
Black Knight
Blondie Comics
Bob Hope
Bun Bunny
Buster Bear
Burry
Tandy
Captain Science
Catholic Boy
Catholic Comics
Children's Very
Own
Ctaco Kid
Classic Comics
Cutle Pte
)affy
Das wood
Dale Evana
Daniel Boone
Daredevil
Dennis the
Menace
Do Do Frot
Donald Duck
Dotty Drtpple
Durango Kid
Famoua Stars
Felix the Cat
and Hts Friends
Flal Top
Flippy and Flop
Fox and the Crow
Francis the
Famoua Talking
Mule
Funny Animals
Gene Autry
Glggla Comics
Gunsmoke
Hansel and Greta!
Ilenry
Heroic Comics
111 Yo Silver
llopalong Cassidy
Hot Rod Comics
Howdy Doody
Humphrey
Indian Chief
Jackie Gleason's
lloneymooners
John Warns
Jurhead
Kathy
Kid Cowboys
Kraxy Kat
Horace and Dotty
Drtppla
Lassie
Marmaduks Mousa
Lons Ranger
Looney Tunes
The Adventures
of
Martin and Lewis.
Little Lulu
Little lodine
Leading Comics
Leave It to Blnky
Little Audrey
Little Dot
Little Eva
Little Max Comics
Corbett
of the Yukon
Masked Ranxer
Marie. Stevte'a
Girl Friend
Mirkey Mouse
Mithty Bear
Mlshty Mouse
Mutt and Jeff
Nancy and Slug go
New Funnies
Nursery Rhymes
Nutsy Squirrel
Oswald
Our Army at War
Our Fighting
Our Ufa
Oxark Ika
Paramount Ani-
mated Comica
Pat the Brat
Patsy and Hedy
Paul Terry Comics
Pep
Peter Panda
Peter Porkchop
Peter Rabbit
Popeye
Porky Pig
Quest of Zorro
Racoon Kids
Rawhide Kids
Real Screen Comics
Rex. The Wonder
Do*
Rin Tin Tin
Roy Rogers
Rudolph. The
Red Nosed
Reindeer
Rusty. Boy
Detective
Sad Sack
Sergeant Preston
Six-Gun Heroes
Space Action
Space Cadet
Sparkler
Star Spangled
Comics
Straight Arrow
Super Cat
Super Ihick
Super Funnies
Superman
Supermouse
Suite
Texas Rangers
Tip Top
Tomahawk
Tom and Jerry
Tom and Jerry's
Winter Fun
Ton to
Topix
Treasure Cheat
Tweety and
Sylvester
Uncle Scrooge
Walt Disney
Comics
W-D Duck Album
W-D Silly Sym-
phonies
W-D True Life
Adventure
W-D Uncle
Scrooge
Western Comics
Westsm Roundup
Wild Bill Elliott
Wood y Wood-
pecker .
Young Heroes
Cans Grey's
As long
at you live
you
will rocoivo a
DEPENDABLE and
GOOD INCOME if
you in v«|t your
In
1 V D. ANNUITY
PLAN.
• You alto lHaro
tKo groat work of
tho Miitiom and holp in
oducating Prioiti and BrotH-
on for tKo Minion* # Cor-
toin tax odvantago* • A
lotting Memorial and ro-
mombronco in many Monoi
and
prayon
Writo for froo information
Society Of Tho Divino Word
ANNUITY DIPT.
OIRAID. PINNA.
Jerome J. Stanley
* CHURCH GOODS *
1 1 6 Washington Street
MA 2*5071 Newark. N J
SINCE 11*2
SCHRECK &
WAELTY
y SNOW GUARDS - VENTILATINO
$ ROOFING and 9\
\ SHEET METAL
NIXALITE - Bird Barrier
UGHTNINO RODS '•
25-27 HAGUE STREET $
JERSEY CITY 7, N. J. <;
* OLdfield 9-4068 •'
A\\V\\\\\N\\\\\\\\\\V
JosephH. Browne
Company
I*o4 - OUR 54i1l YEAR - l*5R
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
ROUSH • BROOMS • BRUSHES
ASH CANS • MATS • SOAR
WAX • SRONOES • RAILS
• TOILET RARER
• MORRINO EQUIRMENT
RARE! • RARE* TOWELS • CURS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City. N. J.
Hln4.rt«a 1-8478
Bd
JGGAGE • Gins
ATTACHE-
BRIEF CASES
yLUGGAGC SHOP
■*200 WASHINGTON ST NEWARK 2
ABBEY
NURSING
HOME
NEWARK
86 VAN NESS PLACE
Off Clinton Av«.
Bigelow 3-0303
MALE ond FEMALE
AGED, CONVALESCENT, ond
CHRONICALLY III
lic«rti*d by Slot* of N J.
PARKING AREA
DON'T SHOP
FOR EYE CARE
THI lEST COSTS SO UTTIL
TAKE OU» ADVICE CONSUIT
YOU! EYE PHYSICIAN EO»
All EYE CONDITIONS.
•
SHOULD YOU NEED
GLASSES COME TO US
(KpS®
The Optician
33 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK. N. J.
Phone Ml 2-5171
Camp St. John’s
A Lakeside Mountain Camp
tort 4-14. 7.300 It oil. Sandy l.orh an Hunt., l„k. N Y. 100 mtl.t from
N Y.C Modern buildings. Lavatory in eoch cobin Hot showers Excellent mode.
Diversified activities, rocroational and instructional Mature, professional teacher*
and coaches from top-ranking colleges and prep schools One counsellor fo#
every four boys. Jesuit Choplain One all-inclusive fee Catalog.
Writ*: Robert X Geigengock Yale Univ. Athletic Ass n. New Haven. Conn.. •#
ORegen 7-7007 (N Y.C.). Valley Stream S 111 l (long Island)
MOVING SPECIALISTS
L motmlM •*
Dependable. Direct Van larv
let te ALL tt STATU
Otllv Trips »• FLORIDA ant
Intarmadlata Point*
Complat# Mod.m STORAOS
Facllltla*
FREE ESTIMATES -
NIW LOW RATH
Near In Iffacl
Local Moving Office
ELizabeth 4-7800
NEW YORK CITY CO 5 3140
NEWARK _MA J 1170
RIAINMEID N J n 3.7440
MORRISTOWN. N J IE 8-6900
SUMMIT, N J CR J 3200
epee. Writ# TODAY f*r Intel'*
rKCC. FMI Vtlutblt. Handy
"Quick Check" List tn Long Dlatanct
Mtvingi
OVER 70 YEARS OF SUPERIOR SERVICE
Natlon-V ide Moving Agents in All Principal Cities
Ycur Neighborhood Pharmacist Says
PRESCRIPTION
ELIZABETH
OLIVIR A DRAKE
DRUGGISTS
R. • Lyoni. Rse Phar.
Established 1870
Prescriptions Called for
and Delivered
I*3 N. tread St.. Illiabeth. N. i.
Phene; KUiabeth 3-11)4
WESTFIELD
CI NT RA L PHARMACY
Michael J Cermets. Res Phar.
Prearriptiona Carefully
Compounded
Drugs Perfumes Cosmetics
Sick Room Supplies
414 Central Ave.. WKstfleld 1-14 SS
NUTtEY
Baby Needs
BAY DRUO CO, INC
James Rlcde. Rep. Phar.
Prescriptions Promptly filled
Cut-Rate Drugs end Cosmetics
lit franklin Ave„ NUtley 1-lttf
ORANGE
roioi DRUO tTOM
f.ul D.nlal. Ph«
PraacnatJon. C.llad ter
ia4 Dallaarad
O* Mil? rm Minn
**» Mrte Him On—, M. 1
NEWARK
US** PHARMACY
A teerge Martersna. Preps
established over 30 years
four Registered Pharmacists
free Delivery Open Every Day
from 9 am. to 11 pm.
Ff 4 Mt. Prospect Avenue cer.
Montclair Avenue
HU »-474 t Newer*. N. 4.
L
JERSEY CITY
PALMIRA PHARMACY
,
Arthur I. Palmers, Ph.R.
Prescription Pharmacists
Biological tic* Room tuppUee
Cosmetics
Prescriptions Called for
and Delivered
Ftl terpen Avenue
Jersey City. N. J. HE 3-441)
JERSEY CITY
VALIMTI-S PHARMACY
Jaaaph Valantl. Raa. Phar.
rr«cn»ll«u B.br Nttdi
rh*U Dapt. rr«. Dali.arr
/I* Waat imi Ava. an. rilntoa
itrtn «Wy. H. i.
Tiny St. Ann's Church Is Parish
Of Vatican City'sLeading Citizen
By Rev. James I. Tucek
VATICAN CITY ( SC) Pop*
John XXIII, a Cardinal, several
Archbishops and Bishops and
many top officials of the Vati-
can live in St. Ann's parish,
the only and little known parish
of Vatican City.
The church is so small that It
Could be hidden in the sacristy
of St. Teter's Basilica, which
atands within its parish .limits.
It is so insignificant from a
tourist's point of view that it is
mentioned in none of the stand-
ard guidebooks of Rome Nei-
ther is it mentioned in the "An-
nuario Pontifirio." official di-
rectory of Vatican City. Yet its
canonical status is such that,
when a Pope dies, the death
must be entered in the official
records of the parish.
AS YOU APPROACH St Pe-
ter's Square you turn right
down the Via di Porta Angelica
for one block and arrive at
Porta Sant'Anna. There you will
find a Swiss Guard dressed in
blue fatigues
Porta Sant'Anna or St. Ann's
Gate is one of two entrances
used for motorized traffic Into
Vatican City. And it is here
that you will find St. Ann's
Church (‘ Sant'Anna" i.
The traffic that passes St.
Ann's is typical of its function
as the Vatican's parish church.
Trucks carrying provisions,
priests on foot carrying bla-ck
portfolios, the poor on their
way to the Papal Almoner's of-
fice The tourist, forgetting that
this is a state boundary divid-
ing lta'y and Vatican City, will
not always understand why he
cannot enter
TIIE PASTOR of St Ann's is
as unobtrusive as his church.
He is Rev. Nicola Kattorir.i,
O S A . the pastor since
1930. At almost any great func-
tion in Vatican City Father Fat-
torini will be present, but few
will know him.
Father Fattorini has two as-
sistants There* are only about
500 souls in his parish, includ-
ing the Papal Gendarmes and
Swiss Guards, but the greater
part of his work is with the
faithful who come from outside
his parish. There are four
Masses every Sunday with the
church filled to capacity.
OFFICIAL REPORTS of the
parish are rendered to the Vat-
ican governor’s office. Last
year there were recorded 11
marriages, io deaths and 13
baptisms. None of the baptisms
were for the citizen families of
Vatican City.
Father Fattorini says that the
Vatican citizenry is dying out.
Most married couples move
away, and each year the deaths
outnumber the births.
Parish activities of St. Ann's
focus on the Circolo San Pietro
(St Peter's Club) which em-
phasizes Christian Doctrine
along with cultural activities.
There are religious instruction
classes for children under 15,
conducted by Sisters who work
in the Vatican.
St Ann's is a traditional
place of devotion for expectant
mothers because it is named in
honor of the mother of the
Blessed Virgin.
RIGHT FOR THE WEATHER: Sister Catherine Patricia, superior at St. Mary's Or-
phanage, Vailsburg, Newark, and two of her boys admire some of the 57 heavy coats,
the annual gift of East Orange Council, Knights of Columbus. Looking on as Frank
Craig, chairman, makes the presentation are Rev. Eugene F. X. Sullivan, chaplain,
and Christopher Zwlck, grand knight.
FOR THE CHRIST CHILD: Eighth graders of Holy Angels Academy, Fort Lee,
gave layettes to new-born babies at Holy Name Hospital, Teaneck, in honor of the
Christ Child. Shown making the presentation are, left to right: Eileen Foley, Anne
Marie Grimes, Martha DiGhiara and Mary Van Epps. Mrs. Peter M. Rrock, left, and
Mrs. Charles John Henry, both of Paramus, received the gifts Mrs. Rrock's son,
Christopher, has five brothers and sisters at home Raby Charles John Henry has
a sister and brother. Sister Canice, maternity supervisor, looks on.
With North Jersey Women
New Calendar
By June Dwyer
The New Year la here with ■
new calendar and new Ideal
to help old charities.
A Peek
Taking a quirk peek at past
successes »r find the C'olum-
biettes of Trinity Council, Hack-
ensack, have closed the year
with a holiday special The
women sent a representative of
a shoe manufacturer to St.
Anthony's Orphanage, North
Arlington. Kach child was
measured. Christmas morning
there was a package for each
child under the tree. Inside wai
a new pair of shoes, compli-
ments of the Columbiettei. The
boys and girla also found candy
canes and toys nearby. A check
wai also sent to Immaculate
Conception Home, I.odi Mrs.
James Mion of Oradell was
chairman of the project which
was financed from individual
donations by the members . . .
Call to Order
The Woman's Guild of the
Keton Hall College of Medicine
and Dentistry will hold its first
meeting of the new year Jan.
8 at 12 30 p.m. on the Univer-
sity campus, South Orange.
Rev. William Noe Field of Se-
ton Hall, moderator, will re-
view Frances Parkinson Keyes'
latest novel, "Victorine ” Mrs
I>e Roy J. Miller of Verona Is
program chairman . . . Two
films, "The Three Furies" and
"Melody In Music," will be
shown at the meeting of the
Holy Cross Rosary Society,
Harrison. Jan. * at 8 p m. Mrs
Joseph Doherty, president, will
preside at the meeting in the
church auditorium . . .
Msgr. John O. Buchmann,
pastor, will show travel films
at the meeting of the St. Leo'a
Rosary, Irvington, Jan. 5. Mrs.
Frank Brady and Mrs. William
Danko are in charge of hostess-
es .. . Rev. Robert P. F.gan,
director of Jh» New Jersey
Boystown, Kearny, will speak
Jan 5 for the Rosary-Altar So-
ciety of Our Uady of the I.ake,
Verona. Mrs. John F Mc-
Donald is program chair-
man .
Mrs Margaret Caldey of Che*
ter was recently elected presi-
dent of the St, Lawrence Ros-
ary Altar Society in her home
town. The first meeting will be
held Jan 7 at 8 p.m. in the pa
ish hall Mrs. Caldey, who is al-
so grand regent of Court Lafay-
ette CDA, will be assisted by
Mrs. Walter Barrett, Long Val-
ley; Mrs Frank Fischer, Ches-
ter; Mrs Donald Manning.
lonia; and Mrs. Robert Cowie,
Chester Hostesses for the meet
ing are: Mrs H I> Butler, out-
going president, and Mr*. Bell#
Fleming.
Women
around the
World
The 1359 national convention of
the Catholic Women's league of
Canada will be held in St. John,
N B , on Oct 10
•
I-ee Matties, secretary of the
Denver State Legislature. Is con-
ducting a one woman campaign
to help children In Catholic and
state orphanages One such proj-
ect is to take 100 children from
the state home to Mass every
Sunday.
•
The first African woman to ob-
tain a medical degree in F.ast
and Central Africa is believed to
be Josephine Namboie, who
studied at the Franciscan Sistera'
Namagunga College.
•
A lay apostle in East Africa re-
ported recently that 30,000 natives
attended a Marian Congress in
Naudom. Doris Oplinger said
many natives traveled to it by
canoe and some "also walked *6
miles through parched and deso-
late country."
•
Home economic# studies In col-
lege offer young women a dou
ble barreled career, according to
Sister Henry Miriam of Mt St
Joseph College. Cincinnati. It
"adequately prepare# them to be
efficient homemakers and to rec-
ognize the nobility of their posl-
tion as future wives and molh-
ers," the said, and at the same
time prepares them for careers
in dietetic*, nutrition, clothing
design and related fields.
House for God
WICHITA, Kans. The »rt
department head at Sacred
Heart College here has put her
talent to good use by making
the tabernacle that la to be in-
stalled In the chapel of the new
convent of the Sisters Adorcri
of the Most Precious Blood
Sister Mary Hegina look a
discarded rectangular fireproof
safe and covered it with a cir
cular sheath of sled This was
then coverrd with a hand beat
en sheet of copper
The finished product is deco-
rated with more than 100 pro
clous and semi precious jewels
Archbishop to Preside
65 to Be Presented
At First IFCA Ball
NEWARK Sixty-five young
women from North Jersey will
be presented to Archbishop Bo-
land at the first annual Presenta-
tion Ball Jan. 3 at the Robert
Treat Hotel.
The day-long affair, under the
sponsorship of the suburban circle
of the International Federation
of Catholic Alumnae, will benefit
the Archbishop Boland scholar-
ship fund The Ball is expected
to clear about $9,800.
The program will begin with a
Pontifical Mass offered by Arch-
bishop Boland at 10 30 a m at
Sacred Heart Cathedral. The deb-
utantes will wear rapes matching
tlie Archbishop's over their Ball
gowns. Invitations have been is-
sued by the young women to
friends and members of the
clergy.
Co-adjulor Bishop Thomas J.
McDonnell of Wheeling, W Ya .
will deliver the sermon at the
Mass.
BISHOP CURTIS will preside
and preach at a Brunch at tha
Robert Treat Hotel at noon. Rev.
Paul E Lang, IFCA moderator,
will be toastmaster. Mrs. Edgar
J. Maloney, president of the sub-
urban circle, will deliver tha
greeting.
A RECEPTION will be held at
3 pm followed by the dinner at
6 p m which will be attended by
the debutantes, their parents and
escorts. Archbishop Boland will
preside and preach. Mrs. John
Q Adams, chairman, will be
toastmaster. Greetings will be de-
livered by Mrs. Maloney and Fa-
ther I.ang
At * p m the Presentation Ball
will be held in the Grand Ball-
room. Each debutante will be
preceded hv a maid-ln-waitinf
and escorted by her father. Fa-
ther Lang will make the pre-
sentation.
Archbishop Boland w ill present
each o( the young women with an
individual Papal blessing from
Pope John XXIII.
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ST. JOSEPH'S VILLA
~BLAIRSDIN,- PIAPACK. N. J.
Guest Houit for Women and
Retreat Hauia
Artistic French Chateau af breath
taking beauty In the Som*M»' Htlla
I’ltra modern facilities. Healthful
climate Esrellent meals. Open year
round to Convalescents. vacationists
and permanent guests
Retreats from September to June,
esrept the Thanksgiving. Christines
and New Year’s Weekends. Dare
and Evenings of Recollection,
directed by the Sisters of St. John
the Baptist. Flapack MJI4 Nil
College of Saint Elizabeth
Founded In 1899 by the Si»ter» of Charity
Convent Station, New Jersey
Ladies Catholic Benevolent Ass'n
Lagal Reserve Lif• Insurance for Woman and Children
Horn# Office: 305 West Si«»H Street, Irie, P*.
MISS KATHERINE STANTON, Supremo President
MRS. REGINA BREMSETH
786 Franklin Street
lloomfield, N. J.
Newark. N. J.
126 SoutH 9th Street
MRS. SARAH J. FELLER
Supreme Trustee
GARDEN
CATERERS
OP
JERSEY CITY
GARDEN
CATERING - BEEFSTEAKS - WEDDINGS
BANQUETS - SPECIAL FUNCTIONS
free parking OLdfield 3-7249
196 OGDEN AVE., JERSEY CITY
WEDDING BANQUETS...
FULL COURSE DINNER
Roast Beef, Chicken or Turkey $7-50
L
| ORANGI RfSTAURANT
1419 ILANCDON IT RIfT
'otANfl. *. i.
- SAMPLE MENU -
• rrult Cocktail
• Celery. Ollvee
• Prtrr.a Rout Barf. 4a J us
• Vegetable Potat*
• Pinner Rolla and Butter
• lc* Cream CaffM
OTHER MENU ARRANGEMENTS AVAILABU
4 Privoto Dining Rooms Accommodations to 500
Completely Air Conditioned
Call Banquet Manager • ORANOI S-4513 • Ample tree Parking Area
\
f deal for
W omen in
White ”
THE fLINIC SHOE
Wear the thoes that are etpecially
deiigned to give you maximum walk-
ing eate and lightweight comfortl
Sizei to 11.
8 98 to 10.98
Ripple Sole . . . 12 98
38 LEXINGTON AVI., PASSAIC
Dally to 6 Monday and Friday to f
Froo Parking In any lot • charge account* Invltod
FLYNN'S
Industrial Garage
(Rear of Euex Houie Hotel)
Special parking rate« for
Weddings
Communion Breakfasts
Affairs of All Occasions
For further information call
Ml 3-3849
%.
CATERERS
184 WEST 54th STREET
(off Blvd.) BAYONNE, N. J.
FACILITIES FOR
• Waddings • Showaro
* Banquati
* Communion Braalrfast*
• Offica and Plant
Luncheons
AT OUR OWN
FREE HALLS
ANY HALL YOU CHOOSE
★
TK* Finest Foods
DINNERS
. . . from $1.75
Of
HE 6-2187 - FE 9-1671
FREE PARKING
HI-HAT
for your toast
To Tho NEW BRIDE
iNVW''
MAKE IT THE BEAUTIFUL
Debut Room
@*t*i*t
AT ITS FINEST
Private banquet reomi, portie*
f»f *ll octo. on, . . . occom-
modote* from 10 to 100. Our up*
Itoirt room accommodate* 200.
Call your genial HOST
HEndarton 2-5858
ISIEZX3B99E
UVD., Jsurnal I C
UORKOSE UEinS
and swollen limbs
•hoor nylon
ELASTIC
STOCKINGS
Shapod to fit tho
natural contour of
tho log with uniform
pr«««ura from anklo
to thigh.Invitiblo and
foathor lightl
COSMEVO
Surgical Supply Cos.
1H PATMION IT., PATIW&N
»M. 14tlt OR. 1-1110
A WEDDING
RECEPTION
AT THI
PLAZA
HOTfl
JERSEY CITY H. J.
JOURNAL tOUARI
PROVIDES.
O DIONIPIED IANOUn
ROOMS (10 I* S00)
• SUPERIOR CUISINI
• MODIST PRICES
• CARIPUI ATTINTION
TO ALL DETAILS
Talaphona Bridol Comultont
OLdflold 3-0100
AMPLE PARKINO SPACE
AIR CONDITIONED
ESTIMATES
CHEERFULLY OIVEN
WHEN YOU BUY. trll the
salesman you saw his ad in The
Advocate
a
Dedicota your life to Chrlit
and Mil Blatiad Mother in
helping teen-oge girli with
problemi . . . become o
Sister of the
Good Shepherd
ACTIVITIES]
Social Work. Toochln«, Olafatlc*.
Nurilni, Clarlcal Work. at«.
llHh School racommandad
For further Information writ* to:
MOTHIR SUPERIOR
Convant of th# Oood Shaphard
214 ftuaaai Avanut
Morrulown, N. J.
JANUARY CLEARANCE
SALE
ALL WINTER
Coats
3 to 1A/2
OFF RFX.ILAR
PRICE
Tweeds Solids
In a variety of colors . . . Black,
Green, Red and Royal.
Brohman’s
Cor. 7th and Orange Sts., Newark, N. J.
Open Monday &
Friday Evening*
Free Parking
with Carteret
fU „
Sho-.na
(oßidol fashions"
Saturday>n“°2 Ll
:°s^
< ul a ° wn ‘
t ,h. New
Year.
,howmg
ot tn«
• 4SC-*^
y *'
Celebrating
4 I »t Anniver
Cloied Sunday*
Our lit m triary Mondoy. w,d«..d oy . ’"day - 9,00 930
....
'
T uvtdoy. T* Saturday 9.00-6 00
.lumiimmiiimn;
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E
HAVE YOUR RUGS £ CARPETS
CLEANED REGULARLY
for OUTSTANDING
PROFESSIONAL CLEANING
CALL ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
JANCOVIUS
196 So. Orango Avo
Nowark, N. J.
Mltcholl 2-1339
li 11uiui mi 11uit u m 111imm i luutuu i miw mu
BREHM'S
CLIANINO PLANT ON
1070 Magnolia Avo.
lA|« Roomi IU M. IrtN »l
llixaboth, N. J.
Plandora I*lloo
lUiiuiiiuiifiiuiituiiiiiiimNiT
IXPIRT
IN PUNT mn4
ON LOCATION
n»f «U«nlM
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Courtney, Cochrane, Raftery
Were Top Headliners in 1958
By Ed Grant
NEWARK—It was a year when Tom Courtney an-
nounced and went through with his retirement, when St.
Peters Prep coach Bill Cochrane won 31 consecutive games
In baseball and football and St. Cecilia’s (Kearny) produced
one of the most fabulous all-around athletes in New Jersey
hiffh trhnnl hittnm in Dill r»-r. Jhigh school history in Bill Raft
try.
The following brief review of
the 1958 Catholic sports scene in
North Jersey can t help but miss
many vital moments of a truly
historic year, one which saw area
athletes achieve high honors on
scholastic, collegiate, club and
professional levels.
It was a sad year, too, in that
it witnessed the passing of men
like Bill Flynn of Morristown
High School and George Butner of
Bayonne, who over the course of
three decades had coached many
a boy who went on to fame at
Catholic colleges.
All w# can hope to do in the
limited space available Is give the
highlights, sport by sport:
FOOTBALL Professionally,
Bob Mischak of Union, former
Army star, played a big role In
the New York Giants' eastern di-
vision title. Bob Scarpitto of Rah
way at Notre Dame, Paul Morra
of Mine Hill at Villanova and
Johnny Amabile of Jersey City at
Boston College glittered on the
collegiate scene.
St. Peters delivered Its first
undefeated, untied season in his-
tory and won the Class "A” title,
while Bayley-Ellard came from
nowhere to cop "B" honors with
a 7-1 record Delbarton, with a
string of 27 undefeated games,
won another Ivy League Crown
and St. Benedict’s (7-1), Seton
Hall (8-1) and Pope Pius (8 1) all
returned outstanding records
The Bees' Mario Garrubbo won
the scoring title with 125 points.
BASKETBALL—Tommy Hein
sohn, with the Celtics, and Togo
Palazzi, with Syracuse, still keep
Union City's name high in the
NBA. St. Peter's College had its
best record ever with a 20-4 mark,
even though beaten in the first
round of the NIT by St Joseph's
Hank Morano and Pepper Dooley
of St. Peter's and Tommy Kearns
of Bergenfield at North Carolina
concluded their brilliant careers,
j St. Aloysius (23-4) was the only
[state champion from the area, but
[Queen of Peace (22-3), winner of
The Advocate Trophy in the
North Jersey Catholic Conference
tourney; Seton Hall (17-6), final-
ist in Class "A"; St. Cecilia's (K),
finalist in Class “C"; and St.
Mary's (E) (20-2) all had bril-
liant seasons Don Bosco Tech
won the Passaic-Bergen Catholic
Conference title after a three way
playoff.
Raftery, Bob Cusack and Nick
Mongiardo of St. Bonavcnture and [
Jack Mount of Immaculate Con-
ception all hit the 1,000 point
mark during the season and the l
first two are still in school. Other
stars were Vin Ernst of St Aloy-
sios, Frank Besson of Seton Hall, I
Pat Doherty and Jim Manhardt of
St. Mary's (E) and Paul Taglia
hue of St. Michael's (UC).
BASEBALL —Joe Collins re-
| tired from the Yankees, but Gil
[McDnugald and Yogi Berra kept
the Noth Jersey clique on the
world champions going strong
Neither Seton Hall (11-9) nor St,
i Peter's (3-7) enjoyed much of a
[season, but a Piratr freshman.
Bob Fischer, signed for a huge
bonus figure.
The amazing 22-0 record of St.
Peter's Prep spreadeagled the
scholastic field as the team picked
up a virtual state title by win-
ning the Greater Newark Tourna-
ment. St. Luke's took another
Passaic-Bergen Catholic Confer-
ence crown. Pitchers were dom-
inant with Jack Szeigis of St
Peter's (11-0) the best.
TRACK AND FIELD Court
ney’s retirement left a gap which
may not be filled until some of
the present high school stars mi
ture Tom's swan song was his
victory in the United States Rus-
sia dual meet and his official re-
tirement came with his accept-
ance of an assistant coach's posi-
tion at Harvard.
St. Benedict's, with one first
and one second place at the Penn
Relays and with its convincing
triumph in the New Jersey Cath-
olic Track Conference outdoor
meet, dominated the track season,
while Holy Trinity (W), with a
state title, was supreme in cross-
country, even though it lost the
NJCTC crown to Aloysius. Boys
like Ed Wyrsch of Seton Hall, A1
Adams of St. Michael's and Jack
Mostyn of Bergen Catholic loom
as future Olympic contenders.
SWIMMING—The fair sex still
has almost a monopoly here with
Mona DiFilippo of Newark and
Jackie Kelly of Springfield win-
ning state titles in 1938. But a
promising male star is Dick. Mc-
Donough of Seton Hall Prep.
WRESTLING Paul O'Con
nor of St. Benedict's and Gerry
Sachscl of Garwood starred for
Notre Dame, while the Bees them-
selves won the NJISAA title In
an upset. Jim Scarpone was- the
top man for the St. Benedict's
team.
TENNIS St. Peter's Prep
ended a couple of long winning
streaks for public schools and
came as close to a state title as
any Catholic team ever has Jim
Whelan, the Petreans’ best man,
, was one of the state's top per-
[formers and also had some sue
cess in the allied sport of squash
racquets.
MISCELLANY Area resi-
dents like Carol Hastic of Passaic!
in archery and Margie Grant of
Holy Family, Union City, in speed
skating enjoyed great years, the
former winning a national title.
Golfers like Stan Mosel of Liv-
ingston and the Farrells, father i
and sons, of Baltusrol C. C, also
had fine seasons. Raftery wss an
all state soccer selection
On the organizational scene, the
emergence of the New Jersey
Catholic Track Conference, the
formation of the Tri-County Cath-
olic "A" Conference and the first
steps toward a league of Pater-
son diocesan schools provided the
groundwork for an eventual, if
far off, amalgamation of all Cath
olic high and prep schools In
the area
Press Box Paragraphs
Et Tu, Notre Dame?
TV story behind the story in
Notre Dame's firing of Terry
Brennan is a lot simpler than
the story itself, which may nev-
er V entirely revealed.
No one knows just what final-
ly pushed the personable 30-
year old mentor off the ledge
he had been teetering on since
the woeful (2 8) 1956 season.
But it takes no private eye
work to figure out why the
Irish of recent years haven't
been able to match the fabu-
lous post-war outfits of Frank
Leahy.
It's really as simple as this:
Notre Dame has elected to play
a big-time football schedule and
at the same time maintain
scholastic (and other) require-
ments which make it impossi-
ble to get through that sched-
ule without averaging several
defeats a season.
THE AVERAGE Notre Dame
football player is fresh from a
Catholic high school, not much
past (if indeed past) his 18th
birthday when he matriculates
and thus is 21 or younger in
senior year. The average Big
Ten player—and half the Irish
games are with Big Ten teams
or others which employ similar
systems has put away two
years of Army service and runs
around 22 24 as a senior
Playing week after week
against older men is bound to
take its toll and that explains
why the Irish have been able,
in the past two years, to come
up with such great games as
1957's upset of Oklahoma and
1958's crushing of Navy, but
have not been able to maintain
the pace week after week
through a 10-game schedule
Such a choice of schedule, by
the way, was never inevitable
for the Irish They could have
taken advantage of the num-
Vr of fine Catholic colleges
and universities which were
playing football in the pre-war
era. But Notre Dame has fol-
lowed a policy of avoiding if
not actually boycotting Catholic
rivals and, in the past quarter
century, if memory serves us
correctly, only Detroit has ap
peared on the schedule
When it comes to recruiting
policies, Notre Dame, like any
other Catholic college, cannot
match the other schools They
can't touch that modern phe-
nomenon, the married athlete,
nor do they have any snap cur-
ricula to fit 250-pound tackles
with unfortunately low IQs.
This is no excuse for what
happened to Brennan, merely
an explanation of what pro-
duced the pressures which
brought about the blow-up He
still might have gotten by had
the 1957 58 teams not been so
woefully slow at the tackles
and owned two quarterbacks
who, combined, would make an
all-time, All-American candi-
date, but, apart, were enough
to drive any coach crazy decid-
ing which one to use.
On the one hand, there was
the cautious Bob Williams, who
could run a ground attack per-
fectly, but had no long passing
arm and was conservatism
himself in play calls On the
other, pass-happy George Izo,
who will V a great pro quar
terback some day, when he
doesn't have to worry about
making his own play selec-
tions
THE SECULAR press has
had itself a field day since the
firing took place You might
almost think that some of the
columnists have been saving up
their most acid phrases for this
day when the great South Bend
colossus would finally nod
There is no excuse for most of
the vitriol, but what else ran
you expect’
One columnist did come up
with the thought that the
“feud" which had supposedly
grown between Brennan and
I-eahy after the latter s ungra
nous remarks about the 1956
team might have triggered the
firing There could be more
truth than poetry in this, for
while most Irish alumni resent
rd the interference. la-ahy still
had powerful, and wealthy, fol-
lowers among the alumni
I-eahv might better hase fol
lowed the example of a oner
famous high school coach of our
acquaintance who retired after
long years of success Going
back fo see the team the next
year, he passed an innocent
comment about a player's mis-
take to a friend Shortly there-
after he was contacted by the
principal of the school who
mentioned that it was unfortu
nate that he l the coach i should
see fit to criticize his sucres
sor The net result was that,
rather than appear in this false
light, the old coach never saw
his school play again
BIT THEN Leahy has never
been noted for his caution with
words. During the past season,
he several times attempted to
“retire” Red Rlaik of Army
with the suggestion on the ra
dio that Blaik be given the
"coach of the year" award for
the second time and then de
ride to rest on his laurels We
feel sure those remarks were
appreciated up at West Point
There is no need to worrv
about Brennan's future We
know of at least one Catholic
college that is looking for a
coach and. if no solid commit
ments have been made at this
point, will gobble up Terry
What does come into ques
tion is Notre Dame's right to
fire a roach with whom it had
a contract with a couple of
years still to run No doubt
some financial arrangement
was made, but that doesn t
solve the essential moral prob-
lem E.J.G.
Sipos Leads Pope Pius to Third Victory
In Paterson Tourney, Retiring Trophy
PATERSON—Pope Pius retired the Bishop McNulty
Trophy with a surprise victory in the annual Paterson Dio-
cesan Christmas basketball tournament, Dec 29 at Manlev
Hall.
The Eagles, rated no better than a dark horse in pre-
toumey prognostications, stormed ~
~
past St Bonaventurr. 56 50, in
the semi-finals and upset Bayley-
Kllard, 55-48, in the finals to cop
the title for the third time in
four years. Bishop McNulty him-
self made the presentation.
Bayley pulled the tourney's big-
gest surprise when it dumped
previously unbeaten and untested
Hon Bsoco Tech, 59 45, In a semi-
final game The Rams, who had
defeated eight teams by 20 or
more points, couldn't throw tne
ball In the ocean, missing 48 of
62 field goal attempts and 26 of
43 from the free throw line
IN’ FIRST round play, Don
Bosco routed St Joseph's, 81-52,
behind Joe Mlkulik's 30 points;
St Bonaventure tripped St Ma-
ry's, 54-52, as* Bob Cusack and
Randy Reid had 13 points apiece;
and Bayley downed St John’s,
53-50. behind Tony Giordano's 16
points
Pope Pius, as defender, drew
a first round bye, but then de-
feated St. Bonaventure, 56 50, in
the semi-finals, as Bill Sipos,
named the tourney's MVP, tsl
lied 25 points to 20 for Cusack
Ix-ading Bayley's upset of Don
Bosco was Jim Dyer with 15
points
The finals saw Bayley take a
small lead in the first half, then
lose It as the Eagles' fast break
attack began to click. Jerry Mac
kin and Boh Marosits teamed
with Sipos on the break and
were the game's high scorers
with 18 and 17 points respectively
AREA TEAMS had middling j
success in other tourneys as Don I
Bosco bowed out of its own affairj
in the first round. 59-53, to Lodi,
and Bergen Catholic got to thel
semi-finals before losing to Fair'
Lawn, 69-57. linmacualte Concep-'
tlon was ousted in the first round
of the Montclair Invitational, 59
44, by Clifton, and St. Luke's got
to the finals of the North Bergen
affair before losing to Midland
Park, 39 31.
More happily. St. Aloysius and
St. Michael's passed first round
tests in the Jersey City tourney 1
and were due to meet in the |
semi finals on Jan 1. with the
finals listed for Jan 3. The AIo
ysians trounced St. Anthony's,
66-48, behind Vinnie Ernst's 19
points, while the Mirhaelians
bounced St. Mary's, 65 48.
Mariat was also a first round-
winner in the Marist Invitational i
"B" division In New York, 63-60,
with Bill Kennedy scoring 24
points, but St. Joseph's (WNY)
had no luck in the Christian
Brothers affair, losing to De La
Salle, 41-40.
IT WAS alto no clgara for St.
(Michael's (UC) and Holy Family
in the HCIAA tourney, as the
Irish bowed to Demarest. 76 72,
despite 26 points by Bucky Vicari
and 20 by Danny Waddleton.
while tlie Blue Bishops were
bounced by Emerson. 73 48
In the St Mary s Invitational
at Fairleigh Dickinson. IJueen of
Peace met I.yndhurst for the ti
He on Dec 29, after The Advo
.rate went to press The Irish
had bowled over St Cecilia's in
the first round, 60 43 as Mike
Barrett scored 22 points then
I squashed Valley in the semis,
16549, with Pete Gebauer hitting
|for 15 points
St. Michael’s Wins
In New York Meet
NEW YORK—With Ernie Tol-
entino running a 2 03 half mile
and Al Adams turifing in a 4:39
mile, St. Michael's (JC) won the
open distance medley relay Dec.
26 at the Mt. St. Michael Snow-
bird meet
Charlie O'Brien and Frank
Principe ran with Tolentino and
Adams on the team, which was
timed at 8:11. The Michaeiians
also .won the novice 1,000-yard
sprint medley in 1:55, with Ken
Anderson, Phil Sorrentlno, Anth-
ony Jaworowski and Tony GiUlo.
Peacocks Favored
Over Seton Hall
SOUTH ORANGE—Strictly on its more dependable
play in the games to date this season. St Peter's College is
picked to score its first victory-over Seton Hall at the Pi-
rates home court in the annual meeting of the bitter rivals
on Jan. 3 I
Solon Hall enter* this came
crippled both physically and mor
ally Jack Rowley was added to
the Pirates' casualty list over last
weekend and Ken Walker is still
affected by his knee injury The
team's spirit can hardly be at
the best after the 72 45 trouncing
it took at the hands of Canisius
in the Queen City Tournament
on Dec 27
On the other hand. St Peter's,
while not exactly pleasing roach
Don Kennedy with its style of
play, has managed to make every I
game a battle, sometimes a liter
alone as during the last few
minutes of the 64 62 defeat of
Wagner on Dec 27.
THE CONDITION of Rowley
and Walker is likely to be the
key factor in the game It's hard
to see how Seton Hall could hope
to cope with the Peacocks if
both are in subpar condition
Kvcn with his injury' taking him
out of plav in the last to minutes,
Rowley was the Pirates' high
scorer against Canisius with 13
points
Once Rowley was out of there,
the home club ran wild with Joe
laiturro of Seeaucus. former St
Peter s Prep are. contributing 10
points to the Griffins' cause
After dropping a 67 S3 decision
to ( ollege 'of the Pacific on Dec
23. St Peter s snapped bark with
its wild victory o'.er Wagner.
I his was a game in which the
lead changed hands 15 times with
the Prarockx finally spurting from
behind with sesen minutes to go
and assuming a 60 57 lead which
it held until the hurrer.
Bill. SMITH limited to 21
points b\ Pacific, dropped to 17
in the Wagner game, a total
matched by the surprising Martv
Walsh Fourth in the small col
lege scoring figures after his first
tis e games w ith a 28 6 average.
Bill has dropped a few places as
he now shows 181 points in sesen
games for a 25 8 mark
The decision in Ihe SI Peter's
Seton Hall game apparently still
hinges on the realise perform
anres of Rowley and Smith The
Peacocks musl also concentrate
on stopping Tom Cross, whose
fi 10 frame will be, by four Inches,
the tallest on the court. The Pi-
rates, on the other hand, must
worry about the height advantage
the St Peter's backcourt men—
Walsh, Don Kennedy Jr. and
George Saxenmeyer boast over
their own hallhandlers Walker,
Bill Brooks and Angie Marotta.
This will be a busy week al
around area's college teams. Aft-
er their own joust, St. Peter s
and Seton Hall have games listed
Jan R with St Francis (Brook-
lyn) and Muhlenberg, respec-
tively, at the Jersey City Armory
and Madison Square Garden
Seton Hall (P) comes off its
long holiday to host Paterson
State on Jan 3 and visit Shelton
on Jan 6 and figures to pick up
its first victory in the latter
game.
All-American
Lists Monroe,
Zdanowicz
CHICAGO Jim Honrne of
St. Michael’s (IT) and Wavno
Zdanowicz of St. Peter's arm
named to the sreond team of
The New World's All-American
Ca(hn|ir High School eleven.
Monroe, the 5-11, 110-pound
guard, who was also named
this week as The Advocate's
pla>er of the year for 19.»A (sen
box on this page) teamed up at
guard with Fred Obernberger
of St. Catherine's, Racine. Wit.
Zdanowicz. one of only twro
juniors on the first or second
teams, was also an Adsocata
North Jersey Catholic "A" se-
lection. Wayne's teammates in
the second haekfield are Dick
Jackson of St. Joseph's. Buffa-
lo; Dave Theisen of Pius XI,
Milwaukee; and Don Buehlel
of Roger Bacon, Cincinnati.
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The Advocate Honor Roll for 1958
SPORT SCHOOL INDIVIDUAL
Football
Basketball
Baseball ...
Croia-Country
Trick and Flrld
Swimming
Wreitlln*
TennU
Soccrr
All-Around
St. Peter’s
St. Aloyslus .. .
St. Peter"!
Holy Trinity . .
St. Brnedict'a . .
Seton Hall
St. Benedict's .
St. Peter’i
St. Cecilia 1! (K)
St. Peter'i
Jim Monroe, St. Michael'!
Bill Raftery, SL Cecllla'a (K)
Jack Steixii. SC Peter'i
F.d Wyrsch. Seton Hall
Jack Mostyn, Bergen Catholic
l>ick McDonough, Seton Hall
Jim Scarpone, St Benedict'!
Jim Whelan, St. Peter'i
Bill Raftery, St. Cecllia'i (K >
Rill Raftery, St Cecilia'i (K)
Bill Cochrane, St. Peter'iCoach of tne Year
Perlowski Elected
Freshman President
SOUTH ORANGE
_ Stanley
Perlowskl was elected president
of the freshman class at Scton
Hall University, it was announced
by Rev. John E. OBrien, class
moderator.
"/Save
at
Orrtani!'
ON INSURED
SAVINGS
ASSETS OVER
144.0M.0N
none iNan
20,000 SAVINGS
MEMBERS
Firn Cimnleit Offices:
HACKENSACK
Miii I Berry Sts. Open 0 ti 4
fjily til 1 ii Mu.
CUFFSIDE PARK
740 Aiiirsii An. Opn 0 ti 4
Billy I ti 0 n Frl
TEANECK
Cedar lint it Larch An. Opn
I ta 4 daily 6 ti J in FrL
PALISADES PARK
203 Briatf An. Opn 0 ti 4
daily B ti B ii Mon.
SAVINGS INVESTED BEFORE
THE 10TH OF EVERY
MONTH EARN DIVIDENDS
FROM THE FIRST.
NO ID
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSN
A*,
School,College
Sports
COLLIOI BASKETBALL
Saturday. Jan 3
St Peter s at Reton Hall
Brooklyn iathedral at Set on Hall Di
vlnlty
Paterson State at Seton Hall <n
Tuesday. Jan *
Seton Hall «P> at Shelton
Wednesday. Jan 7
Seton Hall Divinity at Dtrktnson Eve-
ning
Thursday, Jan I
St Francis <NY»
at St Peter's
Muhlenberg at Seton Hall <MSC.t
SCHOOL BASKETBALL
Friday. Jan 3
Demarest at Holy Family
St. Mary's (JO at Immarulate
St. Joseph's (W) at St Anthony's
MURPHY BROS.
Invite You to
SEE AND
TEST DRIVE
T/ip \’ptr
'59
• PLYMOUTH*
• CHRYSLER*
• IMPERIALS
BIG SIUCTIOH
Of TOP BUYS
in GUARANTUD
USID CARS
MURPHY
MOTOR SALES
SOt-Sll NO. BROAD ST.
I l iiabcth S-S6OO
St John's at Eastern ( hriiliin
Seton lUII at St Mary * .fi-
st Michael ■ (tO at Memorial
Saturday. Jan )
South Side at M Benedict* -A>
Sunday. Jan 4
Baylev Ellard at St Bonaventure <A>
•Bergen Catholic at St Cecilia* <E>
' A»
Good Counsel at St Michael * 'N> <A>
St Anthony'* at Holy Family -A-
St Mary'* (R* #1 Queen of Tear# *A>
St Mary'* «E» at Sacred Heart 'A)
Harrison at St Cecilia'* (K> 'A-
St Mary's (JO at St Luke's lA>
Irvington Tech at Wslah 'AI
Monday. Jan. I
Martat at Ferris 'A)
Tuesday. Jan. 4
St Mary'* 'R* at Barley Ellard
Walsh at HePaul
XfDon Bo aco at St Joseph* -\V>
•I>on Bosco Tech at St John ■
Holy Family at St Michael * d'O
Holy Trinity at New Providence -A)
Harrison at Valley 'A>
St Anthony * at St Michael s <JC»
St Peter** vs Regis (Jesuit tougna-
Set on Hall at Belleville
St Cecilia * «E> at St Aloysiue
Wednesday. Jan. 1
Newark Academy at r>elbarton 'A)
Oratory at Montclair Academy
I-odl et pope Plus
St Benedict s at Rutger* Prep
St James at St Cecilia'* <K>
St Luke's at (Tarkstown
St Patrick * at Keton Hall
Thuradav. Jan I
•St Bonaventure at OePaul
*SI Marx'* ipi at St Joseph * <T >
Ferris at St Michael’s (JO
St Michael * (N> at Bergen Tech
St Peter's at Snyder
Save
on
fire insurance!
AflaUto'i rtltt tot Pin tad Pnndid
Covmjtt* oa jrouf kotnt tad kt coo-
ItoU in at 6nmaUUy Imr tkaa Ikon
of moit odhtr pronuntat Mtapaaata.
Stt how muck jtt cat in today!
A goodman
\to know!
Richard X
Stanton
UNIon MIM
GEntva J-ISW
h ftad Iwii via.
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVL
EAST ONANO*
i it leie
NEW YORK
Dining at its Beit
GIIHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
(Ilf 11*3)
Delicious l.unchrnnt an 4 Dlnntu
Mrvvd m Hnmelike Atmaiphric
DAILY And SUNDAY <Air fond *
Convenient In t oltseum A Theatres
Choir* \\ inr« and Liquors. Mutak
I PIC lAL PACIL ITIlt 101
PRIVATI PARTUS
ACCOMMOOATINO IS t« II
ttt lIOHtH AVI let 441 K U.)
NEW YORK CITY
FILM DEVELOPED
Black and White Service
• Empotur. Kell 45
Sue Glotiy Reprint* .05
COLOR FILM PROCESSING
Kodocoler • Ihpoiurt Roll
developed end enlarged 7 75
Reprint* 75
I mm Roll Developed 1.70
• m Mag Developed . 85
35mm Developed
70 I ■ poture 1.15
Wfi*e fo' moiling envelop#!
RYAN FOTO, BOX 24
CHATHAM, N J.
Savings
Accounts
EARN 3*
Irvington StateBank
918 Springfield Avenue
In Th« Porkwoy Shopping A>» a
IRII *A*KING
Opx?n Friday 6:30-9 p.m
oirosi!
mtUMtci comoiatio*
STILL
SHOPPING ?
Brit Deal
Botf Service
Best ntoe
THIN YOU
BUN HI RII
VOIVO
triumph
PONTIAC
VAUXHAU
JAGUAf
KOPLIH PONTIAC,inc
*ll NO. BROAD ST.
FLIZABETH. N. J.
Cadillacs
from
BROGAN
CADILIAC-OIDJ CO.
If you art (till a stranger
to the practical wisdom of
owning a Cadillac, hesitate
no longer We have an ei
rrllcnt Selection of quality
vslue late model Cadillacs
- all well cared for, with
low original mileage Theta
handsome Cadillac motor
cart offer greater lusury
more milea of motoring
pleasure . . more value lit
carry way, than many new
cars priced considerably
higher We Invite you to
spend sixty minutes behind
the wheel of the model of
your choice, and discover
for yourself the thrill
the sheer joy of Cadillac
ownership. If you ran af
ford any car—you can af
ford a quality value used
Cadillac
buy BROGAN, be aura
BROGAN
CADfUAC-OIDJ CO.
Paterson • Ridgewood
Passaic • Clifton
USBD CAS IMS Mark* at
HIADOUABTBtB Citirt**
59 FORD
CARS—TRUCKS
SPECIAL SALE
1958 FORDS
SACRIFICE PRICED FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
HIGHEST TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE, CASH
BACK If DESIRED
WARD-FORD
239 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 3, N J.
Ml 3-8000
1 milt toil of Coidon Stole Pkveo*
'or fhe Bett in Steaks
OUt FAMOUS
MANERO'S Filets *2.50
"ALWAYS UINO IMF CHILDREN'*
Membti Dinars' Club
■ OUTS No 17-Narfb el No 4PARAMUS
CONTINENTAL BICYCLE SHOP
SCHWINN . COLUMBIA
BIC YCLES
Repairs &
Accessories
Free
Parking
T A. KERNS, Prop. - GR 3-3776
93 RIVER DRIVE PASSAIC, N. J.
Vocation Notes
More Than From Martyrs
By Msgr. William F. Furlong
When the fierce Iroquois Indians captured th* Jesuit priest.
Father Isaac Jogues, they tied him to a post and beat him merci-
lessly. The plucked out his beard. They tore out his finger-
nails. They even chewdd off some of his fingers. It took a lot
of love in a human soul to put up with all that for God. And
*e can be sure that God appreciated it.
But St. Isaac Jogucs was only one. Thou-
sands of others have suffered and died for
Christ during the past 1900 years. And who of
us could begin to understand or ever estimate
the variety, the intensity and the magnitude of
the torments endured by these heroic men,
women and children who were so deeply, in
love with God What a tremendous act of love
all their sufferings represent! You and I could
never begin to understand how deeply Our Lord
appreciates their generosity.
There is one, however, whose generosity
He appreciates more than the generosity and love displayed by
all the martyrs. It is the love and generosity of His Mother,
Mary. Although she endured no physical harm on Calvary!
Mary, we are told, not only suffered more than any one of the
martyrs, but more than all the martyrs taken together. In fact,
all the sufferings of all the martyrs together are not to be
compared with Mary's. How completely beyond our under-
standing or comprehension is Our Lord's appreciation for all
that His Mother suffered for Him!
Although it is difficult to Imagine at first sight, there la
something God appreciates more than all the sufferings of all
the martyrs, even more than all the sufferings of the Queen
of Martyrs, His Mother, Mary—it is one holy Mass!
St Alphonsus Liguori, a Doctor of the Church, has told us,“One single Mass gives more honor to God than
... all the
torments of the marytrs have given Him. or ever will give Him."
Mary and all the martyrs give limited honor to God; the Mass
gives unlimited and endless honor to God
It would be a wonderful, invaluable privilege to be able to
offer a Mass just once in a lifetime God. however, very often
lets priests do it many thousands of limes in a lifetime. What
can anyone or anything in the whole world offer that could
make a young man turn down the opportunity to become a
priest, even if il were to offer just one holy Mass?
Apostolale for Vocations:
Newark Archdiocese Msgr William F Furlong, Seton Hall
University, South Orange N J Telephone: SOuth Orange 2 9000
Paterson Diocese. Msgr. Edward J Scully, 24 De Grasse
St , Paterson. Telephone: Mountain View 8-1065
St. Mary's leads Essex Bowlers
ORANGE With a third of
the season cone, St Mary's. Nut-
lev, is panne the Essex County
Senior CYP Mixed Rowling
league by a came St Mary's
has won 22 of its 30 encashments
St Mary's is not without com-
petition, thouch. Eight other
teams are within five games of
the lead Heading the list ot pur-
suers in second place and only a
came in arrears is St Casimir's,
Newark, winner of the title the
past two seasons.
Individual leaders include Tom-
my Mack of Immaculate Heart of
Mary, Maplewood and Terry In-
augurato of St. Mary's
Fordham to Take Juniors
With Outstanding Marks
NEW YORK—Outstanding students will be allowed to
enter Fordham College after completing their third year of
high school under anew experimental program.
Slated to begin in September, the program will also en-
able talented students to begin graduate studies at an earlier;
•Rf
This, in turn, according to Rev
Leo P. McLaughlin. S.J., dean
of the college, should allow stu-
dents to start professional ca-
reers earlier, and provide motiva-
tion for them to use their talents
more completely.
TO HELP the early admission
students adjust to collegiate life,
Fordham will assign them a
( faculty adviser for the first sem-
ester. However, they will be ex-1
pected to maintain the same
course schedule and to meet the;
same academic requirements as
other freshmen.
The program will be open to
talented students from high
schools which officially approve,
the policy. The students must
achieve scores on the College
Board Achievement tests and the
College Board Scholastic Aptitude j
Test which indicates they are'
capable of doing college-level
work. The recommendations of
their high school principal also
Will be required.
Present Awards
To Hospital Aides
TEANECK The young la-
dies who put in long hours of
volunteer service each year at
Holy Name Hospital received a
pleasant surprise Dec 26 when
the annual awards were passed
out by TV star Pat Boone, a new-
resident of the community.
During 1958, 772 girls from
CYO units, high schools, Girl
Scouts and Junior Red Cross
served more than 22.540 hours
at the hospital. Mary McEntce of
St. Mary's, Dumont, topped the
list with 238 hours, followed by-
Linda Baron of West Englewood
and Beatrice Friesner of Tea
neck High
Irene O'Brien, the 1957 leader,
was one of three girls given the
rank of second lieutenant in
Our Lady's Volunteers of Holy
iName for serving over 150 hours,
the others being Jo Ann Hoch
strasser and Mary DeWald
In addition. 46 girls received
the rank of lieutenant for having
100 hours or more, 125 attained
the rank of sergeant for serving
60 hours and 272 the rank of
corporal for more than 30 hours.
EXTRA DIVIDEND: Volunteer helpers at Holy Name Hospital. Teaneck, received
an extra dividend when singer Pat Boone showed up to pass out their annual awards.
Left to right, Mary DeWald. Linda Baron, Sister Philomena Mary, hospital adminis-
trator, Boone, Jo Ann Hochstrasser, Mary Margaret McEntee and Sister Evelyn,
moderator of the volunteer service.
RAISED IN SONG: The St. Dominic Academy Glee Club raises its voice in song
at the school's annual Christmas concert, entitled, “Christmas Relies ” The pro-
gram included a dramatization of the Gospel of St. Luke and was directed by Sis-
ter Marie Therese, O.P.
Seton Hall-St. Mary's Tilt Campers to Hold
Leads Scholastic Schedule Fifth Convention
NEWARK —After the deep breath, or hard workout,
provided by the Christmas holiday season, the 40 North
Jersey Catholic high school basketball teams get back to
routine work this week, the 39-game schedule being led off
by the meeting of Seton Hall and St. Mary's, Jan 2 at
Eliza both
This one assumed added impor-
tance when St. Mary's snapped
back from its early loss to St
Peter's (N B ) to whip highly
touted Cranford. 69-33, at Cran
ford on Dec. 27.
Now that Jim Manhardt Is
now roundiflg Into top form
and Joe Dißolla. Bob Hallpck and
an unheralded sub. John Dom
browski, are beginning to make
this look like a typical Hilltopper
powerhouse
Scton Mall is one of the few
undefeated teams left in the area
now that tournament action has
dropped Don Bosco Tech. Bor-;
gen Catholic. St. Cecilia's (K) and
Our Lady of the Valley from
the rank
Only Queen of Peace and Del- j
barton still enjoy perfection with I
the Pirates
EVEN IE Scion Mall gets
St Mary's, it still has a rough'
week with Belleville listed on
Jan 6 and a stubborn St. Patrick's
team on Jan. 7 Queen of Peace
has St Mary's ( R) as its only test
on Jan 4. Bayley meets The same
team on Jan. 4 and Delbarton has
a key Ivy League game with
Nrwark Academy on Jan 7
Play in the Tn-County Catholic
A" Conference is limited to Ber-
gen Catholic's visit to St. Ceci-
lia's (E) on Jan 4 and Don Bos-
co's sojourn to St Joseph's (W
NY) on Jan 6 In the Passaic-
Bcrgen Catholic Conference,
leading Don Bosco Tech is at
St. John s on Jan. fi. while St.
Bnnaventure meets DePaul and
St Mary's faces St. Joseph's on
Jan 8
St. Peter s Prep, which inex-
plicably dropped a 60-fifl decision
to Lincoln to lose Rs HCIAA lead
on Dec 23, opens Jesuit Tourna
ment play against Regis on Jan
6 and has an important league
game with Snyder two days later
NEW YORK (NO—The Na
tional Catholic Camping Associa-
tion will hold its filth national
convention at the Statler Hilton
Hotel here Jan 2R30
Dr Shane MacCarthy. execu
tive director of the President's
Council on Youth Eitness. will
deliver the keynote address.
Auxiliary Bishop Philip J Fur
long ol New York will preside
at the opening cession
The speaker at the conference
luncheon will he Justice Owen
McGivern of the New York State
SufJfeme Court Auxiliary Bu>hop
Joseph M. Pernicone of New
York will preside »t the lunch-
eon
A special fea'ure of the meet
ing will be a session on day
camping, conducted by Rev Ml
Chael J. Fleming of the Brooklyn
Diocese
The Brooklyn diocesan day-
camping program includes some
28,000 young people during the
summer
Entry Deadline
For Hobby Show
JERSEY CITY - Entrie* for
the annual Newark archdiocrsan
CYO Hobby Show, to be held Jan
122 at the CYO Center, will close
on Jan 10
There will be competition In
seven principal classes, subdivid-
ed into 60 different categories,
iOnly registered CYO members
from parishes chartered by the
CYO will be eligible to enter and
all entries, except collections,
must have been started and com
pleted during 1938
The chief classes are art, col
lections and miscellaneous (for
boys and girls, judged separate-
ly); boys' handicrafts and mod-
els (for boys only) and girls'
handicrafts and needle arts (for
girls only). There will be junior
(12-18) and senior (18-26) divi-
sions In each class and one spe
cial award will be presented to
the "most outstanding exhibit "
All entry blanks, which may be
obtained from parish moderators,
must be signed by them and
mailed to the county CYO office
Further instructions will follow
by mall as to where and when
exhibits should be presented fo'r
the competition.
Those wishing to enter more
than one exhibit will need a sep-
arate entry blank for each. A
contestant may enter more thlln
one category, but may not have
two entries in the tame category.
Georgetown Team
Wins Moot Court
I NKW YORK - William Farlie
of Short Hills Was a monitor of
the Georgetown team which sub-
mitted the best legal brief in a
national moot court competition
hrjd here.
Justice Charles E. Whittaker of
ithe Supreme Court preaided.
January Schedule
For Statue, Crusade
NEWARK Here are the
schedule* for the Our Lady of
Fatima Pilgrim Statue and CYO
Communion Crusade in Essex
County during the month of
January
Statue-Jan. 3, St Paul the
Apostle, Irvington; jo. Sacred
Heart, Bloomfield; 17. Good
Counsel, Newark; 24. Sacred
Heart. Vailsburg; 31, Most Sac-
red Heart of Jesus, Irvington.
Crusade Jan. 10, St. Rose
of Lima Newark; 17, Holy
Family, Nutley; Ml. Carmel,
Orange. 31 Our Lady of the
Valley, Orange.
Peacocks Send
Books to Korea
JERSEY CITY—St Peters
College students and faculty
have responded to the appeal of
Korea’s first Catholic University,
which the Society of Jesus is
] building upon Nago-San Hill
outside Seoul.
To be accredited, the new uni
versity must establish a library
of 50.000 volumes. James Con-
niff. professor of English at St
Peters and papular Catholic
writer, was apprised of the need
by Rev. (Lieut) James F Dolan
S.J.
The response from St Peter's
faculty and students io an .ppeal
1 of books resulted in 500 volumes
being shipped to Father Dolan.
Further contributions of books
will be welcomed and they may
be left with Mr. Coniff at St
Peter’s, or mailed direeny to
Father Dolan at HQ Battalion,
APO 24, San Francisco, Calif.
BOOKS FOR KOREA: James Conniff, professor of English at St. Peter’s College,
helps Philip Campano, left, and John Ford as they pack books for the first Catholic
University in Korea, which the Jesuits are building at Nago-San Hill outside Seoul.
Gregory Club Lists Talk by Fr. Vaccaro
ORANGE Rev John Vac-
caro of St Joseph's. East Or
angc, will speak on Protestant
ism. Yesterday and Today," at a
meeting of the Gregory Club,
Jan 2 at Graulich's.
Other January activities of tha
club include a ham dance on Jan.
10, a winter weekend at Whit*
Haven. Pa , on Jan. 18 and a
party for Ivy Haven patients on
Jan. 31
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THE
Franciscan Fathers
Third Order Regular
of St. Francis
offer to young men ond boys special
opportunities to Study for the tocrfd
Priesthood. lock of fund* no obstacle.
For further information writ* toi
Director of Retreat*
Franciscan Preparatory Seminary
PO. Bos Iff
Hollidaytburg 4. Pennsylvania
MARY
SERVE her at a
MARIST BROTHER
In the Society of Mary
*•» Director ot IroHttro, I.M.
•t. Mory'i Mantr
Panndcl, P«nn.
THE
TRINITARIAN FATHERS
offer an opportunity to young men and boyi of Grammar
S<hool and High School to become a priest or o Brother
In the Trinitarian Order. Lack of fund, no impediment.
Writ# to:
VOCATION DIRECTOR, O.S.S.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore 8, Marylandeillllllllllllllllllll> 11111 ■i»111 *. * ff
BECOME A
PALLOTTINE
PRIEST
OR
Wklc choice ol acrivmev Teaching.
Parish Work. Preaching. Foreign end
Home Miutoni end Retreat Work.
RD ATUCD .li rtu: The Pallottinc Father*.dKU 1 HhR JO9 N. Pica St.. Baltimore 1, Md.
Earn 3%Savings Insured to $lO,OOO
HOME MORTGAGE LOANS
ALEXANDER HAMILTON SAVINGS
and LOAN ASS N
>H 1-41 u1 COll STRUT RATIISON. M. J.
Uour^tb jL0H heat satisfaction/
PETRQSINCE 190’
FUEL OIL and BURNER SERVICE
PETROLEUM heat and POWIk COMPANY of n J
972 BROAD STREET Ni.o.V N J M , , , no
★ EARN MORE *
ON EACH DOLLAR YOU SAVE
1/ Q/ PER ANNUM
J /Q ON ALL SAVINGS
Accounts Insured Up To $lO,OOO
NUTLEY SAVINGS and
LOAN ASSOCIATION
244 CHESTNUT STREET
NUTLEY, NEW JERSEY
| Sullivan Listed
In Who's Who
NEW ROCHELLE - John Sul
In an of Morristown is one of 16
seniors at lona College named in
the 1958 59 edition of Who's Who
in American Cmversities and
Colleges.”
SOV« by
Jon.
•O"
Janfrom
4 ham
e»— ~ •—* e-r
SAVINCS INSUMS TO SIS.OM
cMoil chocl,Im mmwl
Mohawk
SAVINGS and Uu Aaaw.
«t Cl—m 11, Nnwk 1, N. J.
Mile Hill 3-0260
«H IAInNO sosm iha ann
M f .*■*. wio ms hirM
Named to Who's Who
MILWAUKEE - Stephanie
Slack of Allendale, a senior at
Marquette University, has been
named to the 1959 edition of
Who'* Who In American Col
leges and Universities.
A student of physical therapy.
Miss Slack was honored for her
work as an orientation leader and
officer of the Marquette Home-
coming Council.
ICE SKATING at the WIUOW BROOK
ICE SKATING RINK
Open Mormngj. Afternoon* and Evening*
Route 23 (just touth of Rt. 23 l 46 traffic circle)
CL 6-3134-5 Mountain View, N. J.
MODERN HATTERS
WHOLESALE Jersey City Hat Center RETAIL
The Soft
and
Lofty
Look
$5.00
MEN'S and BOYS' CAPS
BEAUTIFUL SELECTION
BRIDAL HEADWEAR
REASONABLE PRICES
OTHER LADIES' HATS FEATUtINO
n#w»ll itylet ond coiort
$1 98 to $6 00
MEN'S
Finest Quality
FUR FELTS
$4.00
Alto complete (me of Block Hot*
for the Clergy
Fir»*»t name brand Quality men't,
lodtet and children t hat* at
lowest factory pricot.
313 THIRD STREET
(Downtown, off Nawork Ava.)
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
Ol 9-9300
SKANCH FACTORY OUTIfT
490 COMMUNIPAVy AVI.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
'POLAROID Land"
SHOPPING GUIDE for
60-Second Photography
CHOOSE FROM S MODELS OF
THE POLAROID* LAND CAMERA
There’* no greater gift thrill waiting for
you and your whole family than the
Polaroid Land Camera
...
the only
Camera in the world that develop* it*
own pictures in GO seconds. There's a
model for every budget- Whichever
camera you plect, you'll be amared at
'
the quality of today’s 60-eecond pic-
tures. With the new film just intro-
duced. the picture* arc twice as sharp
as ever before.
SPECIAL 800 GIFT SET
Specially pictured (or fift-fivinf, this set am
you money over the price of the individum)
iterm. It (estures the Model 800 Poliroid Lind
Cimeu, the style ind quality leader of the line.
AI«o included ire ■ Polaroid B-C Flaih Gun
and the exclusive Polaroid Bounce Flash
Bracket, for flash pictures with a natural "diy-
Itfht” look.
COMPLETE KITS
For that eery special gift or for the fift for
the ra/irr family five a complete kit. There's
a kit for each camera model, and each cornea in
• handsome leather rase complete with flash
fun, film, and many free bonua item*. There
are btf aavinp by baytnf the complete kit.
■i
ACCESSORIES FOR POLAROID LAND CAMERA OWNERS
See our complete selection of accessories they make wooderfd gilts. Her*
are only three of many possibilities:
POLAROID PRINT COPIER
Mikee extra copies on the spot
in 60 seconds
POLAROID ▼
BOUNCE FLASH
BRACKET
Gives flash pktares a
professions! look
KHs al Polaroid Land
Mod*. Times
CHOOSE YOUR OWN PAYMENT PLAN
AS LITTLE AS *6.95 DOWN
"SAVE MORE FOR CASH"
SCHAEFFER CAMERA
Photographic Equipment and Supplies
Retail. .. Wholesale
Industrial ... Professional
8? HALSEY ST., NEWARK, N.J. • MArk.t 2-2383
